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Many special problems commonly ascribed to differential geometry have

proved accessible to a purely geometric treatment without any differentiabil-

ity assumptions. The present paper tries to develop systematically the foun-

dations for a general geometric theory of Finsler spaces. It is naturally divided

into two parts. The first (chapters I and II) covers the basic concepts such as

line elements, extremals, their parametrizations and so forth ; briefly all those

facts which are usually derived from the theory, of differential equations. The

second part (chapters III and IV) shows that these concepts suffice to build

a geometric theory on them. It is largely inspired by Cartan [l](l) which

sets forth admirably the simple geometric facts underlying the results of

Riemannian geometry.

A brief résumé of the results follows:

Chapter I contains the general tools and is believed to prove useful also

for other fields. After defining metric spaces so as to include the case where

the distance is not symmetric (the spaces occurring in the calculus of variations

are in general of this type) §1 discusses the concept of finite compactness. In

§2 the subsets of a metric space are metrized by a distance similar but superior

to the known Hausdorff distance inasmuch as it is not restricted to bounded

sets. §3 defines a similar metric for the motions of a metric space. These dis-

tances will serve to replace local coordinates or other parameters in analytical

arguments.

Chapter II contains the fundamental definitions and facts. First (§4), the

basic Axioms A, B, C, D for a Finsler space are given, and their implications

for the local geometry are discussed. Then (§5), extremals are defined, in a

rather unorthodox way, as classes of segments. It is shown that they have

parametric representations with the properties commonly used for the defini-

tion. Next (§6), convergence of extremals as point sets, sets of line-elements,

and curves is analyzed. In the symmetric case (yx=xy) it is natural to con-

sider non-oriented segments and extremals (called geodesies). They have

many additional properties (§§7 and 8)(2) which may all be traced to the

fact that two different geodesies have at most countably many common

points.

Chapter III presents a theory of parallelism for rays in unbounded spaces.

Prolongation of a segment beyond its end point leads either to the absolutely
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(1) Numbers in brackets refer to the references cited at the end of the paper.

(2) These sections are an elaboration of B [l, chapter I, §§2 and 3].
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conjugate point to the initial point (§9) beyond which prolongation is not

possible or to an infinite ray, which suggests the idea of a point at infinity.

The main problem is to determine to which extent, or under which conditions,

this point has the customary properties(3) (§§10 and 11).

Chapter IV treats several problems of differential geometry proper. Since

the concept of a covering space is essential for all of them, §§12 and 13 supply

a theory of covering spaces for Finsler spaces. They include some new re-

sults on locally isometric mappings. §14 contains a variety of applications. An

essential part of Cartan [l, chapters III, V and VI] is devoted to geometric

characterizations, among Riemann spaces, of the spaces which are locally

euclidean, hyperbolic or spherical. §§15 and 16 characterize the same spaces

among general symmetric Finsler spaces. The "axiome du plan" of Cartan

(loc. cit. p. 123) is evidently not sufficient for Finsler spaces, that is, the con-

figurational hypothesis must be supplemented by a metric condition. It is

shown that a Finsler space is locally euclidean, hyperbolic or spherical when,

locally, the bisectors of two points are linear. The second axiom of Cartan,

"l'axiome de libre mobilité" (loc. cit. p. 124) proves to be a sufficient condition

also under the present general hypothesis. The following even weaker form

of this axiom will be used here: every point p of the space has a neighborhood

px<p(p) such that for any two congruent triples(4) p, a, b and p, a', b' in

this neighborhood an isometric mapping of the neighborhood on itself exists,

which leaves p fixed and carries a into a' and o into b'.

If either this or the bisector property hold in the large the space is a finite

dimensional euclidean, hyperbolic or spherical space.

Notations. Small Roman letters, except e, denote points. Roman capitals

are used for point sets. Gothic letters indicate parametrized point sets like

curves, geodesies, • ■ • . Small Greek letters stand for real numbers. Greek

capitals, except Y, A, H denote transformations. Products of transformations

are to be read from left to right. T, A, H are reserved for groups of trans-

formations.

I. Finitely compact spaces

1. Nonsymmetric metric spaces. Finite compactness. The natural dis-

tance xy of the calculus of variations is in general not symmetric, that is,

xy may be different from yx. To include this case, the present paper uses the

term "metric space" for any set R with the following four properties:

(3) Cartan [l, Note III] and B [l, chapter III, §4] study parallelism in symmetric spaces

in which all geodesies are isometric to straight lines.

(4) That is, pa=pa'<p, pb = pb'<p and ab=a'b'. The literature on this problem is very

extensive, compare Weyl [l ]. The present paper furnishes the first treatment of the local prob-

lem without differentiability assumptions. The problem in the large for the euclidean and hyper-

bolic cases was first discussed by the author (see B [l ]), and for the spherical cases by G. Birkhoff

[l]. However the assumptions of G. Birkhoff are somewhat different; while relaxing the topo-

logical conditions, he considerably strengthens the mobility hypothesis.
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(1.1) xy is defined for all ordered pairs of points in R and is non-negative.

(1.2) xy = 0 if and only if x = y.
(1.3) xy+yZfîxzfor any three points x, y, z.

(1.4) xx,—*0 if and only if x,x—»0.
The ordinary metric spaces for which xy=yx will be distinguished from

the others as symmetric metric spaces. Due to (1.4) the distinction is purely

metric and not topological if the convergence x„—>x is defined by xx,—»0. For

put

(1.5) <r(x, y) — max (xy, yx),        c*(x, y) = min (xy, yx).

Then (1.4) shows that any one of the four relations xx,—»0, x,x—+0, <r(x, x„)—»0,

<r*(x, x,)—»0 implies the three others. Moreover <r(x, y) satisfies the triangle

inequality <r(x, y)+ffiy, z)^<r(x, z) and is therefore a symmetric metrization

of R equivalent to xy.

The numbers .47?, aiA, B), o~*(A, B) are defined as the greatest lower

bounds of xy, o-(x, y), cr*(x, y) respectively, where x ranges over A and y,

independently, over B. Finally S'iA, p), S"iA, p), S(A, p), and S*iA, p),
p>0, will denote the sets of those points x for which, respectively, ^4x<p,

xA<p, o~iA, x)<p, and a*iA, x)<p. By (1.4) the four sets {5'(x, p)},

|S"(x, p)}, {Six, p)], and {S*(x, p)}, where x ranges over R and p over

the positive real numbers, form equivalent sets of neighborhoods (bases) of P.

Obviously

(1.6) Six, p) = 5'(x, p) H S"ix, p),       S*ix, p) = S'ix, p) W 5"(x, p).

Menger developed a general theory of arclength (6). The following is a

brief summary of Menger's results for spaces which satisfy axioms (1.1) to

(1.4) to the extent in which they will be needed in the present paper.

The arclength of the continuous curve c, parametrically represented as

c(r), a^r^ß, is the number

(1-7) X(c) = sup X c(t.)c(t«+i)

where [t] traverses all subdivisions t0 = a<n< • • • <t„_i<tm = /3 of the in-

terval (a, ß). When X(c) is finite c is called rectifiable. Let c(t', t") denote the

subarc t'^t^t" of c. Obviously

(1.8) c(r')c(r") ú X(c(r', r")).

The arclength is additive, that is, the relation

(1.9) X(c(r', r")) + X(c(r", r'")) = X(c(r', r'"))

holds for any three numbers t', t", t'" with ö|t' <t" <t'" £ß.

(6) Compare Menger [l, 2]. Menger's hypotheses do not exactly cover the present case,

but his arguments carry over.
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To introduce the arclength tr as parameter on the rectifiable curve c means

the transition from the given parametrization c(r) to the parametrization

c'(a), O^tr^X(c), defined in the following manner: c'(tr) is the point c(to) for

which <r=X(c(a, t0)) (the point c(t0) is unique, but there may be a whole

interval of values r for which c(t)=c(t0)).

For all topological and metric considerations two rectifiable curves Ci, c*

do not differ essentially when their arclength parametrizations c{ (tr) and

ci (er) are identical, that is, when c{ (<r) = c{ (a) for O^a gX(ci)=X(c2). Such

curves are therefore considered equivalent. It is easily seen that a curve is

homotopic to its arclength representation.

(1.10) 7Ae arclength is lower semicontinuous: If t,:c,(r), a^rtZß, v = 0, 1,

2, • • • , are continuous curves with cv(t)—*Co(t) for every t then X(co)^Iim

inf X(c).
A continuous curve c:c(r), a^r^ß, c(a)=a, c(ß) = b is called a segment

«(a, b) from a to 6 if X(c) =ao. By (1.3), (1.8), (1.9) :

(1.11) c(t')c(t") =X(c(t\ t")) when c is a segment and a gr' <r" liß, so

that each subarc c(r', t") of a segment is a segment.

Any curve c'(r) which is equivalent to c and for which

C'(Tl)C'(T2)   =  T2 —  Ti      for      Tl <  r2

is called a representation of the segment c = 8(a, b). Any segment represented by

a subarc of c'(t) is called a subsegment of <5(a, b). In particular, the parame-

trization c'(tr) in terms of the arclength tr is a representation of c.

(1.12) If d(r) and c2(r) represent the same segment, then Ci(r)=Cî(T+a)

for a suitable real a.

The further discussion of segments will be simplified by the notation (abc)

which expresses that the points a, b, c are different and that ab+bc = ac. This

relation has the following important property:

(1.13) (abc) and (acd) if and only if (abd) and (bed).
For if (abd) and (bed) then

ad = ab + bd = ab + be + cd ^ ac + cd 2; ad

hence aô+ôc = ac and ac+cd = ad. The converse is established similarly. A

consequence of (1.13) is

(1.14) If (abc) and segments 8(a, b) and $(b, c) exist, then é(a, o) continued

by ê(o, c) is a segment ê(a, c).

The following trivial estimates will be used several times.

(1.15) If a, b(ES(x, a) and (acb) then c£S(x, 3a). Hence each 8(a, b)

CS(x, 3a). If the space is symmetric then ë(a, b)(ZS(x, 2a).

These facts follow from

ex iS cb + bx < ab + bx á ax + xb + bx < 3a

and
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xc ^ xa + ac < xa + ab g xa + ax + xb < 3a

in the general case, and from xc<min iac, bc)+a in the symmetric case.

Following Menger the metric space P will be called cow^ex when for any

ordered pair of points a, c a point o with iabc) exists. If for every pair a, b

a segment 8(a, b) exists the space is obviously convex. Menger [3] showed

that the converse holds for complete spaces, in particular:

(1.16) If the metric space R is finitely compact and convex, then any point a

can be connected to any point b by a segment 3(a, b).

The notion of finite compactness needs some clarification for non-sym-

metric spaces: A set A is said to be bounded when a number p>0 and a point

a exist such that A(ZS*ia, p). The space P is finitely compact^), if every

bounded infinite set A contains a sequence of points, {x„}, which converges

to a point x (not necessarily in A).

(1.17) If in a finitely compact space R the set ACS'ia, p') then

ACS"ia, p") lor a suitable p".

Otherwise x,(E.A would exist with x,a—>«>. Since R is finitely compact

{x,} contains a subsequence {x„} which converges to a point x. Then

x^a^x^x+xa would imply that {x?a} is bounded.

(1.1.8) Let A be a bounded set in the finitely compact space R. For a given «>0

a 5>0 can be found such that ab<ô and a, bÇ^A imply ba<e.

Otherwise points a, and b, in A would exist with a,bv—*0 and b,a,~^t.

Since A is bounded \a,\ contains a subsequence {a„} which tends to a point

a. Then ab^^aa^+a^bß—>0, hence, by (1.4), bßa—»0 and b^a^^b^a+aa^—^O.

In a finitely compact space the rectifiablë curves have the following im-

portant compactness property:

(1.19) 7re the finitely compact space R let c,, v = i, 2, • • • , be a continuous

curve with initial point a,. If {X(c)} and {a,} are bounded then curves c(t);

O^r^a, equivalent to c, exist, such that a suitable subsequence \c^Ít)\ of

{cyir)} converges uniformly for O^rga to a continuous curve c iwith X(c)

^lim inf X(c„) by (1.10)).
The literature does not seem to cover the present case. Therefore a proof

will be given. By the hypothesis and (1.8) the set Uc„ is bounded. If X(c,,)—>0

for a suitable subsequence {c,,} the assertion follows from (1.8). Otherwise

we introduce t=o-„/X(c) as parameter on c, where a, is the arclength on c„

and obtain a curve c„(t), Ogr^l, equivalent to c,. For every fixed t the se-

quence {c„(t)} is bounded and contains a converging subsequence. By a well

known procedure a subsequence fcM} is obtained such that {c„(r)} converges

for every r of the form k2~p to a limit cir), where p = l, 2, 3, • • • and

k = 0, 1, • • • , 2".

According to (1.18) choose for a given e>0 a number 5>0such thataô<5

and a, ¿>EUc, imply ba<e/3, then p such that,X(cM)-2_',<min (e/3, ô), and

(6) In Riemannian geometry finitely compact spaces are called normal, compare Cartan

[1, P. 65].
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finally juo such that c(11(/<2_•',)c^^(/c2_',) <e/3 for k = 0, 1, 2, • • • , 2'and/ui,p2>rlo-

For every t, Oárál, there is a k with 0gk2" — t<2-". When pi, p2>po,

6*{t)cw (t) ^ ch(t)ch(k2-») +ch(k2-")cií2(k2-») + cPí(k2-")cPí(t)< e/3 + e/3 + e/3,

because c„(t)cm(k2-'>) <2_"X(c(1) <min (e/3, 5) and c(12(t)c(12(k2_'') < 5 implies

cPí(k2~p)cPí(t) <e/3. This shows that c^O") tends to a point c(t), and that the

convergence is uniform for 0 ^t ^ 1.

An important consequence of (1.8), (1.10), (1.19) is:

(1.20) If in a finitely compact space a,—+a, b?—>b, and segments è(a„, 6„) exist,

then a suitable subsequence {á(a„, bp) ) of {ê(a„ b,)] converges to a segment

3(a, b).

Finite compactness is not a topologically invariant concept. But the spaces

which can be metrized such that they become finitely compact may easily be

characterized topologically. In the following theorem all terms are used in the

same sense as in Lefschetz [l, chapter I] (quoted as L).

(1.21) Theorem. A Hausdorff space R possesses a finitely compact (sym-

metric) metrization if and only if it is locally compact and has a countable base.

The necessity is obvious; for if R is finitely compact, then S(a, p) is a

compactum, hence separable [L, (45.1)] so that 2?=U„°°,1.S'(a, k) is separable

and has therefore a countable base  [L, (43.7)].

Conversely, let 2? be a locally compact Hausdorff space with a countable

base. If R is compact, metrizability is a well known fact (see L, (46.4)).

If R is locally compact but not compact, a point b can be added to 7? such

that 7?i = 7?+o is a compact Hausdorff space [L, (29.3) and (37.1)]. The open

sets of 2?i are (1) the open sets G in R and (2) the sets 2?i —7", where F is a

compact set in R (see the proof of L, (29.3)). 2?i has also a countable base.

For there exists a base {B,\ of 7? such that B, is compact in R [L, (29.2)].

Then b lies in no Bv, so that C„ = 7?i — U|í_iB, contains b. The B, and CP form

a base of Rlt that is, every open set in 2?i is sum of B, and Cp. An open set

G in 7? is sum of 73„'s. Consider an open set 7?i — F of the second type. Since 7"

is compact it is covered by a finite number of Bv, hence T'CU^.iTJ« for a suit-

able p, so that R\— FZ)CPZ)b. The set R—F is open in 7?, hence R% — F

= (R — F)+b is sum of Cß and suitable B,'s.

As a compact Hausdorff space with a countable base, 7?i can be metrized

[L, (46.4)]. Let p(x, y) be a symmetric metrization of 7?i. Because p"l(x, b)

is defined and continuous on R

(1.22) xy = p(x, y) + \ p~l(x, b) - p~l(y, b) |

is a symmetric metrization of R. Let jx»} be a bounded sequence in R, that is,

Xyp<a for a suitable pÇLR and a>0. Since Ri is compact, {x„} contains a

subsequence {x\} which converges to a point x in 2?i. The definition (1.22)

yields that p_1(x\, b) — p~l(p, b) <a or p(xx, o)> [a + p~1(p, b)]'1, hence x^b,

or x£2?, which proves (1.21).
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2. Topology of subsets. The purpose of this section is to metrize the sub-

sets of a metric space in such fashion that the most important features of the

known Hausdorff distance are preserved, and that the distance is defined for

any two sets. Since at no occasion will this topology be applied to non-sym-

metric spaces, xy = yx is assumed throughout this section.

The Hausdorff distance phiG, 77) of the two non-empty sets G, 77 is the

greatest lower bound of all numbers a for which simultaneously 5(77, a)Z)G

and 5(G, a)3)77. For unbounded sets pn is in general not defined, for instance,

not for two intersecting lines of the euclidean plane, which is precisely the

type of sets with which this paper will be most concerned. Observe that

(2.1) phiG, H) = sup | xG - xH \,

whenever phiG, 77) is defined. For,

(2.2) xG = x77forallxGP, if and only if G = 77,
so that the two sides of (2.1) vanish only simultaneously (compare Hausdorff

[1, p. 146]). Let phiG, 77)>0 and 0<t<pA(G, 77). Then either

G et 5(77, Ph(G, 77) - e)    or   77 <£ SiG, Ph(G, H) - e).

Take the first case. Then G contains a point z such that

Ph(G, H) — e ^ z/7 = zZ7 — zG S sup | xG — x77 |.

Next choose z in 77 with xz<x77+e.There is a point y in G with yz<phiG, 77)

+ e because 77C5(G, Ph(G, H) + e). Hence

xG — x77 ^ xy — xH ^ xz + zy — xH < xH + e + pit(G, H) + « — x77

= PhiG, H) + It.

Similarly xII—xG<phiG, H) + 2t is seen, which proves (2.1).

The relation (2.1) suggests defining a distance for arbitrary non-empty sets

as follows: Fix a point p and put for any two sets G, 77

(2.3) pP(G, 77) = sup I xG — x77 |   exp (— px).

For the discussion of this function the following three   trivial relations will

be useful:

(2.4) rexp (- t) < 1    for all real r.

(2.5) | xG — yG \ ^ xy.

(2.6) exp (— px) ^ exp (— px)exp iqp + px — qx) = exp (— ox)-exp (pq).

The number pPiG, 77) is always finite because by (2.5)

| xG - x77 | ^ xG + xH Ú fG + pH + 2px
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hence by (2.4)

(2.7) Pp(G, 77) < pG + pH + 2.

The relations (2.2) and (2.3) yield that

(2.8) pp(G, 77) =pp(77, G) ̂ 0 araa" pp(G, H)=0if and only ifG=H.
To prove the triangle inequality

(2.9) Pp(G, 77) + Pp(H,K) ^ Pp(G, K)

for any three sets G, 27, K, observe that for a given e > 0 a point z exists with

Pp(G, 77) — e < | zG — z77 | exp (— pz)

¿ ( | zG - z77 | + | z77 - zTsT | ) exp (- pz)

^ Pp(G, 77) + pp(77, K).

For an arbitrary point a let

pq(G, 77) = sup | xG — xH | -exp (— qx)

then by (2.6)

pq(G, 77) ^ sup | xG — xH\ -exp (— px) exp (pq) ^ pp(G, 77) exp (pq)

hence

(2.10) Pp(G, 77) exp (- pq) g Pq(G, 77) á PP(G, 77) exp (pq)

which shows that pp and pq are topologically equivalent.

(2.1) and (2.3) show that pk(G„ G)—>0 implies pp(Gr, G)—>0. The converse

is obviously not true. It is not even necessarily true when the sets Gv and G are

bounded (individually). However, clearly p¡,(G„ G)—»0 when pp(Gv, G)—»0 and

UG„ and G are bounded.

Example. R1 consists of the numbers 0, 1, 2, • • • with | v— p\ as distance;

G consists of 0 and G, of the numbers 0 and v. When p = 0 then

Pp(G, G„) =       sup      (v - min (v, \ p — v \ )) exp (— c)
r=0,l,2,--

= sup (v — I p — v I ) exp (— j-)

^ sup (2v + p) exp (— v) g sup 4f exp (— v).
1n>li 2y>n

Hence pp(G, Gp)—>0 for p—>=o, whereas p^(G, G„)—><».

Notice for later applications that

(2.11)   {pp(Gy, Gp)} is bounded if and only {pG?} is bounded.

The necessity is obvious because

pp(Gp, Gi) ^ pGp — pGi
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and the sufficiency follows from (2.7).

The existence of the closed limit FlG,i7) is connected to convergence in

terms of pp in a very similar fashion as to convergence in terms of ph-

(2.12) If pPiGy, G)—>0 then FIG, exists and equals G.

For let x(EG. Then

| xG, — xG | -exp (— px) = xG, exp (— px) —» 0.

Hence y,(E.G, exists with xy„—>0, so that G(ZFl inf G,. Next let y(EFl sup G,.

Then yKÇ.G^K with yK-^y exists and

exp ipy)ppiG,K, G) ^ yG - yG„t ^ yG - y.G^ - yy. = yG - yyK

so that yG = 0 and Fl sup G,CG.

(2.13) Theorem. If R is finitely compact and FlG, = G9*0 then pPiG„ G)—»0.

For an indirect proof let the subsequence {G,*} of {G,} satisfy the in-

equality PpiG*, G) ^4a>0. Then a point x, with

(2.14) | x„G„* — xJG I -exp (— px,) > 2a

exists for large v. If zÇiG then G* contains a point z, with z,—>z and

| x/j * — x,G \ :2 x,z, + x,z ^ 2px, + pz, + pz

and by (2.14), i2px,+pz,+pz) exp (— px,)>2a, so that  {px,} is bounded.

(2.14) implies that {G*} contains either a subsequence JG,' } with

(2.15) x',G',  - x',G > 2a

or a subsequence {G„" } with

(2.16) x','G - xl'Gl' > 2a

(or subsequences of both types), where x,', x„" signify the elements in {x„}

with the same subscript as G',, G',' have in {G,*\. Let (2.15) hold and choose

y, in G such that x',y,<x',G+a, so that {y,} is bounded and has an accumu-

lation point y. As a closed limit G is closed and contains y. On the other hand

we obtain from the last inequality and (2.5), (2.15)

y,G',  + a > x',G',   — x', y, + a > x,G, — x',G > 2a

which yields yG', >a/2 for large v, so that G(\_Fl inf G„.

Finally let (2.16) hold and choose /„ in G„" with x','t,<x','G',' +a. The se-

quence {/„} is bounded, because {x„} and {z,\ are bounded. By (2.5), (2.16)

l,G + a> xl'G - x','t, + a > xl'G - xl'Gl' > 2a.

(') The terminology and notations of Hausdorff [l, pp. 146-150] are used. The closed

limit superior Fl sup G, (closed limit inferior Fl inf G,) of {G,} consists of those points x for

which every neighborhood S(x, e) >0 contains points of infinitely many G, (of all but a finite

number of G,). If Fl sup G, = Fl inf G, this set is the closed limit FIG,.
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Hence an accumulation point /of {/„} would not lie inGalthough fCTVsupG,,.

This theorem yields the following result.

(2.17) If R is finitely compact then every bounded sequence {G„} of non-

empty sets (that is, \pp(G„ G»)} is bounded) contains a subsequence [GK] which

converges metrically to a set G, that is, pP(GK, G)—>0.

For, since 7? is separable, \GV\ contains a subsequence [GK\ and 7? a set G

such that FIGK = G (see Hausdorff [l, p. 147]). G« is not empty and contains

by (2.11) a point z„ such that {pzK} is bounded. Hence [zK\ has an accumula-

tion point z£7/ sup G, = G, so that G is not empty. (2.13) yields now (2.17).

Combining the results (2.2), (2.12), (2.13), (2.17) leads to

(2.18) Theorem. 7Ae non-empty closed sets of a finitely compact symmetric

space Rform with the metric pp a finitely compact metric space.

This theorem in conjunction with Theorem (1.21) yields an interesting

fact on the closed sets of a locally compact Hausdorff space with a countable

base, whose formulation may be left to the reader.

3. Topology of motions. The usual terminology will be used for mappings:

$> is a mapping of the set A in the set B if every point x of A determines a

unique point y = x<ï> in B. For a subset T of A we put 7<f>= Ujgrx'i. In gen-

eral -4<pC23; only if A$ = B then 4> is a mapping of A on B.

A mapping <ï> of a (not necessarily symmetric) metric space 7? on itself is

called a motion if it preserves distances :

(3.1) xy = #4>y4>    for all x, y in R.

Obviously <E> is a topological mapping of 7? on itself and i>_1 is also a motion.

Moreover the motion <& followed by the motion Sf' is again a motion «ÊSF

Hence the motions which 7? admits form a group T.

The purpose of this section is to provide V with a topology which agrees

with the ordinary notions of continuity in cases like the euclidean space.

(3.1) applied to x, y and y, x yields (compare (1.5))

(3.2) c(x, y) = ct(x$, y4>),

so that a motion of 7? for the metric xy is at the same time a motion for 72

with o(x, y) as metric. The converse is not necessarily true, so that the group

r„ of motions of R with o(x, y) as metric may contain T as a proper subgroup.

Example. R2. In the Ex with rectangular coordinates £i, • • • , £x let K be

a closed convex surface which contains (0, • • • , 0) in its interior. Every ray

Vk = t^„ £^0, rèO, intersects K in exactly one point ??(£). Putting generally

l«l =E«2]i'2and defining </>(£) = \%\ /| n(Ç) |,cp(0)=0, the function

PÜu h) - *(fc - SiX8)

will satisfy the requirements (1.1)—(1.4), moreover £x will be a finitely com-

(8) On this metric compare Minkowski [l, §§17, 18].
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pact space R2, which admits as motions all translations of the 7s\ The space

P2 is not symmetric unless 0 is the center of K. Therefore the symmetry

£$=— £ in 0, or more generally the symmetry £d> = 2f — £ in an arbitrary

point f, will not be a motion of P2 unless 0 is the center of K. However, these

symmetries are motions for P with the symmetric metric

<r(!i, &) = max («(£, - £,), <»(£i - £2)).

By topologizing F, the group T is also topologized. For bounded spaces

the number supIGß(r(xi>, xSf/) yields a natural topology. In unbounded spaces

this number is not always defined. A similar devise as in §2 may be applied:

fix a point p and put

(3.3) pp($, SP) = sup [<r(x<ï>, xSfO] exp (— <rip, x)).
i£JÎ

For the sake of brevity set exp ( —<r(a, b)) =<p(a, b). Since

<r(x$, xSfO S o-(x$, p) + dp, xS?) = o-(x, p<b~l) + dp^-1, x)

^ 2(t(/>, x) + *(/>, p®'1) + crip, p*-1)

(2.4) yields

(3.4) p,(#, *) ^ 2 + <r(/>, #*-«) + c(p, pV1),

so that pp(3>, S?) is always finite. Obviously pp($, 14>)=pp(1ir, <$)a0 and

pP($, Sir) =0 if and only if (r(x<I>, xS£0 =0 for all x, or <£ = Str. The proof of the

triangle inequality

(3.5) Pp(<ï>, Sf) + pp(¥, 12) è p,(*. Ö)

for any three elements of Tff is practically identical with the proof of (2.9).

Let for any point q

p„(<ï>, SfO = sup [<r(xi>, x<k)-<biq, x)].

Then (2.6) shows that

p„(#, Sf) á sup (**, xV) <bip, x)-<t>-\p, q) ^ p,(*. *)<P-1(P, q)
i£K

hence

(3.6) Pp($, *)*(#, 9) g pt(#, ¥) ^ Pp(*, *)*-».(#, ?)

which shows that pp and p, are topologically equivalent metrizations of r„.

Henceforth it is understood that r<, is topologized in this fashion. Notice the

following important properties of pp.

(3.7) p„(<ï>, Sír)=pp(f>fí, SFfi) for any 3>, Si',   fi because <r(x<I>fi, xSf>fi)

= o-(x<i>, xSt') for all x.

(3.8) pp(4>, ST/)=ppn-i(í2í>, fiS?) because y = x fi-1 traverses P when x does

and therefore
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sup tr(x$, x*)<p(p, x) = sup o-(xü~lü^, xQ-1ß*)0(#ß-1, xQr1)
X X

= sup <r(yQ4>, yiïty^pQr1, y).
V

(3.9) The sequence { í»»} is bounded (that is, pp($r, $v) <a) if and only if

for a suitable (or every) point a the set [cr(a$„ aQp)\ is bounded.

If pP(<P,, $,,)<«, then tr(ai>„ a<£„) <a<p-1(p, a) for every a. Let

a(aí>», af>^) <a. Then for any point x by (2.4), (2.6)

tr(x4>„, x$p)<j>(p, x) ;S  [cr(a;$„ a$p) + <r(a<f>„, a4>^) + a-(a^li, x&p)]

■4>(a, x)4rl(a, p) Û [2c(a, x)d>(a, x) + a]<b~\a, p) g [2 + a]4r\a, p).

With the help of these facts the influence of the properties of 7? on the

topology of pp in Y, may be discussed.

(3.10) Theorem. If R is complete then Y, is complete.

It is to be shown that if lim^p,,^,,, <£,,) =0 then a motion <£ in T, exists

with pP(*ïv, <p)—»0. For every point y the sequence {y^} is a fundamental

sequence because

<r(y$P, y4>„) g pP($„, $,)0-1(/». y).

Since 2? is complete, y$V converges to a point y0 and it follows from

<r(x, y) = <r(x$p, y4>„) —> <r(*0, yo)

that x—>Xo is a mapping 4>0 of R in itself which preserves distances. <£0 will

be a motion if it maps R on itself, or if for a given point a of 2? a point q with

q$0 = 3 exists.

Because of (3.6), (3.7), (3.8)

<7(94>-i, ç*.-1)*^, ?) ^ pp(*m_1, *rl) = pp(e, ír1*,)

g pPo(E, sr1*,)-*-1^. io) = p„9?{*>, %)4>~Kp, Po)

^ Pp(%, <s>„)<t>-\p, po^-Kp, po^1).

Since a(po, po^7l)—o(p<^p, £o)—>0, it follows that {af>,ri} is a fundamental

sequence, hence converges to a point q with

ff(?i 2*) = nm ff(?> 2^V) = hm <J(a'^71, q) = 0.

Finally it must be shown that pp(&p, €>)—>0. For a given e>0 choose a

such that for every x and p, v>a,

a(x$p, x$r)<p(p, x) g pP($„. *..) < e.

For v—>oo this becomes a(xi>^, x<&)(b(p, x)^e for p.>a and all x, so that

pp(<E>„, $>)ge forp>a.
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In the theory of transformations one frequently uses a different topology

which is determined by the definition

(3.11) 3> = lim <£„ if <r(y<ï>,, y<ï>)—>0 for every y.

In sufficiently general spaces this limit concept may differ from pp($, <£„)
-*0.

Example. P3 consists of countably many points Xi, x2, ■ ■ ■ with the metric

ïAn= 1 for V9*p and x,x, = 0, so that P3 is locally compact and separable, but

not finitely compact. Every 1-1-mapping of P3 is a motion. px,i$, ST/) = 1 or

exp ( — 1) according to whether x,4>x,S?=l or 0, hence all elements of Ta are

isolated. But with the topology (3.11) no isolated elements exist. It suffices

to show that the identity E is not isolated. Define &, by xMi>, = xß for

p.9*v, v + i, x,$,=x,+i, x,+i$, = x,. Then \im, xll^, = xll for every p., hence

lim 4>, = E in the sense of (3.11).

The two topologies coincide for a finitely compact space P.

(3.12) 7w a finitely compact space pPi&„ $)—K) if and only if lim y$, = y$

for every y(E.R-
Since for every y

4>~Kp, y)pPi$v, *) ^ dy$», y$)

the relation pPi<&„ <$)—»0 implies y$„—*y<&. This much is true in any metric

space.

Conversely, if y$,—*y$ for every y did not imply pp(4\, $)—>0, then a

sequence of points y, and a subsequence {<P„*} of { €>„} would exist such that

<r(y,*,*, y,$>)d>ip, y,) > ij > 0.

Since P is finitely compact it may be assumed that either py,-^> °° or y„ con-

verges to a point y. The first case is impossible because

dyM, y,*)4>(p, y.) è [dyM, * *,*) + dp*?, P*) + *(i*. y»*)]*(#. y.)

^ [2dP, y,) + »(#*,*, ?$)]*(>, y,) -* o.

The second case is excluded by the relations <r(y„ y)—»0, aiy^*, y<I>)—>0 and

dy>$?> y*$)<t>ip, y») ̂  <Ky-**, y**) + «Ky**, y*) + <r(y*, y„$)

= 2ff(y, y,) + <r(y$,*, y€>).

The most important- fact for the present paper is

(3.13) Theorem. If R is finitely compact then T, and T are finitely compact.

Proof. By (3.9) the sequence {x$>,\ is bounded for every x if {<£,} is

bounded. Let {p,} be a countable set of points which is everywhere dense

in P. Since {pi"i>,} is bounded there is a subsequence {iv} of [v\ such that

{pi'Êii.} tends to a point pi. In {iv} select a subsequence {2?} such that

{pî^,} tends to a point p2, and so forth. The diagonal sequence S?„ = <$,,

satisfies the relation
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(3.14) lim p,$>, = pp    for all p.

Since SP„ is a motion

(3.15) c(p\, pp) = o-(px, pP)    for all X, p.

Hence, when [pvK\ is a fundamental sequence, then \pvK\ is fundamental,

so that the mapping pK-^>pK can be extended to a mapping S? of R in itself

with

(3.16) x<Sry-^ X&    and    o(x, y) = o(x^r, y%)    for all x, y.

~fy will be a motion if for every point a in R a point g with cfF = g exists. Since

q^!Vlp = qptyy—^qp^ the sequence {a^Fr1} is bounded. Let a^x"1—>2 then

agSt' = lim tygí'x = lim o^r's = 0.

Hence ^ is a motion. pP0F„ V)^0 by (3.12), (3.16), so that Y, is finitely

compact. As a consequence of (3.12) the group T is a closed subset of Y„,

hence Y is also finitely compact.

This theorem is the main justification for the metric pp("ï>, ^F). The

choice of the function <p(p, a) is, of course, largely arbitrary, for instance

[a2(p, x) + l]~i would yield the same results. Other functions, like the known

p($, SF) = sup o(x$, x^)[l + cr(x®, X^)]~l,
X

might seem more adequate, in particular because

p($; ^) = p($í2i ^o/) = p(o.$, Q$,).

But (3.13) does not hold for p(f>, ^f), even for the euclidean plane E2 with the

euclidean metric. Namely p($, 1F) = 1, for any two different rotations f», "F

about a point p, which shows that the motions of E2 with p(i>, Sf/) as metric

do not form a finitely compact space; moreover convergence of motions does

not agree with the intuition. But

pp($, tf) = pp(E, **-i) = sup [2r2(l - cos 0) exp (- r)] = 8e-2(l - cos 6),

where 8 is the angle of the rotation tyQ-1, so that pp($, 1F)—>0 and therefore

pg(«i>, Sf')—>0 for any a, whenever 0—>0.

Some remarks on subgroups of r„ will conclude this section.

(3.17) If A is a subgroup of r,, then the closure A of A is a subgroup of r„.

It is to be shown that the relations 3>„, ̂„EA, <i>, ̂FÇr, and pP(f>„, <£)—>0,

pP0F„ ^-»O imply -i^-ieÄ. This follows from (3.6), (3.7), (3.8) and

PpiQ&r1, **) = PP(*„ i-*-1*,) ^ p,(*„ 4>) + pP($, i*"1*,)

= PP(3V, *) + PP«(*, *,),

where p* = p$ty-1.
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With any subgroup A of T and any point a of R we associate the orbit

T(A, a) of a under A, which consists of those points x for which a motion $

in A with x = aí> exists. The sets T(A, a) have obviously the following proper-

ties:

(3.18) Either T(A, a) = T(A, b) or T(A, a)í\T(A, b)=0.
(3.19) xP(A, b) = T(A, a)y = T(A, a)P(A, Ô) for xGP(A, a) and yGP(A, b).
(3.20) P(A, a)fi=r(fi-!Afi, afi) for any fi in V, in particular

(3.21) P(A, a)fi=P(A, a) if fi£A.
(3.22) If R is finitely compact, then T(Ä~, a) is finitely compact.

For a proof let {x,} be a bounded sequence in T(A, a). Then f^GA exists

with xy — a$,. By (3.9), (3.13) the sequence {<£„} is bounded and contains a

subsequence {i'x} which converges to a motion #£A. Then xx = a"ï>)l-^a$

GP(A,a),q.e.d.
These remarks lead to the following fact which is useful for the construc-

tion of covering spaces (see §13).

(3.23) Let A be a closed group of motions of the finitely compact space R.

Then the orbits T(A, a) = a* form with the metric a*b* = T(A, a)P(A, b) a finitely

compact space R*, which is convex when R is convex.

Proof. For every point-x£P(A, a) there exists by (3.19), (3.22) a point

yGP(A, b) with xy=P(A, a)P(A, b). Hence by (3.18), P(A, a)T(A, b)=0 if
and only if T(A, a) = P(A, o) or a* = b*. To prove the triangle inequality

choose for a given point x£P(A, a) a point y G P(A, b) withxy= P(A, a)T(A, b)

and then z£P(A, c) with yz= T(A, b)T(A, c). Then

a*b* + b*c* = xy + yz ^ xz ^ T(A, a)P(A, c) = a*c*.

Let a„*G5'(a0*, p). If a,*=T(A, al), v = 0, 1, 2, ■ • ■ , put aa = a¿ and

choose a„GP(A, a/) with aoa, = a,*ao*, so that a,65'(aii, p). Hence a subse-

quence {a„} of {a,} tends to a point b. Then aMö^P(A, a¿)T(A, è)^aM*6*,

and a/—>Z>*.
Finally, if P is convex and a*=T(A, a)9*b*=T(A, b) are given, choose

a'GP(A, a), b'<=T(A, b) with a'b'=a*b* and let (a'c'è'), c* = P(A, c'). Then

a*&*^a*c*+c*Z>*^a'c'+c'&'=a'£>'=a*è* which proves (a*c*b*).

The following fact is important for abelian groups:

(3.24) If every motion 4> of a group A of motions of the metric space R satis-

fies the relation

(3.25) xxi> = yy$    for any x, y in R

then the correspondence $—>a$ maps, for every pp and a, the group A isometri-

cally on the orbit T(A, a) with the metric o. The group A is simply transitive on

T(A, a) and A also satisfies (3.25).

7/A is transitive in R (that is, T(A, a) =P) then it is simply transitive and

closed.

(3.25) holds for transitive abelian A.
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Proof. Any two motions <3?, ̂ in A and any two points p, x in R satisfy

the relations

p$p¥ = pp^Q-1 = xx'&Q-1 = x$x%   and   ptypQ? = xM'zi»,

hence <r(p$, p<fr)=cr(x$, x"F) and

pp($, ty) = o(p$, pty) = <r(a<ï>, aSP),

which shows that the mapping f>—>ai> of A on 7(A, a) is isometric.

Now let $„GA and í.-íígA. Since xx<£„ = yy<£„ for all v and x, y it fol-

lows from the proof of (3.12) that xxi> = yy<P, so that $ satisfies (3.25).

Let the two motions <£ and SF in A carry p into a. Then 0 = pq<&~1 =pp~$i$~l

= xx1F'í>_1=xí,x1F for every x so that 4> = 'F, which shows that A is simply

transitive on 7(A, a), in particular simply transitive in R if 7(A, a) =2?. In

that case A=A because A has also property (3.25) and is therefore simply

transitive.

Finally let A be transitive and abelian. If x, y are arbitrary in R, then

"FGA exists with x^ = y. The relation (3.25) holds for any motion <$ in A be-

cause

xx4> = xtyxQty = x&xtrQ = yyi.

II. Extremals and geodesics

4. Segments in E-spaces. The basic axioms for a space 7? with extremals,

which will be assumed throughout the remaining part of this paper, are the

following.

A. 7? is metric, that is, R satisfies the conditions (1.1), (1.2), (1.3), (1.4).

B. 7? is finitely compact.

C. 7? is convex.

D. Every point x of R has a neighborhood S(x, a) with this property: For any

two distinct points a, b in S(x, a) and any given e>0 there are positive numbers

o,(a, b) g e, k=1, 2, for which points ai and b2 with

aia + ab = aja    araá    aia = 5i,

ab + bb2 = ab2    and    bb2 = Ô2

exist and are unique.

(1.16) shows that a zero-dimensional space which satisfies Axioms A, B,

C, D consists of exactly one point. Therefore it will be assumed throughout

that the space has at least dimension 1.

Although D implies only uniqueness of the prolongation in the small, the

four axioms together contain uniqueness in the large.

(4.1) Theorem. If (abd), (abc2), and bci = bc2 then Ci = c2; if (aibc), (atbc),

and aib = a2b then ai = a2.
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A proof is obtained by repeated application of (1.13): the points x for

which the two relations

bx + xci = bei    and    bx + xc2 = bei

hold simultaneously form a compact set, which contains therefore a point p

for which bx reaches its maximum bp (possibly b=p). If the assertion were

not true then p9*Ci, c2 and (apcK), k=1, 2. For b — p the relation (apcK) is the

hypothesis, for b9*p it follows from (abcK), (bpcK), and (1.13).

Let S(p, a) satisfy Axiom D. Since the neighborhoods S'(a, p) and S"(a, p)

are equivalent to the S(a, p), there are numbers a' >0 and a">0 such that

S'ip, a')CSip, a) and S"(p, a")CSip, a). Put e=(l/2) min (a', pcy = pc2).

Since a segment %(p, c«) exists (compare (1.16)), k=1, 2, there is for every

0<ô^e a point qK with (pqtcK) and pqK = 5. The points gi and q2 are different.

This follows for p = b from the definition of p. For p9*b the relations Ípq¿K),

ibpcK), and (1.13) yield ibpqK), hence bqK>bp and (6g«c) so that qi = q2 is ex-

cluded by the definition of p.

Moreover iapcK), ipq*cK), and (1.13) imply iapqK). Finally let iarp) and

rp<a". Then irpqK) by iapqK) and (1.13). Now r, p(ESip, a) and qi9*q2 con-

tradict the fact that Sip, a) satisfies Axiom D.

This proves the first part of (4.1). The second part is established similarly.

Among the various consequences of (4.1) we notice first:

(4.2) If iabc) then the segments á(a, b) and 8(¿>, c) are unique. ê(a, b)VJ$ib, c)

is the only segment from a to c that contains b.

For two different segments from b to c would contain points Ci and c2 re-

spectively with Ci9*c2 and bci = bc2. But (1.13) would yield iabcK) which con-

tradicts (4.1). The uniqueness of ê(a, b) is obtained in the same way from the

second part of (4.1). The last statement follows from the fact that any seg-

ment from a to c through b contains subsegments g (a, b) and 8(¿>, c).

The center of a segment ë' = ê(a, b) is the point c for which ac = cb = ab/2.

If two segments 8i and 82 have the same initial point and the same center c

then 81 = 82- For if bK is the end point of 8« then iacbj and cbi = cb2 = ac, hence

bi = b2 and by (4.2) there is only one segment %ia, b) through c. (However

different segments may have the same initial and end points.)

This fact yields a very simple metrization for the segments of a space

which satisfies Axioms A to D. For any two segments 81, 82 put

(4.3) <r(8i, 82) = l/2[dau «2) + <r(ci, Ci)]

where a« is the initial point of 8« and c« its center.

Obviously this function satisfies the axioms for a symmetric metric space.

Moreover:

(4.4) The segments of a space R which satisfies Axioms A to D, including

the points of R as improper segments, form with the metric (4.3) a finitely com-

pact space Ra.

For if cr(8,, §¿)<a, then oia„ alx)<2a and o(c„ c„)<2a. Hence a subse-
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quence {X} of {v} exists such that ax and C\ converge to points a and c re-

spectively. The end point bx of 8\ converges to a point o. For {b\} is bounded

and every accumulation point b satisfies the relations (acb) and ac — cb, so

that o is unique by (4.1). Using (1.20) it is seen that êx tends to the (by (4.2)

unique) segment from a to b which contains c.

A space which satisfies Axioms A, B, C, D and with a topology for its

segments equivalent to (4.3) will be called an E-space.

In many applications it is important to dispose of neighborhoods such

that every segment with end points in this neighborhood can be extended in

either direction a given number of times by its own length. To prove the exist-

ence of such neighborhoods consider for a given real X ̂  2 and a given point x

the number r)\(x) defined as the least upper bound of 0 and the numbers

/3>0 (termed admissible for X and x) such that every segment ë(a, b) with

end points in S(x, ß) is a co-central subsegment of a segment 3(ai, b¡) of length

Xß. (Two segments are co-central if they have the same center. The restriction

X1% 2 is necessary because a segment 3(a, Ô) with end points in S(x, ß) may have

any length less than 2/3.)

It will first be shown that

(4.5) ijx(x) > 0   for every x £ R    and    X ^ 2.

Let S(x, 2a) satisfy Axiom D. By (4.2) the segme'nt ê(y, z) is unique for any

two points in S(x, 2a). Let y, z£-S(x, a). The points z* with yz+zz*—yz*

and tr(y, z*) ga form a compact set C which contains a point z' at which zz*

reaches its maximum zz'. Then a(x, z') =a. For if a(x, z') <a, Axiom D would

imply the existence of a point z" with (yz'z"). Now (1.13) yields (yzz") and

(zz'z") hence zz">zz', so that a(x, z")>a by the definition of z'. But a seg-

ment ê(z', z") would contain a point z'" with 0<a(z', z'") <a — a(x, z',). Then

{yzz'"), (zz'z'"), and a(x, z'")^a(x, z')+a(z', z'")^a, which contradicts the

definition of z'.

Next consider the set Ci formed by the points y* which satisfy the rela-

tions

y*y + yz' — y*z'    and    c(x, y*) ^ a.

Since y, z'£S(x, 2a) the same argument as before shows that Cx contains a

point y' with a(x, y') =a. The result obtained so far is this: If S(x, 2a) satisfies

D then for any two points y, z in S(x, a) the unique segment ê(y, z) is subseg-

ment of a segment ê(y', z') with a(x, y') =cr(x, z')=a.

There is a number 5>0 such that

(4.6) S'(x, à) C S(x, a)    and    S"(x, a) C S(x, a).

Put 0 = 2ä/ft + 2) and let a, b be points of 5(x, ß)=S'(x, j3)05"(x, ß). Con-

sider a segment ê(a', b') which contains ê(a, b) as subsegment and for which

a(x, a')=<r(x, b')=a. Then a'x^a and xb'^ä because of (4.6). Hence, if c

denotes the center of ê(a, b),
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a'c > a'a ^ a'x - ax ^ ä - ß = (X + 2)0/2 - ß = X/3/2,

cft' >ii'eii'-dä«-|5 = X/3/2.

Therefore 8(a', b') contains a subsegment 8(oi, bi) which contains i(a, b) as

co-central subsegment and for which a1e = c&i=X/3/2. This proves that ß is

admissible for X and x, so that v\(x) >0.

The other properties of v\(x) which will be used here are much easier to

establish :

(4.7) vÁx) ̂  VÁx) ̂  mM/\   for    » fe X.

Any /3 admissible for p. and x is also admissible for X and x, which proves

the first inequality. To prove the second let ß>0 be admissible for X and x

and put ß = \ß/p. If a, bÇzSix, ß) then a, bÇ_Six, ß). Hence a segment ê(alT bi)

of length \ß=pß exists which contains ^ia, b) as co-central subsegment. This

shows that ß is admissible for p. and x, hence rjnix) =Xtj\(x)/p,. -

(4.8) If 77x0(xo) = =o for one point and x0 and one X0 è 2, ¿Aere j?\(x) = <» for all

points x of R and all real X ̂  2.

By (4.7), rçx(xo) = °° for every real X ̂  2 if i7x0(x0) = °°. If *7x0(*o) = °°. then

5(xo, 77xo(#o))=P, hence r/x0(x) = °° for every x in P, which proves (4.8).

If tjx(x) < oo, then i?x(x) is itself admissible for X and x, and for any two

points x, yin R

(4.9) | tjx(x) - i?x(y) | á dx, y).

If a, &G5(x, ?7x(*)), then for large y also a, bSSix, ß,) where /3, = t?x(x)

— i/v. Since /3„ is admissible for X and x, a segment 8(a„ &„) of length \ß,

exists which contains €ia, b) as co-central subsegment. It is easily seen that

%ia„ b,) tends to a segment ^ia', b') of length Xr?x(x) which contains ^ia, b)

as co-central subsegment, so that r¡\(x) is admissible.

(4.9) is trivial when í?x(x)^o-(x, y) and n\iy) ûoix, y). Let therefore

7?x(x)>cr(x, y). Then 5(x, r?x(x))D5(y, rçx(x)— <r(x, y)) hence ?7x(y) è»?x(x)

—<r(x, y). If ?jx(y)^a'(x, y) then tjx(x) ^rçx(y) — c(x, y) and (4.9) holds. If

finally rçx(y) ><r(x, y), then (4.9) follows from 5(x, r¡\iy) D5(x, 7/x(y) —<r(x, y)).

(4.7), (4.8), (4.9) show that jjx(x) is continuous in x and X (jointly). How-

ever, only the continuity in x for fixed X will be used. It is now possible in a

variety of ways to define a set of segments which play the same rôle as the

oriented line-elements or directions in the differentiable case. In order to

avoid a separate treatment of the case r?x(x) = oo, it is convenient to put

(4.10) rjix) — min (tj6(x)i 1)

and to define as direction with origin x any segment of length nix) with x

as initial point.

Because of (4.5) and (4.9)(9), ?j(x) is a positive and continuous function

(s) r)(x) satisfies the relation | -n(x)— y(y)\ ú"{x, y) because the following is obviously

true: If ai(x) and «¡(i) are positive functions in R and \ct*(x) — aK(y) | S<r(x, y) then

| min (a,(x), ai{x)) -min (a¡(y), a-¡(y)) | ¿a(x, y).
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of x; hence the directions of 7? form with the metric (4.3) a finitely compact

subspace 7?d of 7?, (compare (4.4)). Observe that because of r¡(x)^í a se-

quence of directions is bounded if and only if their origins form a bounded

sequence in 7?.

The following consequence of the preceding considerations will be used in

the next section :

(4.11) If 8 = «(a, ô) is any segment, then segments 8(ai, a) and i(b, ox) exist

such that aia = 77(a), 001 = 77(0) and (aiax) for points x of 8 close to a, (ybbx)

for points y of 8 close to o.

An 22-space is topologically homogeneous in the following sense:

(4.12) Theorem. If two points p and q of an Espace R and an e>0 are

given, then S(q, e) contains an open set QZDq which admits a topological mapping

on S(p, rj(p)) under which q goes into p.

First let q = p. Choose e'>0 such that S'(p, e')QS(p, min (e, v(p)). Then

e'|e. Map p on itself and any point XT^p of S(p, r)(p)) on the point x' of the

(because of px<rj(p) unique) segment %(p, x) for which px' =px- e'/v(p). The

mapping x—>x' is topological and maps S(p, rj(p)) on an open subset Q of

S'(P, €').
Next consider two different points p and q with a(p, q) <rj(p)/2. Deter-

mine p' and a' with (p'pq), (p'qq'), 0<p'p = qq' = 5 and a(p', p) <pq/8,

a(q, q') <pq/8. These points exist because by (4.9), v(P')^v(P)~o'(P, P')

^I5r](p)/i6>p'q+qq'. For the same reason S"(q', 8/2)CS(p', v(p')) if 5

is sufficient small. Then the segment 8(p', x) is unique for x£:S"(q', 5/2) and

p'x^p'q'-xq' = p'q+qq'-xq'>p'q+5/2=pq + 35/2. Let cx(t), O^T^p'x,

represent 8(p', x), and consider the two open subsegments gj and g2. of %(p', x)

defined respectively by 5/2 <r<35/2 and p'q- 5/2 =pq+b/2 <r<pq+35/2.

Then the sets P' = U^ and Q' = lix%2x, where x traverses S"(q', 5/2), are open

and contain p and q respectively.

For q'^>q or 5—>0 the set Q' shrinks to Q. Hence 5 may be chosen such

that it satisfies the previous restrictions and Q'QS(q, e).

Define ß as the topological mapping of P' on Q' which associates for every

x in S"(q', o/2) and every a between 0 and 5 the point ^^(5/2+«) with the

point cx(pq+o/2+a) (that is, Q,x is mapped isometrically on ê2).

Since P'DS(p, 77) for sufficiently small 77 >0, the first part of this proof

yields a topological mapping fli of S(p, v(p)) on a subset P of S(p, 77), un-

der which p remains fixed. Under Q the point p goes into q and P into a subset

Q of Q'. Hence fíifi maps S(p, n(p)) topologically on Q and p goes into q.

If (4.12) holds for the points p and a and for the points a and u then it

also holds for the points p and u. For then topological mappings ß' of

S(p, v(P)) on an open subset Q of S(q, 77(g)) and Q" of S(q, 77(g)) on an

open subset U" of S(u, e) exist, under which p and g go into q and u respec-

tively,  ß'ß" maps p on u and the set S(p, r¡(p)) topologically on an open
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subset U of U". Since inf t;(x)>0 for x^S(p, 2o(p, q)) it follows easily that

(4.12) holds for any two points p and q. Notice the corollary:

(4.13) An E-space has at every point the same dimension.

5. Extremals. The proper segments of an P-space will now be divided into

classes: the extremals. Two proper segments 8' and 8" are said to belong to

the same extremal (5 if segments 8i = 8', 82, • ■ • , $„_i, §» = §" exist such that

8,. and 8„+i, f = 1, 2, • • ■ ,p —1, have a common proper subsegment. The class

axioms are obviously satisfied. The extremal which contains the segment 8

will be denoted by (5(8).

The continuous curve x(t), — °o <r< », is said to represent (5(8) if it has

the following two properties:

Property I. For every real to there is a 5(r0) >0 such that x(t) represents a

segment for to—5 ^t^to+ô.

Property IL A segment 8' belongs to (5(8) if and only if numbers to and Ti

exist such that x(t) represents 8' for to&tí£ti.

An immediate consequence of Property I and the definition of arc length

is:

(5.1) If x(t) represents an extremal, then t2 — ti is the length of the subarc

Ti£JT^T2 of x(t). Hence x(ti)x(t2) ^t2 — ti, and the equality sign holds if and

only if the arc represents a segment.

Property II implies that a continuous curve represents at most one ex-

tremal. To prove the existence of representations, several auxiliary results

are needed.

(5.2) Let x(t) have Property I and let x'(t), a'^r^/3', represent a seg-

ment. If a^a'<ß'^ß and x(t)=x'(t) for a'arajS', then x(t)=x'(t) for

a^r^ß.

Proof. Consider the set F of those values r0 in (a', ß) for which x(t) = x'(t)

when a^T^To- It is to be shown that V= (a', ß). Obviously V is closed in

(a', ß) and contains the number Ti^a if it contains a t2>tj. Hence it suffices

to see that V is open in (a', ß). Let V contain t0 with a' <To<ß- Then x(t)

and x'(t) represent segments for t0—ôî£t5=to+ô for a suitable positive

SiSmin (to —a', ß — r0). These segments have the same initial point x(to—S)

= x'(to— 5) and the same center x(to)=x'(to), hence their terminal points

Xo(t0+ô) and Xo' (r+S) coincide (compare the preceding section), which shows

that V is open in (a', ß). The values t in (a, ß') are treated in the same way.

(5.3) If the continuous curve x(t) has Property I and if the subarc

a^T^ß of x(t) represents a proper segment 8', then any segment 8" which

has a common proper subsegment 8 with 8' is represented by a suitable sub-

arc of x(t).

Proof. Let x(t) represent I for ä^T^ß. If y"(r) represents 8" for

«"^tS/3", then a subarc a*^T¿/3* of y(r) also represents 8- By (1.12)

there is a real X such that y"(r)=x(T+\) for a*^r^ß*. The function

y(T)=x(r+X),  — oo <t< oo, still has Property I. Now it follows from (5.2)
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that y(r)=y"(T) for a" ^r^/3", hence x(t) represents 8" for a"—\^r

á<3"-X.
Repeated application of (5.3) yields that a curve x(t) with Property I

represents with 8 every segment of the extremal @(8). Conversely, every seg-

ment 8' represented by a subarc of x(r) belongs to ©(8). For let 8 and 8' be

represented by the subarcs To—5o^t^t0+5o and r' —5'^t^t'+5' of x(t)

respectively, and assume to<t'.

By Property I we may associate with every t* between To and t' an open

interval t*— 5*<t<t* + 5* such that the arc x(t) represents a proper seg-

ment when |r* — r| ^5*. With To and t', we associate the intervals |to — t\

<50 and \t'— t\ <5' respectively. The Heine-Borel Theorem yields a finite

number of values ti<t2< • ■ • <t„_i such that the corresponding open in-

tervals cover the closed interval (t0, t'), and that none of the intervals is

completely contained in another. If 8, designates the segment represented by

x(t) for |t„ — t|:£ô„ (5„ is the 5* belonging to t*=t,), then f>o = %, 8i,

82, • • • , 8„_i, §¡1 = %' have the property that 8, and 8„+i contain a proper

subsegment. This shows that x(t) has Property II. Hence we have

(5.4) Theorem. A continuous curve x(r), — « <t< =°, represents an ex-

tremal if (and only if) it has Property I.

The definition of 77 (x) yields

(5.5) If x(t) represents an extremal, then x(t) represents a segment for

|t—To|   ^77(x(to)).

In order to establish the existence of a representation for a given extremal

@(8o), it suffices, therefore, to show that a continuous curve x(r) with Prop-

erty I exists, a subarc of which represents 80. Let 8o = 8(ao, ai) and, according

to (4.11), 8i = 8(ai, a2) the segment with initial point ai and of length

aia2 = 77(a,), such that (yaia2) for points y on 80 sufficiently close to ai. By

induction define 8„ = 8(a„, a„+i) as the segment of length a„a„+i = 77(a,) such

that (ya„a,,+i) for points y of 8p_i close to a,. Then /.,!!, na„a,,-i-i = °° ; otherwise

öoO„ ̂ ^2li-oa'a>'+i would be bounded and aßall+i = rj(ah)—>0, which contradicts

the fact that 77(x) is positive and continuous in 7?.

Similarly define 8_i as segment 8(a_i, ao) of length a_iao = 77(ao) and such

that (a_ia0x) for points of 80 close to a0, and, by induction, define 8_„ as the

segment 8(a_„, a_„+i) of length a_„a_„+i = 77(a_„+i) such that (a_„a_„+ix) for

points x of 8_„+i close to a_„+i. By the same argument as before it is seen that

X)r=oa-»a—'+i = œ •
Now define the function x(t), — co<t<°o, as follows: x(t) represents

(1) the segment 80 for O^T^aoalt (2) the segment 8„, p = l, 2, • • • , for

^Zilo^x^^+i^T^^^oflA+ii (3) the segment 8_i for — a_ia0^T^O, and (4) the

segment 8_„, p=—2, —3, • ■ -, for —^2~l-pavav+i^r^—^2~l_)l+ia,ar+i.

x(t) has obviously Property I for every r different from one of the values

0, a0ai, X^=o<Wt-i> and — ¿^-W^+u /*== 1, 2, • • • . To see that Property I
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holds, for instance at T = a0ai, observe that it follows from (4.2) and (yaxai)

for yG8o close to ai that the segments &(y, at) and 8(ai, a2) are unique and

coincide therefore with the subsegments %(y, aO of 80 and with 81 respectively;

moreover i(y, Oi)W8(ai, a2) is a segment (see (4.2)), hence x(t) represents a

segment for aoaj—axy ¿T^a0a1+aia2.

The existence of a representation yields together with (5.2), (5.3), (5.4)

the following theorems:

(5.6) Let x'(t), a^r^ß, represent the segment 8; there is one and only one

representation x(t) of an extremal (namely ©(8)) such that

x(t) = x'(t)    for    a :S t iS ß.

(5.7) Theorem. Every extremal possesses a representation. x(t) and y(r)

represent the same extremal if and only if a number ß exists such that

x(r) = y(r + ß)    for all r.

An extremal 6(8) is called a directed straight line, if one, and hence by

(5.7) every, representation x(t) of (5(8) satisfies the relation x(ti)x(t2) =t2—tj

for any real Ti <t2.

The example of the cylinder shows that such extremals may occur without

all extremals being directed straight lines. It is easily seen that

(5.8) All extremals of an E-space are directed straight lines if and only if

t]x(x) = « (or, by (4.8), rçx(x) = 00, for one pair x, X).

6. Convergence of extremals. The next problem which presents itself after

extremals have been defined regards the topology of the set of all extremals in

a given P-space. On the one hand there exists an intuitive concept of conver-

gence for the extremals of the euclidean, spherical, and other simple spaces,

with which any general definition has to agree if it claims to be natural. On

the other hand this concept leads, already, to difficulties when applied to

certain very simple analytic Riemann spaces. The problem does not seem

to admit a general solution. The distance <r(<5i, (52), to be defined presently,

will agree with the intuition but, in complicated cases, may vanish for two

different extremals (5i, (52.

Call £[s] the point set which carries the extremal (5(8). Every point x

of £ [8] is origin of at least one direction (see the end of §4) which belongs to

(5(8). Let @{8¡ denote the set of all directions in (5(8). In this way there

corresponds to every extremal a non-empty subset (5{8J of elements in P<j,

which, by the way, is easily seen to be a continuous curve without multiple

points. Two such curves are either identical or disjoint. Since the sets (5¡8}

in Rd are, in general, simpler than the sets E [%] in R and (5(8) in P„ they will

be used for the distance of extremals.

Every point p of Rd (that is, every direction in P) determines a distance

pP=P as defined in §2. In particular we put for any two extremals ©(81)

and (5 (82)
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í(<g(«i), e(«0) = p(e{«i},e{82})

=   sup   I <r(b, @{8i}) - <r(b, ®{82}) |  exp (- <x(p, b)).

It follows from (2.2) that

(6.2) i(g(8i), (g(82)) =0 í/araa" ora/y t/g{8i} =@{82} (that is, if the closures

of 6 {81} and @{82} in 7?^ coincide).

An extreme case where this happens for two different extremals is the fol-

lowing: if ©{8} =7?,¡ the extremal (S(8) is what is known as transitive with

respect to the directions in 7?. Clearly the distance of any two such transitive

extremals vanishes. But the distance may vanish even for two extremals

which do not have this property (see 7?6 in §8).

According to §2 any point p in R determines for any two sets G, 77 in 7?

the distance

pp(G, 77) = sup I c(x, G) — a(x, 77) | -exp (— a(p, x)),
ig«

in particular also the distance pp(7i [81], E [82]) of the point sets which carry

6(81) and 6(82). This distance may vanish even if i(S(8i), 6(8^)^0.

This is obviously the case when S(8i) and S(82) are the two different di-

rected straight lines carried by the same straight line in euclidean geometry.

But in symmetric spaces (xy = yx) another distance is more natural (com-

pare §8). A more convincing example is the space 7?2 in §3, where 0 is not the

center of K. The point sets which carry the extremals are the euclidean straight

lines (Minkowskian geometry, see Minkowski [l, chapter I]). Since, in gen-

eral, xy^yx it would not be natural to identify the two extremals carried by

the same straight line.

Therefore pp(E[$r], E[«])-*0 does not imply ¿(6(8,), <§(8))->0. But the

converse holds:

(6.3) When i(<S(S„), ®(8))->0 then pp(E[&,], E[o>])->0and 22 [8] = 7721 [«„].

Proof. (2.12), (2.13) show that Fl gjg,} =gJ8} and that the last two rela-

tions are equivalent. The set 22 [ë] is easily seen to consist of those points in R

which are origins of directions in @{8J. Let x£E[s] and 8'£Qï{ë} with

origin x. Then 8,'£(§¡8,,} exists with a(8', 8„')—>0. If x„' denotes the origin

of 8/, then a(x/, x)^2a(8', 8„')-»0 (see (4.3)); hence x£77 inf E [«,] and

£[8]C77inf £[«,].
Next let y£7/ sup £[8,], so that for a suitable subsequence {X} of [v]

the set 7i[gx] contains a point y\ with y\—+y. The sequence {êx} is bounded

because \y\\ is bounded (compare (4.10)); hence it contains a subsequence

converging to a direction 8" with origin y, where ê"ÇzE\$} because

Fl sup @{8,} =g{8}. Therefore y££[ë] and Fl sup 72 [ê„]£72 [ë].

The discussion of convergence of extremals in terms of their representa-

tions is based on the following simple fact.
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(6.4)   Let x,(t),  p = 0,   1,  2, • • • ,  represent extremals.   If t,-^to and

x,(t,)—>Xo(t«) for fixed k=í, 2, 3, • • • , then x,(t0)—>x0(t0) and x,(t,)—>x0(t0).

For a proof observe that (compare (1.5))

(6.5) <7*(xo(t0), x,(to))Ú <r(xo(r0), x0(r»))+ o-(xo(t«), x,(tk)) + o-*(x,(tk), x,(t0)).

By (5.1) any representation y(r) oí an extremal satisfies the inequality

<r*(y(Ti), y(r2)) á I Ti - Tg|.

Hence, if e>0 is given, first k may be chosen (compare (1.4)) such that

ít(xo(to), xo(T«))<e/3 and \tk — t0\ <e/3, then by hypothesis i>0 so large that

<t(xo(t«), x„(T„))<e/3 for v>v0. This shows that o-*(x0(t0), x,(r0))—>0, hence

also <t(x0(to), x,(t0))—>0. Moreover

o-*(xo(t0), x,ir,)) ^ o-(x0(to), x,(t0)) + o*ix,iro), x,(r,))

^   Ct(xo(to),   X,(t0))   +  I   TO  —   T, I ,

which proves the second part of (6.4).

It is now easy to prove

(6.6) Theorem. Let x„(t) represent an-~exlremed (5(8,), v = i, 2, ■ • • . If

{x,(t)} converges for every t of an interval a^r^ß, a<ß, then x,(t) converges

uniformly on every bounded set W of the real axis to a limit x(t) which represents

an extremal (5(8). Moreover Ë[%]CFl inf £[8,], ared g{8} CFl inf g{«,}.

Proof. Put 7 = (a+/3)/2. According to the hypothesis q, = x,iy) tends to a

point g. Then x,(t) represents a segment for y — r¡iq,)^T^y + r¡iq,), and

r]iq,)>viq)/2 for large v because ij(x) depends continuously on x. Hence

x'(T)=lim x(t) represents a segment for

(6.7) \r-y\^i/2 min ivip), ß-a).

By (5.6) there is a representation x(t) of an extremal (5(8) with x(t)=x'(t)

in (6.7).
Consider the set V of all values r^y such that x,(t)—>x(t) for 7^t^t.

The set V contains ß and with any tí every t with ySst^ti. By virtue of

(6.4), V is closed. But it follows from (5.5) and the continuity of ?7(x) that V

is open in the set T^y, so that V comprises all r^y. Similarly it is seen that

x,(t)—>x(t) for all t ¿7.

(6.4) shows in addition that this convergence is continuous everywhere.

Hence it is uniform on every compact set, in particular on the closure W of

the given set W. The relation E [ê]CW inf E [8,] follows from x„(t)—>x(t).

To prove <5 {8} CFl inf (5 {8,} let the arbitrary direction 8' G<5 {8} be rep-

resented by x(t) for To ̂ t^to+t;(x(to))=to+2ô, and denote by 8„' the direction

in (5{8,} represented by x„(t) for tout^t0 + v(x,Íto)) =to + 2ô,. According to

the definition (4.3), 2o-(8, 8,) =o-(x(t0), x,(t0))+o-(x(t0 + ô), x,(t0+ô,)). The
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first term on the right side tends to 0 because x„(to)—>x(to), the second

term because 77(x,(r0))—>J7(x(t0)), hence t0+5„—>t0+5, moreover x,(t0+5«)

—>x(t0+5«) for every k (compare (6.4)).

A corollary of these considerations is

(6.8) 7Ae extremals 6(8,), v = 0, 1, 2, • • -, have representations x„(t) with

x„(t)—>x0(t) for every t if and only if ©(8,) contains a proper segment 8/ with

8„' ->80'.

The following theorem establishes a relation between ¿((§(8,,), (S(8o)) —»0

and x„(t)—>x0(t).

(6.9) Theorem. If &(<§,%), (S(80))—>0, then representations x„(t) of (§„(8),

v = 0, 1, 2, • • -, exí5¿ such that x„(t)—>xo(t) for every t.

If x,(t) represents the extremal (S(8„) ara¿ x„(t) tends uniformly on the whole

T-axis to Xo(t) (that is, supT a(xf(r), x0(t)) = e„—>0), then x0(t) represents an

extremal (S(ë0) for which ¿(G£(e„), (S(ë0))—>0.

7Ae converse of either statement is false.

Proof. Put <S{ë„} = <S„. Let ¿(6(8,), (S(80))->0 and b0£(S0. Choose b„£(S„

such that a(bo, &) + l/v><r(b0, b„). Then by (6.1)

exp <r(p, bo)<x(6(ë,), (S(ëo)) ^ | <r(bo, (S„) - cr(bo, (So) |

= <r(bo, <§,) ^ <r(bo, b„) - l/v

which shows that a(bo, b„)—»0. The first part of (6.9) follows now from (6.8).

The proof of the second part is simple in the symmetric case xy = yx but

rather long in the general case. Let a positive e ̂  1 be given. The hypothesis

x,(t)—*x0(t) and (6.6) show that er(p, (S,) is bounded. Since for any direction b

| <r(b, @,) - <r(b, (So) I- ̂  2(r(b, p) + | <r(p, <8,) - <r(p, (So) |

it follows that po can be chosen such that

(6.10) | <r(b, &) - «r(b, (So) |  exp (- <r(p, b)) < (

for tr(p, b)>p0 and all v.

Let now <r(p, b) ^p0 and choose to0£(So such that a(b, too) —a(b, S0) ^ e/3.

Let too be represented by Xo(t) for to^t^to+25o and call to„ the direction

in (§„ represented by xv(t) for to=£t^to+77(x„(to))=to + 25„. The inequalities

c(p, too) á <r(p, b) + <r(b, too) á 2<r(p, b) + <x(p, (So) + 1

and 77 (x) ^ 1 show that the points Xo(to+5„) belong to a bounded set A which

depends on e but not on v or b. By (1.18) there is a 5>0 such that <r*(a, 0) <5

and a, 6£.4 imply a(a, o)<2e/3. Now

2<r(to„, too) = <t(x,(t0), Xo(t0)) + (t(x,(to + 5„), x0(r0 + 50))

< 2e„ + o-(xo(t0 + 5,), x0(to + 00))

and by (5.1) and (4.9)
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<t*(xo(t0 + 5,), Xo(t0 + 5o)) á | So — 5, \ = (1/2) | tj(x0(t0)) — i?(x,(t0)) |

< (l/2)<r(xo(ro)x,(r0)) < e,/2.

If vo is such that 2e,<e/3 and e,/2<5 for v>p0, then for <r(p, b) ^po and

V>Vo

(6.11) <r(b, (5,) - ff(b, (5o) < <r(b, to,) - <r(b, too) + e/3 ^ <r(to„ too) + e/3 < e.

Next choose b,GS, such that <r(b, b,) — <r(b, S,) <e/3. Let b, be represented

byx,(r) for t,^t^t,+t?(x,(t,)) =t, + 25,' and call u, the direction represented

by Xo(t) for t, ¿t^t,+25,". As before it follows from

2o-(u„ U,) ^ 2«, + <x(x0(r, + 5,'), x0(t„ + 5,"))

that for <r(p, b) i£po and for v>vi

(6.12) a(b, So) - ff(b, S,) < e.

The three relations (6.10), (6.11), (6.12) prove the second part of (6.9).

The example P4 in §8 will show that the converse of the first part is false.

The converse of the second part is easily refuted with the help of the follow-

ing remark:

(6.13) If the extremal S(8,) is-a directed straight line, p = l,2, • • • , and con-

tains a segment 8/ which tends to a proper segment 8o, then S(80) is a straight

line and â(S(8,), <g(80))->0.
By (6.8), S(8,) has a representation x,(t), v = 0, 1, 2, • • • , with x,(t)

—>x0(t). Since, for ti<t2, t2—ti = x,(ti)x,(t2)-^Xo(ti)xo(t2), the extremal S(8o)

is a straight line, and S}80} CFl inf SJ8,}, because of (6.7), (6.8). The rela-

tion SJ8o}DP/ inf S{8,} is an immediate consequence of x,(t)—>xo(t) and

the fact that each point of a directed straight line is origin of exactly one

direction.

The extremals of the euclidean plane are all directed straight lines hence

<r(S(8„), S(8o))—>0 whenever <r(8„ 8o)—>0. When the 8, are directions with the

same initial and different end points, the convergence x,(t)—>Xo(t) is not uni-

form.

The following consequence of (6.6), (6.9) throws some light on the case

where the distance between two different extremals vanishes.

(6.14) If ¿(S(8i), S(82)) =0, and a representation xi(t) of S(8i) and an e>0

are given, then a representation x2(t) of 6(82) exists such that ct(xi(t), X2(t))

<efor \t\ <i/e.

7. Segments in G-spaces. Convexity of spheres. In a space R which satis-

fies Axioms A, B, C, D and is symmetric, that is, xy=yx, not all the preceding

agreements are natural; at any rate, they must be supplemented by others

which take the symmetry into account.

If x(t), a^r^ß, represents a segment €ia, b) and xy = yx, then xiß—r),

O^T^ß — a. will represent a segment 8(&, a). The point sets carrying the two
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segments are identical. As in elementary geometry it is frequently convenient

to identify the two segments 8(a, o) and 8(6, a).

A non-oriented segment t(a, o) = t(o, a)=t is a pair of oriented segments

8i = 8(a, o) and ë2 = ê(o, a) carried by the same point set. A representation of t

is by definition either a representation of ëi or of ë2. Hence by (1.12)

(7.1) x(t), a^rSß, represents a segment t if and only if x(ti)x(t2)

= |ti—t2| for a^Ty^ß. The function y(r) represents the same segment t

if and only if

(7.1a) y(r¡T + y) = x(t)    for    a ^ r ^ ß

and a suitable real y and 77 = ± 1.

A consequence of (7.1) is

(7.2) A point set T of a G-space carries a segment t if and only if T can be

mapped isometrically on an interval of the real axis. T carries at most one seg-

ment.

As distance between the two segments ti and t2 carried by 7"i and 7'2 re-

spectively we might therefore use the number pP(Ti, T2) defined in §2. On

the other hand, if t« is the pair (ë, , ë«") of oriented segments, the definition

(4.3) suggests

(7.3)   <r(U, tí) - (1/2) min [»(«,', «,') + a(ê{', ë2"), ff(6,', 82") + <K«i". «/)]

as distance, a satisfies the metric axioms for cr(ti, t2)=a(t2, ti)^0 is obvious.

Since 81' =82' and 8j"=82 are equivalent to 81" =82" and 81 =ë2" respec-

tively, tr(ti, t2) =0 is equivalent to ti = t2. The triangle inequality follows from

inequalities of this type

<rW, 82") + <r(8i', 82') + ff(«2', «,') + rW , ë3")

^ <<«". ««') + <r(«i , ë3") ^ 2a(U, U).

(2.12) and (2.13) show that the two distances are topologically equiva-

lent: let Ty carry t„, v = 0, 1, 2, • • • . Then pP(Ty, 70)—>0 if and only if

a(t„, to)—>0. The distance (7.3) will be used in preference to pp because it is

easy to calculate and because (by (4.4)) the segments form with it a finitely

compact space R¡.

With pp the segments of the real axis do not form a finitely compact space.

For let Ty be the set O^t^j' and p = 0. Then \pp(Ty, T,/)\ is bounded by

(2.11), but { Ty] contains obviously no subsequence which tends to a segment.

A space which satisfies the Axioms A, B, C, D and is symmetric (xy = yx)

and with topologies for its oriented and non-oriented segments equivalent to

Rd and 7?( respectively will be called a G-space.

An important fact which has no analogue in 72-spaces is the following:

(7.4) If TK carries the segment t«, k= 1, 2, then Ti(~\T2 is either empty, or ex-

actly one point, or consists of two points which are the end points of both ti awa" t2,

or Tii^ T2 is carrier of a proper segment.
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Proof. Let Ti9*T2 and let TiC\T2 contain the two distinct points a and b,

where a is no end point of ti say. Then t(a, b) is unique by (4.2). Hence the

carrier of t(a, b) is contained in both Pi and T2, whence it easily follows that

Ti(~\T2 carries a segment. If a and b are the end points both of ti and t2 it

follows from T¡9*T2 and (4.2) that TiC\T2 contains no other point.

Just as the subspace R of P„ formed by the directions of R is more impor-

tant than Rs itself, so the subspace P„ of Rt formed by the line elements of R

will prove more important than Rt. A line element with origin x is a non-

oriented segment with center x and length 2r¡(x). The space Re is finitely com-

pact since r)(x) is continuous; and, since rj(x) iSl, a sequence of line elements

is bounded if and only if the sequence of their origins is bounded.

In G-spaces the spherical neighborhoods 5(x, p), 5'(x, p) and 5"(x, p)

coincide. 5(x, p) is called the interior of the sphere K(x, p) which consists

by definition of the points y with xy = p. Since segments exist the closure

Six, p) of 5(x, p) equals 5(x, p)\JK(x, p). The uniqueness of small segments

enables us to define convexity for small spheres.

The sphere K(x, p) of radius p^vÁx) is called weakly convex if t(x, y)

C5(x, p) for any two points x, yCK(x, p), and strictly convex if t(x, y)—x — y

CS(x, p) for x, yC-K(x, p).

This terminology will be justified by three simple facts which show that

convexity has similar properties as in euclidean geometry.

(7.5) If K(p, p) is weakly convex and xp<p, yp = p, and (xzy), then zp<p.

For consider the segment t(a, ô) of length 4p which is co-central with and

contains t(x, y) ; (t(a, b) exists because p^rj4(x)). Choose the notation such

that (axy) and (xyb). Then ap^ay — yp>2p — p = p, hence t(a, x) contains a

point ai on K(p, p), and t(ai, y) contains t(x, y) and it follows from the con-

vexity of K(p, p) that pz-^p.

Every point of Z7 = 5(x, p — px) lies in S(p, p). According to the result just

established t(«, y) CS(p, p) for «G U. Since U„Gi/t(M, y) —y is an open set and

lies in S(p, p) it cannot contain a point of K(p, p), which proves that t(x, y)
-yCS(p, p).

(7.6) If K(p, p) is weakly convex and x, yCK{p, p) then either t(x, y)

CK(p, p) or t(x, y)-x-yCS(p, p).
(7.7) If K(p, p) is weakly convex and x, yCS(p, p) then t(x, y)CS(p, p).

Namely, the convexity of K(p, p) and x, yC.K(p, p) imply that t(x, y)

C~S(p, p). If iix, y) contains a point z of S(p, p) it follows from (7.5) that

t(x, z) — x and t(y, z) —y lie in S(p, p) which proves (7.6).

If x and y are different points in S(p, p) consider the segment t(a, b) of

length 4p co-central with and containing t(x, y). The proof of (7.5) shows that

t(a, b) contains a segment t(oi, bi) which in turn contains t(x, y) and has its

end points on K(p, p). Hence (7.7) follows from (7.6).

Next it will be shown that the convexity of the spheres with a certain

radius p implies the convexity of the spheres with smaller radii.
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(7.8) Let ■n = inix£.FT)i(x)>0 and let the spheres K(p, p) be weakly convex for

¿>£7" and a fixed positive p^n. Then each sphere K(q, a) with 0<a<p and

S(q, p —a)£7 is strictly convex.

Proof. If 2v(g, a) were not strictly convex, points x, y, z with xg = yg = a,

(xzy), and qz^a would exist. Since x, y£S(g, p) and K(q, p) is weakly convex

it follows from (7.7) that qz<p. Let (pqz) and pz = p (p exists because

P^Vi(P))- Then pq = pz — qz^p — a, hence px<pq+qx^pq+o^p and, simi-

larly, py<p. Since p(ES(q, p — a)£7 the sphere K(p, p) is by hypothesis

weakly convex and (7.7) yields t(x, y)C.S(p, p) which contradicts zp = p.

The most important property of convexity is its relation to perpendicular-

ity. In any 22-space the point/ is called afoot of the point p on the set A (and

any %(p,f) perpendicular to A at/) if/£^4 and pf=pA.

(7.9) If in ara Espace (pxf) and f is afoot of p on A, then fis the unique foot

of x on A (or: the perpendicular to A from x is unique and coincides with

8(x,/)).

For if g £.4 then

xg £ pg - px ^ pf - px = xf

which shows that/is a foot of x on A and that xg = x/only for (pxg). But then

/ = gby (4.1).
The following two facts interrelate convexity of spheres with perpendicu-

larity in G-spaces.

(7.10) If the spheres K(p, a) are strictly convex for 0<cr<n^rn(p) then p has

exactly one foot on every segment that contains points of S(p, rj).

Since segments are compact sets, p has at least one foot on any segment.

If p had two different feet/ and /2 on a segment t with tC\S(p, 77)5^0, then

pfi = pf2 = o<r\, and px^pfi for (/ix/2), which contradicts the strict convexity

of K(p, a).

(7.11) Let the subset F of R contain with x the sphere S(x, p(x)), where

0 <p(x) ^ 774 (x) awá I p(x)—p(y) | ^xy. If every point x of F has exactly one foot

on any segment that contains points of S(x, p(x)) then K(x, a) is strictly convex

for x£7 araá 0<a<p(x).

If (7.11) were not true, a point qin F and points a, o, c would exist such

that qa = qc = a<p(q), (abc) and gôïïo\ Since the foot/of q on t(a, c) is unique

it is different from a, b and c; assume (a/o). If (que), then w£S(g, p(g))£7\

By hypothesis uc = qc — qu<p(q)—quSp(u) and u has exactly one foot f(u)

on t(a, c). Therefore /(«) varies continuously, when u traverses t(g, c) from

g to c. Since/(g) =/and/(c) =c, there isa point Mo on t(q, c) such that/(«0)=o.

But
ub 3: gô — qu è qc — qu = uc

which contradicts the fact that 6 is the unique foot of m0 on t(a, c).

8. Geodesies. If x(r) represents an extremal of a G-space, then y(r)

= x(—t) will also representan extremal. As in the case of segments it is fre-
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quently convenient to identify these two extremals. The same procedure as

in the preceding section may be followed. Since, however, these new objects

have quite a few properties which extremals do not have, in general, an inde-

pendent definition analogous to the definition of extremals is preferable.

The proper non-oriented segments of a G-space are divided into classes,

called geodesies. Two proper segments t' and t" belong to the same class if seg-

ments ti = t', t2, • • • , t„_i, t„ = t" exist such that t, and t,+i, v = i, • • • , p. — 1,

have a common proper subsegment. By (7.4) it suffices that the intersection

T,i^T,+i oí the carriers of t, and t,+i carries a proper segment. The geodesic

which contains the segment t will be denoted by ®(t).

A continuous curve x(t), -oo <t< <*>, is said to represent ®(t) if it has

Property I in §5 and

Property II'. A segment t' belongs to ®(t) if and only if numbers t0 and ti

exist such that x(r) represents t' for to^t^ti.

By this definition x(t) represents a geodesic if and only if it represents

an extremal. Hence (5.4), (5.6) hold for geodesies as well as for extremals and

(5.7) becomes with the help of (7.2)

(8.1) Every geodesic possesses a representation. x(r) and y(r) represent the

same geodesic if and only if a real ß and rj = +1 exist such that

x(t) = y(i)T + (3)    for all t.

The point set which carries the geodesic ®(t) will be denoted by G [t]. The

following fact is basic for the properties which geodesies have in addition to

those of the extremals.

(8.2) Theorem. If @(t) and ®(t') are different geodesies, then G[t]r\G[t']

is empty, finite, or countable.

It will be shown that if G[t]PiG[t']isnondenumerable, then ®(t) = ®(t').

Let x(t) and x'(t) represent ®(t) and ®(t') respectively. By (5.2), x(t) repre-

sents a line element for | t—to| ;=^(x(to)). Chose t,, v = 1, 2, • • ■ , such that the

intervals \t— t,\ úv(x(t,)) cover the T-axis. At least one of the corresponding

line elements in ®(t), say tx, is carried by a set Px which contains a nonde-

numerable subset V of G [t]r\G [t']. Next choose t,', v = i, 2, ■ ■ ■ , such that

the intervals |t— t,' | ^t?(x'(t,')) cover the T-axis. At least one of the corre-

sponding line elements in ®(t'), say t/, is carried by a set P/ which contains

a nondenumerable subset W oí V. Now (7.4) and T\Í~}T¿ Z) PF imply that tx

and t/ have a common subsegment, hence

®(t) =®(tx) =®00 =®(t').

As a corollary we obtain the following improvement on (5.6).

(8.3) If V carries the proper segment t' and P'CG[t] then ®(t') = ®(t).

Every point p of G[t] is origin of at least one line element in ®(t). The

cardinal number p. of the different line elements in @(t) with origin p is called
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the multiplicity of p as point of ®(t) or G[t]; the point p is called a simple

point of @(t) when p= 1 and multiple when p>l.

(8.4) 7Ae multiplicity pofa point p of a geodesic ®(t) is at most denumerable.

Let ti and t2 be two different line elements in ®(t) with origin p. Let x(t)

represent ®(t). By Property II' there are values ti and t2 such that x(t)

represents t« for \t— t«| Út)(P) (p = x(r,)). Because of (4.1) the carriers of ti

and t2 intersect only at p, so that the intervals \r— tk\ ^y(p) of the T-axis

are disjoint, which proves (8.4).

(8.5) A geodesic has at most denumerably many multiple points.

Proof. Let x(t) represent a geodesic ®. It suffices to show that for an ar-

bitrary real To the arc [ t— t0| ^77(x(t0))/2 contains at most denumerably many

multiple points of ®.

Put x(to)=P and denote the segment represented by x(t) for \r— to|

^t](p)/2 by t3. If ai and a2 are two different multiple points of ® on t3, then

a«, K—Í, 2, is origin of a line element F which has no common point with t3

except a«. Since n(at)^r](p)—paK^r](p)/2 the line element t< contains a co-

central subsegment t» of length r¡(p).

The segments t« are unique segments between their end points. By (7.4)

they intersect in at most one point, or they contain a common proper subseg-

ment. The second case is impossible. For by the definition (4.10) of r¡(p),

this common subsegment is co-central subsegment of a segment t* of length

6r¡(p). Comparing the lengths of t*, ti, t2 shows that t* must contain both

ti and t2, in particular ai and a2. By (7.4), t* and t3 have a common proper sub-

segment which contains ai and a2, consequently also proper subsegments of

ti and t2. But t« and t3 intersect only at a«.

Let x(t) represent t« for |t— tk\ ^rj(p)/2. Since ti and t2 intersect in at

most one point it follows that the intervals \t— tk\ <t](p)/2 of the real axis

are disjoint. Hence t3 contains at most denumerably many different multiple

points of G.

A geodesic without multiple points is called simple. The simple geodesies

may be characterized both by their shape and the properties of their repre-

sentations.

(8.6) Either of the following properties (a) or (b) is necessary and sufficient

that the geodesic ®(t) be simple:

(a) G [t] is homeomorphic to a circle or is a one-to-one continuous map of a

straight line.

(b) Let x(t) represent ®(t). If x(ti) =x(t2) then x(ti+t) = x(t2+t) for all r.

(a) is sufficient because it implies that any point p of ®(t) is center of

exactly one line element. To see that (b) is sufficient let ti and Í2 be line ele-

ments in ®(t) with the same origin p, and let x(t) represent t« for \r— rK\

^r)(p). Then x(ti)=x(t2), hence x(ti+t) =x(t2+t) for all r and ti = t2.

Conversely let ®(t) be simple. If no pair ti^Tü exists with x(ti)=x(t2),

then t~^x(t) is a one-to-one and continuous mapping of the T-axis on G[t];
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moreover (b) holds. If x(ti)=x(t2)=/> and ti9*t2 then x(t) represents aline

element t« for \t — t«| ^nip), n = i, 2. The simplicity of ®(t) implies ti = t2,

hence it follows from (7.2) that for |t| ^r¡ip) either x(tx+t) =x(t2+t) or

x(ti+t)=x(t2—t). By (5.6) and (8.1) either of these relations holds for all r

if it holds for \t\ ^r¡ip). The second equation is impossible since it would

imply that for to=(ti+T2)/2 and all t

x(t0 + t) = xiri + (t2 — ti)/2 + t) = x(r2 — (r2 — n)/2 — r) = x(t0 — t)

which contradicts Property I for t = to. Hence (b) is necessary.

This completes also the proof for the necessity of (a). For let n be the

smallest positive number for which x(ti + tj) =x(ti). Then x(t + tj)=x(t) for

all t and x(ti)s^xfo) when Ti— t2 is no integral multiple of n. Therefore

x(t)—>exp (î27T7j_1t) maps G [t] topologically on the unit circle of the complex

plane.

The most familiar examples of simple geodesies are the straight lines of the

euclidean geometry and the great circles of the spherical. Generally a geodesic

® will be called a straight line when x(ti)x(t2) = | ti — t2| for any real n, t2 and at

least one (and then every) representation x(t) of ®, and a great circle when a

positive number n exists such that

x(ti)x(t2) = min | ti — r2 + vr\ \    for all real    rlt t2.
y=0,±l,±2,---

In the first case x(t)—»r maps ® isometrically on the real axis, in the second

on the circle of radius r;/27T with the length of the shorter arc as distance.

Therefore n is defined as the length of ®.

These two types of geodesies have the property to be straight, that is, by

definition, to contain with any two points x, y at least one segment t(x, y).

(8.7) Theorem. The straight lines and the great circles are the only straight

geodesies.

Proof. (1) A straight geodesic ®(t) is simple. For an indirect proof let tj

and tí be two different line elements in ®(t) with the same origin p. Let q

be any point on ti and not on t2. For Xi?^ on t2 the segments t(g, Xi) and

tiq, x2) are unique and have q as only common point. Otherwise (4.2) would

imply that one of the segments contains the other, hence q would lie on Í2.

Since the segments t(g, x) with xGt2 are unique and have their end points

on G[t] it follows from the hypothesis that they are contained in ®(t). But

then the multiplicity of g as a point of ®(t) would be nondenumerable which

contradicts (8.4).

(2) Let x(t) represent ®(t). If xiri)9*xir2) for any real Ti^Tü, then the

subarc ti^t^t2 of x(t) is the only arc of G[t] from x(ti) to x(t2) and must

therefore be a segment t(x(ri), x(r2)), hence x(ti)x(t2) = \t\— Tí|  by (5.1).

The only other possibility is according to the proof of (8.6) that a smallest

?7>0 exists such that x(t + t;) =x(t) for all t. If Ti and T2 are given determine
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the integer v such that \t\— r2+vn\ is minimal. Then |ti — T2 + P77I ¿r¡/2.

Take the case t\ — T2 + vq^0. Since x(t2)=x(t2 — vv) the arcs ti^t^t2 — vr¡

and t2 —ct7^t^ti + 77 are the only arcs in G[t] from x(ti) to x(t2). By the

hypothesis at least one of them must be a segment. Since

T2 — vt\ — ti ^ 77/2    and    Ti + 77 — T2 + vr\ ^ tj — tj/2 = tj/2

it follows from (5.1) that the first arc is a segment and that x(ti)x(t2)

= \ri-T2+vt]\.

A corollary of the last result is

(8.8) A one-dimensional G-space is either a straight line or a great circle.

The space contains at least two points and therefore at least one geodesic.

No point p can be the center of two different line elements ti and t2. For if

a« is an end point of t« then t(ai, a2) is unique, and all segments t(p, x) with

x£t(ai, a2) are unique and form a set homeomorphic to a 2-simplex. Hence

all geodesies of the space are simple and disjoint. Since the space is convex

there is only one geodesic, which is straight because there is a segment con-

necting any two distinct points.

If the geodesic through two distinct points of a G-space is unique, each

geodesic contains by (5.6) with any two points a, 0 each segment t(a, 0) and

is therefore straight. This statement can be considerably improved (compare

B [2, Theorem 3] and (14.5) of the present paper).

It is natural to base a distance for geodesies on the line elements rather

than on the directions. The set of all line elements contained in the geodesic

®(t) will be denoted by ® {t}. Observe that

(8.9) ®{t}=@{t} if and only if G[t] = G [t]. (®{t} is the closure of ® {t}

in Re with respect to the topology (7.3).)

Since the necessity is obvious let G [t] = G [t] and let {t„} be a sequence of

line elements in ®{t} which converges to a line element t*. The carrier T*

of t* is contained in G [t] because G [t] is closed, whence by (8.3), ®(t*) = ®(t)

andt*£@{t}.

Fix now a line element q and define in analogy to (6.1) as distance of two

geodesies ®(ti) and ®(t2) the number

(8 10) «W^®^^®^}'®^2))
=   sup   |«r(I,©{ti}) -cr(I,@{t2})|exp(-a(q,I)).

lea«

The theory of §6 carries over without change to geodesies, but some im-

portant additions are possible. Notice in particular the following case in which

the converse of (6.3) holds.

(8.11) Theorem. 7/G[t] = G[t] arad pP(G[t„], G[t])-»0 then ¿(®(t„), ®(t))
->0.

Proof. Put ® {t„} =©„ ® {t} =® and assume for an indirect proof that for
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a subsequence {p} of {v} the inequality <r(®(tM), ®(t))^4a>0 holds. Then

a line element t„* exists with

3a < | o(t*, ®J - oit*, ®) |  exp (- d<\, tf))

^ id<\. ®.) + 'it. ®) + 2<r(q, O) exp (- <r(q, t*))

so that o-(q, t„*) is bounded. For a suitable subsequence {tx*} of {t*} and the

corresponding subsequence {®x} of {®,} at least one of the following two

relations holds:
dû?. ®x) - dt?, ®) > 3a   or

(8.12)
dt*, ®) - <r(tx*. ®x) > 3a.

In the second case choose Ux in ®x such that <r(tx*, Ux)<<r(tx*, ®x)+<*. As

in the proof of (2.16) it is seen that oiu\, ®)>2a. The sequence {ux} is

bounded because {t*} is bounded and contains a subsequence which con-

verges to a line element u whose carrier U is contained in Fl sup G[t,]. But

(2.13) and pPiG [t,], G [t])->0 yield G [t] = G [t] = Fl sup G [t.], so that UGG [t]
and, as a consequence of (8.3), also ttG® {t}, which contradicts <r(ux, ®) ^2a.

In the case (8.12) choose Ux in ® such that ff(tx*, Ux) <o'(tx*, ®)+a. Then

jltx] will again be bounded and cr(ux, ®x)^2a. A suitable subsequence of

juxj tends to a line element u in ® because ® = ® by (8.9). Every point g

of u is origin of exactly one line element u(g) which has with u a common

proper subsegment, and <r(u(g), u)) <a when g belongs to a sufficiently small

proper co-central subsegment U* of u.

For every point g of u* there is a point qx in G [tx] such that q\—*q- Let bx

be a line element in ®x with origin g. Then

ddq), »x) è <r(u, ux) - (t(u, u(g)) è <r(u, ®x) - <r(u, u(g)) > a.

Hence any accumulation line element u(g) of {öx} is different from the line

element u(g). But the carrier F(g) of u(g) lies in Fl sup G[¿,]=G[í], hence

b(g)G® (again by (8.9)), so that every point q of u* has multiplicity not less

than 2, which contradicts (8.5).

The following facts show the agreement of the topology cr with the intuition

in simple cases:

(8.13) If the geodesic ®(t,) is straight and t, tends to a proper segment t,

then ®(t) is straight and ¿(®(t,), ®(t))->0.

A proof is readily obtained from the arguments used for (6.13).

(2.18), (6.8), (6.9) and (8.12), (8.13) yield
(8.14) If all geodesies of a G-space are straight, then the topologies à and pp

are equivalent and metrize the set of all geodesies in such way that they form a

finitely compact space. â(®„ ®)—>0 if and only if ®, contains a segment, which

tends to a proper segment in ®.

The cylinder and the torus with euclidean metrics are simple examples which

will confirm the various negative statements of §6 (which also apply to con-
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vergence of geodesics). The points of the cartesian (~, 1])-plane P are divided 
into classes by two different methods: 

R4: (h, 1]1) and (~2' 1]2) belong to the same class if and only if ~1 = ~2 and 
1]1 -1]2 is an integer. 

R6: (~1' 1]1) and (~2' 1]2) belong to the same class if and only if ~1-~2 and 
1]1 -1]2 are integers. 

The distance between two classes p and q is defined in 'loth cases as 

pq = min [(h - ~2)2 + ('171 - '172)2]1/2 

where (~1' 1]1) and (~2' 1]2) traverse independently their respective classes p 
and q. In both cases the metric is locally euclidean so that Axiom 0 holds 
and the space is a G-space. Moreover it follows from Property I that the 
geodesics correspond in both cases to the euclidean straight lines in P. 

In case of the cylinder R4 two straight lines 21 and 22 in P correspond to 
the same geodesic in R4 if and only if 21 can be transformed into 22 by a trans-
lation e =~, 1]' = 1]+v, van integer. Call @. the geodesic corresponding to the 
line 1]=K~, K=l, 2, .... With {1.=(1+K2)-1/2 both 

x.(r) = ({3.r, K{3.r) and x: (r) = ({3.r + 1, K{3.r) 

are representations of @ •. For K~ 00, the function x.(r) tends to (0, r), which 
represents a geodesic .po, and x: (r) tends to (1, r) which represents a different 
geodesic .pl. The geodesics .po and .pI are great circles. (Hence if the existence 
of representations x/(r) of@v*, v=O, 1,2, ... ,with xv*(r)~xO*(7) were taken 
as the definition of @v*~@o*, the geodesics of R4 would not form an L-space.) 
If Gv denotes the carrier of @v then Fl sup Gv = R4 and pp(Gv , R4)~0 hence, by 
the triangle inequality, pp(G., Ho)~pp(Ho, R4) >0. This shows that the con-
verse of the first part of (6.9) does not hold, and also that in (8.13) the as-
sumption that the @(tv) are straight cannot be replaced by the requirement 
that @(t) be straight. 

Moreover the carrier of every geodesic is closed in R4, hence pp and iT are 
equivalent and metrize the set Ro of all geodesics in R4. In the topology pp 
it is easily seen that the geodesics ~ = const. form in Ro a set homeomorphic 
to the real axis, which is not connected with its complement. 

In the case of the torus R6 two straight lines 21 ancl 22 in P correspond to 
the same geodesic in R6 if and only if 21 can be carried into 22 by a translation 
f=~+M, 1]'=1]+v, where M and v are integers. Therefore the geodesics cor-
responding to the lines 21: 1]=7r~ and 22: 1]=7r~+1/2 are different. For a given 
E>O integers M and v can be found such that IM-V7r-1/21 <E. Then 2{: 
1]-M=7r(~-V) or 1]=7r~+(M-V7r) also corresponds to G1• Points (~, 1]1) and 
(~, 1]2) on 2: and 22 respectively have distance not greater than hI -172\ <E. 
Pu t {1 = (1 +7r2)-1/2. Then x(r) = ({17, 7r{17+ (M - v)7r) and y(r) = ({17, 7r{1r+ 1/2) 
are representations of ~h and @2. But sup x(r)y(r) <E. By varying E we con-
clude from (6.9) that u(@1r @2) =0. Since all line clements of @I and @2 are 
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parallel in P the geodesies are not transitive with respect to all line elements.

If Gi, G2 denote the carriers of ®i and ®2, then Gi = G2 = 7?5, so that ®i and ®2

are transitive with respect to the points. Similarly the carrier G3 of the geo-

desic ®3 corresponding to y = — irx is transitive with respect to the points, or

G3 = 7?5. Hence pP(Gi, G3)=0, but obviously <r(ti, t3)>a>0 for any two line

elements in ®i and ®3 respectively so that tr(@i, ®3)>0. This shows that

pp and à are not equivalent and that the condition G[t]=G[t] in (8.11) is

essential.

III. Rays and co-rays

9. Absolutely conjugate points. A real theory of conjugate points cannot

be developed without differentiability conditions. The discussion will there-

fore be restricted to some remarks on absolute conjugacy, which will be

needed later on. They are based on the concept of a half extremal.

The curve x+(t), 0^t< °o (or x~(t), — =° <t^0), of an 72-space is called

a positive (negative) half extremal with origin x, if a representation x'(t) of

an extremal exists such that x'(t)=x+(t) for 0^t<°o (x'(t)=x~(t) for

— oo <r¿0). Notice that the parametrization x+(t) (or x~(t)) is part of the

definition.

The half extremals x+(t) and x~(t) will be denoted by r+ and r~ respec-

tively, the subarc 0^r^7 of x+(t) by %+(y), and the subarc — y^r^O of

x-(t) by r(y)-
The extremal (S(b) which contains a given direction b with origin p has ex-

actly one representation x(t) such that x(t) represents b for 0^r^r](p). The

half extremals x+(t)=x(t) for t^O and x_(t)=x(t) for t^O are said to have

b as initial direction.

The positive and negative half extremals are metrized by means of their

initial directions. If rf, j¡- and r#, jr have the initial directions bi and b2 re-

spectively we put

(9. l) <7(ri+, ï2+) = «r(rr, r2-) = <r(bi, b2).

Thus both the positive and the negative half extremals form each a finitely

compact space isometric with R¿.

A consequen-ce of (6.6), (6.8) is

(9.2) tr(ï+, £+)—»0 (or <r(r-, r-)—>0) if and only if x+(t) (or xrOO) tends uni-

formly to x+(t) (or x~(t)) in every interval 0^T^a<<» (— oo<—a^r^O).

The numbers 7(r+) and y(%~~) are defined as the least upper bounds of

those values t for which %+(t) and £-(f) respectively are segments. If y(%+)

is finite r+Oy) is itself a segment, and so is JH(t) if y(x~) is finite. The points

x+(/y(r+)) and x~( — 7(r-)) are called the absolutely conjugate points to the origin

p on r+ or jc~. If 7(r+) = «> then x+(t) is a segment for every t, hence

x+(ti)x+(t2)=t2—Ti for 0^Ti<t2. In that case %+ is called a positive ray.

If y(%~~) = °° the half extremal f~ is a negative ray. The ray X)+ with the repre-

sentation y+(r) =x+(r+a), a^O, is called a sub-ray of f+. We see
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(9.3) r+ (or r~) is a ray if and only if its origin has no conjugate point on

Ï+ (or %-).

When a ray exists the space is obviously unbounded. The converse holds

too and is contained in

(9.4) Let py—>p and />,g,—*°°. Denote by Si (5»") the carriers of an arbi-

trary segment 8„' (8„") from p, to q, (from q, to py) and by r+ (j-) the half

extremal with r+(/>,g,) = si (%7(q,p,) =8," ). Then the closed limit FIS\ (FIS{')

of any converging subsequence {.Sx'} of [Si] (\S\ } of {Si1}) carries a

positive ray r+ (negative ray r~) and cr^it, f+)—»0 (a(fr, f)—»0).

Proof. By (2.11), (2.13), (2.18), {Si} always contains a subsequence

(Sx' } which converges to a closed set T, that is, pp(S', T)—»0 and TTSx' = 7".

If t>0 is given and X is sufficiently large, Sx' contains a point ¿x with pxt\=r.

The sequence {/x} is bounded and converges to a point t. Otherwise {t\}

would contain two subsequences {¿¿} and {¿¡j} which tend to different limits

t1 and t2. For a suitable subsequence {/,} of {t2,} the center e of 8« will con-

verge to a point e. Then cC.Fl sup Sx' = 7"/ inf Sx', hence S\ contains a point c\

which tends to c, in particular c„' —>e. But then (pet1), (pet2), ct1 = ct2 and f1?*!2

which contradicts (4.1). Put t = x+(r) and x+(0) =p. Then x+(ti)x+(t2) =t2—ti

for 0^ti<T2 so that x+(r) is a ray whose carrier is T. If jr;1" is defined as in

(9.4) it follows from (9.1) that «r(r+, r+)->0.

According to (1.17), p,q,—*<*> and py—*p imply q,p,-^><x>. Hence {S„" } may

be treated in the same way as {SI }.

(9.3) and (9.4) yield
(9.5) If R is bounded every half extremal contains an absolutely conjugate

point to its origin. When R is unbounded, every point is origin of at least one

positive and one negative ray.

(9.6) 7Ae set C/ (Cf) of all absolutely conjugate points to p on the different

positive (negative) half extremals with origin p consists of the points y^p for

which no point z with (pyz) (or (zyp)) exists.

Let y = x+(y(j+)) be the conjugate point to p = x+(0) on the positive half

extremal x+(t) and assume for an indirect proof that a point z with (pyz) exists.

Then the segments ê(p, y) and ë(y, z) are unique and constitute a segment

8(£, z). Let t>+ be the half extremal with t)+(pz)=%(p, y)yJê(y, z). Then

tl+(py)='%+(py) hence y+(r)=x+(r) for all t^O, and y(ï+) would not be the

last value for which x+(t) is a segment.

Conversely let for the point y j±p no z with (pyz) exist and designate by r+

a half extremal with %+(py)=&(p, y). Then y is clearly absolutely conjugate

to p on ï+.

(9.6) shows that in symmetric spaces, in particular in G-spaces, C£=CP.

Absolute conjugacy is in general not symmetric, that is, q may belong to

Cpf and Cf but p neither to C£ nor to Cq.

Example. 2?6. In E3 with rectangular coordinates £, 77, f consider the sur-

face 2?6 defined by the equations
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e + r,2 = 1    for    r è 0    and    £2 + v2 + f2 = 1    for    f < 0,

with the ordinary geodetic distance as distance. Then P6 is a G-space. Every

half geodesic with origin p = (0, 0, —1) is a ray, hence CP¥=CP is empty,

but p is conjugate to every point q = (£, ?7, f) with f <0.

From (9.6) and (4.2) the following sufficient condition for symmetry is

obtained:

(9.7) qCC/f and pCCq  if two segments from p to q exist.

The set C/ is in general a "pathological" set, even in smooth Riemann

spaces. This may be seen from the fact that R is the closure of R—C¿~. (Every

point z of Cp+ can be connected to p by a segment; if (pyz) then yGP— Cp.)

All that can be stated in general regarding 7(r+) is the obvious inequality

(9.8) y(r+) ^ V2(x+(0)) ^ v(x+(0))

and that 7(r+) is an upper semicontinuous function of r+.

For if r+ is given and <r(r,+, r+)—»0, then ïj~(y(ïj~)) is a segment, hence

r+(lim sup 7(r;1")) is a segment, so that 7(r+) ^ lim sup yilt).

This lack of properties of C/ and 7(r+) is the reason why absolute con-

jugacy is inaccessible to the analytic methods of the calculus of variations,

and therefore not studied, although it is geometrically significant. It is also

the reason why convergence of extremals cannot conveniently be based on

the distance of the sets S(8i) and S(82) in the space R, of all segments.

The case of a G-space in which Cp+ consists of only one point p' is impor-

tant because every point of a sphere has this property.

The implications of Cf — p' for a single point p are these:

(9.9) If in a G-space Cp+ = p', then ipxp') for every X9*p, p' iand conversely).

Hence Cp^ = p and the space is compact. Each geodesic ® through p or p' consists

of segments tip, p') and is either simple, or both p and p' are multiple points of ®.

Proof. The union F of all rays with origin p is a proper subset of R be-

cause p' does not lie in F. By (9.4), Pis a closed set. Let xGP — F—p'. A half

extremal r+ with r+ipx)=$ip, x) is no ray because xCR — F. The relations

(9.3) and C£ = p' yield that p' is the conjugate point to p on r+, hence ipxp').

The union F' of all segments t(p, p') is closed and R=F'KJF. If F were not

empty then F'(~\F=p (by (7.4)). The proof of (8.8) shows that every point p

of an at least two-dimensional G-space is interior point of a set homeomorphic

to a euclidean triangle. Hence F'(~\F = p shows that P is one-dimensional.

But then P^O and PVO contradict (8.8). This shows R = F' or ipxp') for

X9*p, p'.

it conversely ipxp') for X9*p, p', then (9.6) shows that x is not conjugate

to p and p' is conjugate to p, hence C£ = p'. Any half extremal r+ with origin

p starts with a segment ti from p to p' and, because Cp* = p, it Continues with

a segment t2 from p' to p, then it continues with a segment t3 from p to p'

and so forth. If t3 = ti then the geodesic which carries r+ is simple. If ts^ti

then it follows from tS9*t2 that both p and p' are multiple points of G.
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A G-space is called sphere like if all its geodesies are great circles and if

all geodesies which pass through a given point p pass through a fixed point

p'^p, the antipodal point to p. It can easily be proved that a sphere like

space R shares the following properties with an ordinary sphere (compare the

statement (8) of B [2] and (14.3) of the present paper): pp' is constant and

2pp' the common length of all geodesies, p' is the absolutely conjugate point

to p on every half extremal with origin p, hence C£ = p'. The mapping p—*p'

of 7? on itself is an isometry. The geodesic through p and q is unique when

q*p,p'.
(9.9) yields the following characterization of sphere like spaces:

(9.10) Theorem. A G-space R is sphere like if and only if every point p

has exactly one absolutely conjugate point p'.

The necessity was mentioned before. Let therefore Cjf consist of one point

p' for every ££2?. According to (9.9) an arbitrary geodesic through p passes

also through p'. Therefore it is only to be shown that every geodesic ® is a

great circle. By (8.5), ® has a simple point g. Since g' = Cf it follows from (9.9)

that ® is simple. If a, o are any two points of ®, then G consists by (9.9) of

two segments t(a, a'). One of them must contain b. Hence ® contains a seg-

ment t(a, o), that is, is straight and by (8.7) a great circle.

10. The function a(x, p). Parallelism between rays in unbounded E- and

G-spaces will be the next subject. Surprisingly many results can be obtained

under these general conditions, which are also new in the differentiable case.

The main tool is a certain metric function which will be discussed in the pres-

ent section.

Let r(r) represent a positive ray r, that is, r(Ti)r(r2) =T2 — ti for T2^TiàO.

Any point p of the space and any three values 0^ti<t2<t3 satisfy the rela-

tion

T\ — pr(T2) unless")
,   .  ., )(pr(r2)r(T3))    or    p = r(r2).

Ti — pr(r2)  if )

r(Ti)p ä r(Ti)r(T3) — pr(r3) = t2 - n + r(r2)r(T3) — pr(r3) ^ rg—r\ — pr(r2),

since pr(T2)^pr(T3)—r(T2)r(T3); the equality sign holds only for  (pr(T2)r(r3))

or p = r(T2).

Applying (10.1) with T! = 0 it is seen that r — pr(r) is a bounded and non-

decreasing function of r so that limT^M (r — pr(r)) and

(10.2) a(p, r) = lim (pr(r) - t)

(10.1)

For

r(ri)p è t3 — ti

pr(r3)
(>   T2  -

1=   T2  —

exist and are finite. Obviously
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(10.3) a(r(ro), r) = — t0   for every    ,„|0,

(10.4) aip, x) - aiq, r) = lim (pr(f) - gr(r)) ^ pq

hence

| aip, r) - aiq, r) | ^ dP, ?).

so that aip, x) is a continuous function of p. ■

The variation of aip, x) as a function of r depends on the origin and the

"point at infinity" of r. Only the latter will prove important. To obtain a

precise meaning, we define "distance at infinity" of any two unbounded sets

U, V as the number

(10.5)      ffm(u, v) = Hm du - un sip, v), v - vnsip, v))
ij-.»

where p is añ arbitrary point. The limit (10.4) exists but may be infinite,

because the distance after the limit sign is an increasing function of 77. More-

over ffKiU, V) does not depend on p because Sip, 17) C5(g, n+pq) for any p, q

hence

du-un sip, v),v-vn sip, „))

sdu-unsiq, 7, + pç), v -vn5(g, V + pq)).

If o-„ixi, x2) designates the distance at infinity of the carriers of ti and r2

(or of "the points at infinity" of ti and r2) the following relation will hold

for any two points p, q (the second point serves to eliminate the influence of

the origins, as may be seen in the case where ri is a subray of r2) :

(10.6) I aip, Xi) + aiq, X2) - aiq, Xi) - aip, X2) | g 2<r«,(ri, X2).

Namely there are sequences t\—»00 and t\—><» such that air^r',), r2ir\))

-to-^ixi, x2). By (10.4) the left side of (10.6) is the limit of

I [prirl) - prirl)] -  [qrirl) - gr(r!)] | g 2<Kn(r1,), r2ir,)).

A consequence of (10.6) is

(10.7) 7/<7«,(rj, r2) = 0, thenaix, Xi)— a(x, r2) is constant.

The loci a(x, r)= const, are called limit spheres with the central ray x.

Since a(x, r) is defined for every x and single-valued, there is exactly one limit

sphere through a given point p with a given (positive) central ray r. Its equa-

tion is

(10.8) a(x, r) = aip, r)

and it will be denoted by 7>"(r, p). Since a(x, r) is continuous in x, limit

spheres are closed sets.

The name limit sphere derives from the fact that L"ix, p) is in hyperbolic

geometry (from which the word limitsphere or horosphere is taken) always
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the limit of spheres. Also in the present general case L"(x, p) is closely related

to limits of spheres. To see this denote by K"(r, pr) or K"(r, p) the locus of

those points x for which xr = pr. A first relation between K"(r, p) and L"(x,p)

is

(10.9) If py->p and r,-»», ¿Aera Fl sup K"(r(rr), p,)CL"(t, p).

For a subsequence {X} of {v} let y\G.K(r(r\), p\) and y\—*y. Then by

(10.4)

| a(y, r) - a(p, r) | = lim | yr(T) - pr(r) \
r—*oo

á Hm I p\r(Ty) — yxr(n) | + lim pp\ + lim yyx = 0,

hence y£7/'(r, p) according to (10.8), which proves (10.9).

The interior of K"(r, p) is by definition the set S"(r, pr) defined in §1.

It consists of those points x for which xr<pr. Correspondingly the sets of

points x for which a(x, r) <a(p, r) and a(x, r) >a(p, r) are called the interior

and exterior of L"(x, p) respectively.

(10.10) If ti<t2 then K"(r(r2), r(ri)) and its interior lie, except for r(ri),

in the interior of 7,"(r, r(ri)).

For (10.1) and (10.4) show that for t>t2

. .   <*0(ti), r) - a(x, x) = lim (KtiXt) - xr(r)) è t - n - xr(r)

è T2 — Tl — xr(r2).

If x is in the interior of K"(r(r2),r(n)) then t2—Ti>xr(T2), hence

«(Kti), r)>a(x, r). Let x£2C"(r(T2), r(ri)) orT2—Ti = xr(Tä). Because of (10.1)

the equality sign holds in (10.11) only for (xr(T2)r(r)) or x = r(r2); in this case

(4.1) yields x = r(ri), which proves (10.10).

If L"(x, p) contains a point of r, the fact of hyperbolic geometry men-

tioned above holds:

(10.12) FlK"(r(ry), r(r)) = L"(x, r(r))

for any point r(r) of X and any sequence r,—» «>.

(10.9) reduces (10.12) to Fl inf K"(r(r,), r(T))DL"(x,r(r)). Let

x£L"(r, r(r)). Then (10.10) yields xr(T,)^.T,—T for t,>t. Hence a seg-

ment 8(x, r(r,)) contains a point x„ with x,r(Tr) =r,—r or x,£7T(r(T,), r(r)).

Now a(x, x) =a(r(r), x) (compare (10.8)) and (10.3) imply xr(rr) —t,-^t hence

xx, = xr(T,)— x,r(T,)—>0, and x£F/ inf K"(r(r,), r(r)).

For the study of parallelism between negative rays r~ the function

lim  (x~(t)P + t)
,—»— »

must be introduced. The developments are entirely parallel and will therefore

be omitted.

11. Co-rays. As before let r(r), 0^t< °o, represent a positive ray r. A
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positive ray q with origin p is a co-ray from p to r if its carrier is the closed

limit of the carriers of a sequence of segments 8(p„ r(r,)) with p,—>p and

t,—»oo. (9.4) implies that each sequence of segments 8(p„, rOO) with p„—»p

and t„—* oo contains a subsequence which tends to a positive ray with origin p,

so that every point p is origin of at least one co-ray to a given ray r. (9.4)

shows also that the positive rays form a closed subset of the set of all positive

half extremals.

(11.1) The co-rays to a given positive ray r form a closed subset in the set

of all positive half extremals.

For let q, be a co-ray to r and <r(q„ q)—>0. Then the origin q, of q, tends to

the origin q oí q. Since q, is a co-ray to r, it follows from (9.6) that a positive

half extremal xt and a value r,>v exist with <r(q„ r,f(0)) <i/v, r^"(x^"(0)r(T,))

= 8(x,+(0), r(r,)) and cr(r+, q,)<l/ï\ Then x,+(0)—>g and o-(r,+, q)—*0, whence

it easily follows that q = P/r+(x,+(0)r(T,)).

The relation of the co-rays to r with the function a(x, r) is established by

(11.2) Theorem. The half extremal r+ is a co-ray to xfrom x+(0) if and only

if
(11.3) aix+ir"),x) - aix+ir'),x) = t' - t"    for    r\ t" £ 0.

Only the necessity will be proved now, the sufficiency will follow later

from (11.6). Let r+ be a co-ray to r and, without restriction, t'>t". By

(9.6) there is a sequence of half extremals {%?} and a sequence t,—>oo such

that ï^(x+(0)r(T,)) is a segment from xtiO) to r(r,) and oixf, £+)—»0. Because

of (9.2), x+(t')-h>x+(t') and x+(t")^x+(t"). For large v (since x,+(0)->x+(0)),

x,+(0)r(T,)>T', hence (x,(t")x,(t>(t,)) and

<t(x,+(t'), x+ir')) + dx+ir"), X+ir"))

è | x+(t")Kt,) - X+ir')rir,)

= | X+ir")rir,) - x+(r')<T,)

The relation (11.3) follows now from (10.4).

Next observe that

(11.4) aip, x)—aiq, x)=pq if and only if q is afoot of p on L"ix, q).

For the definition of "foot" see §7. If xG7-"(r, g), then a(x, r)=a(g, r).

If aip, x)—aiq, x)=pq it follows from (10.4) that pxïzaip, r) — aiq, x)=pq

so that g is a foct of p on Z/'(r, g).

Conversely let g be a foot of p on L"(q, x) and consider on a co-ray b from

p to r the point p(to) with T0 = a(p, x)—a(q, x). By (11.3), a(p, x)-a(p(T0), x)

= T0 hence a(p(r0), x)=a(q, x) or p(ro)CL"(q, x). Moreover To = pp(ro)^pq

because g is a foot of p. The definition of t0 and (10.4) show that pq=r0, q.e.d.

A consequence of (11.3), (11.4) and (7.8) is

(11.5) If p(r) represents a co-ray from p(0) to r, and 0<ti<t2, then p(r2)

is afoot of p(0), and the only foot oí p(r-¡) on L"(r, p(r2)).

-  [x,+(t>(t,) - x+ir')rir,)]

-ir'-r")\^0.
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The intuitive idea of a co-ray from p to r is that of an infinite segment

which connects p to the point at infinity of r. If r is a point at finite distance,

8(£, r) is not necessarily unique; the Example 2v6 in §9 shows the same for

co-rays. If q is an interior point of 8(p, r), then 8(g, r) is unique and coincides

with a subsegment of %(p, r). (11.5) implies the remarkable fact that this re-

sult extends to co-rays.

(11.6) Theorem. If p is a co-ray from p to x and q is any point of p different

from p, then the co-ray from q to x is unique and coincides with the sub-ray of p

with origin q.

For let P(t) represent p and q = p(Ti); let ç(t) represent a co-ray q from

g to r. ForT2>Ti, (11.3) yields

a(p(n), r) - a(p(T2), x) = T2 - tí = a(q(0), x) - a(q(r2 - ti), r),

hence ç(t2 — Ti)£7/'(r, p(r2)). By (11.5), g0"2 — ti) is a foot and p(r2) the only

foot of p(ri) =g(0) on 7,"(r, P(t2)), so that g(r2 — ti) =P(t2), which shows that

q is a sub-ray of p.

It is now easy to prove that (11.4) is sufficient for x+(t) to be a co-ray to

r. For, r+ ¡s a ray because (5.1) and (10.4) yield for t'>t"

t' - t" ^ x+(t")x+(t') ^ a(x+(T"), r) - a(x+(T'), x) = r' - r".

By (11.4) and (7.9), x+(t7+t) is for positive 77 and t the only foot of x+(r¡)

on 7/'(r, x+(t7+t)). Therefore (11.5) shows that the ray x,+(t) =x+(r¡+r),

0^r< », is a co-ray from x+(t7) to r. Since a(ï^, ?+)—»0 lor 77—>0, it follows

from (11.1) that r+ ¡s a co-ray to r.

Let q be any co-ray to r. The union of the carriers of all co-rays to r which

contain q as sub-ray carries by (11.1) either a co-ray to r or a directed straight

line (which in case of ambiguity¡ as in the euclidean geometry, is to be ori-

ented such that q(r) =x(t) for t^O and a suitable representation x(t) of the

directed line). This ray or directed straight line is an asymptote a(q) to X.

Every positive subray of a(q) is a co-ray to r. (11.6) yields

(11.7) Every point of the space is either origin of at least one, or interior point

of exactly one, asymptote to x.

The points p and g lie on one asymptote to r, if and only if either p lies on

a co-ray from q to r, or g on a co-ray from p to r. Therefore (11.3) yields:

(11.8) p and q lie on one asymptote to x if and only if a(p, r) — a(q, r) =pq

ora(q, x)-a(p, x)=qp.

It should be noticed that, unless q = r, the carrier of a(q) is in general not

identical with the union of the carriers of all rays that contain q as sub-ray.

In an important case, namely when 77x(x) = 00 (compare (5.8)), it can be

proved that the two sets coincide:

(11.9) Theorem. If all extremals of R are directed straight lines, then all
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asymptotes to a given ray x are straight lines. Any two asymptotes to x are either

disjoint or identical.

Proof. Let q be a co-ray from g to r. The representation q(r) of q may be

extended to negative t, such that q(r) represents a directed straight line q*.

Since q is a co-ray to r, there is a sequence t,—> oo and a sequence g,—>g such

that the half extremal if with r^"(g,r(T,)) = 8(g„ r(r,)) (this segment is unique

because ?7x(x)= oo) tends to q. The extremal x,(t) with x,(t)=x^"(t) for t^O

is by hypothesis a straight line. This implies for fixed t'>t" and large v that

t'-t" = x,(t")t-(t,)-x,(t'Mt,) hence

dqir'), x,(t')) + dqir"), x,(t")) ^ | t' - r" -  W)dr,) - ?(t'Mt,)]|.

By (9.2) and (6.8), x,(T')-+g(T') and x,(T")->g(T"), hence by (10.4)

aiqir"), x) - a(g(r'), r) = t' - r".

(11.2) yields now that the sub-ray qr0ir) = g(r — t0), t^O, of q* is for every to

a co-ray to r, hence q* is an asymptote to r. The second part of (11.9) follows

now from (11.7).

The exterior of a limit sphere may be empty as example P6 shows. But

(11.10). The interior of a limit sphere I/'(r, p) is not empty and is connected.

Observe first that

(11.11) S"ir,rp)DS"ir',rp)    if    ipr'r)

because for xG5"(r', r'p) the inequality xr<xr'+r'r<pr'+r'p=pr holds.

If L"(r, p)=L"ix, riro)) then (10.10) shows that the interior of L"(r, p)

equals U,5"(r(T0+»'), v), and is therefore not empty and by (11.11) connected.

If no r0 = 0 exists such that L"(r, p)=L"ix, r^o)) then aip, x)>0 (otherwise

(10.3) with t0= -aip, x) would yield a{riro), x)=aip, x) or pÇ_L"ix, r(r0))).

Hence Z,"(r, r(0)) and its interior lie in the interior of L"(r, p), and it suffices

to show that every point g in the interior of Z/'(r, p) but not in the interior

of L"(r, r(0)) can be connected to a point in the interior of L"(r, r(0)) by

a segment which lies in the interior of Z."(r, p).

On a co-ray g(r) from g to r, consider the point g(ri) with Ti = a(g, r) + l.

By the definition of the interior of L"(x, p) and (11.2)

a(p, r) > a(q, x) ^ a(q(r), x)

and a(q, x)—a(q(ri), x)=n = a(q, r) + l, or a(g(Ti), r) = — 1 so that g(n) is

in the interior of L"(x, r(0)) and the segment O^t^ti of q(r) lies in the in-

terior of L"(x, p).
The next question which arises after (11.6) is whether the relation be-

tween ray and co-ray is symmetric, that is, whether r is a co-ray to q when q

is a co-ray to r. B [l, chapter I, 3] contains an example which shows that

even in a two-dimensional G-space in which all geodesies are straight lines,
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the relation need not be symmetric. This means that a ray r and a co-ray q

to r may not be looked at as "having the same point at infinity," or that

points at infinity without definite rays as carriers have in general no meaning.

There do not seem to be any simple, necessary ama sufficient conditions for

symmetry in the present general case. The following is a sufficient condition

which is also necessary when the space is a Finsler space with the usual differ-

entiability properties (compare the end of this section).

(11.12) If a(x, x)—a(x, q) is constant, then every co-ray to one of the two

rays q, r is a co-ray to the other. (Since q is a co-ray to itself this implies that q

is a co-ray to r, and r a co-ray to q.)

The hypothesis yields a(x, x) —a(y, x)=a(x, q) —a(y, q) for any two points

x, y. If x+(t) is a co-ray to r, then by (11.2)

t' - t" = a(x+(r"), x) - a(x+(T'), x) = a(x+(T"), q) - a(x+(r'), q)

so that by the other part of (11.2), x+(t) is a co-ray to q, which proves (11.12).

Notice the following corollary of (11.12) and (10.7) which partly justifies the

idea of points at infinity.

(11.13) If ax(x, q) =0, then every co-ray to one of the two rays q, r is a co-ray

to the other.

An interesting application of (11.6) and (11.13) is

(11.14) Theorem. If the origin q of the ray q is an interior point of the ray r

and <rx(q, r) =0, then q is a sub-ray of x.

If the two straight lines ®, § of a G-space intersect and tTo„(®, §) =0, rAera

® = £.

The euclidean metric shows that ax(x, q) =0 is not necessary for r and q¡

to be co-rays to each other. Neither is (11.12) necessary without differentia-

bility conditions because it implies 7/'(r, x)=L"(q, x) for all x. Any Min-

kowski metric R2 (see §3) in which K is not everywhere differentiable con-

tains rays q, r which are co-rays to each other, and for which L"(x, x) never

coincides with L"(a, x) (see B [l, p. 39, statement 21]).

In the euclidean and hyperbolic geometries, and more generally in every

simply connected Riemann space of nonpositive curvature, the condition

o"oo(ti q) < °° is necessary and sufficient for r and a to be co-rays to each other

(compare Cartan [l, Note III, §16, pp. 263-265]). 7ra general G-spaces it is

neither, even if all geodesies are straight lines, nor is the following stronger

condition sufficient:

(11.15) The distances a(x, q) and a(y, r) are uniformly bounded for all x

on r and y on q.

The following example R7 will confirm these statements. R7 will be a two-

dimensional G-space with 77x(x) = °°, and will contain straight lines ® and ^>

with this strange property:

® and § contain rays  qi and  ti respectively which are co-rays to each
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other, but ^(qi, r0= oo. The rays q2 on ® and r2 on § opposite to qi and ri

respectively satisfy (11.15) but neither is a co-ray to the other.

R7 is the subset £>0, 0 <77 < 1, of the cartesian (£, 77)-plane. With 1^(77)

= — 77_1 + (1 — t?)-1 the distance of the two points ai= (£1,771) and a2 = (£2, 772) is

defined by

aia2 = [(£, - £2)2 + im - t,,)2]1'2 + I £fi - £r» | + | 4>M - 'Hm) |.

Since the last two terms depend, respectively, on £ and 77 only, it is im-

mediately seen that the geodesies of R7 are the intersections of the euclidean

straight lines of the (£, 77)-plane with the domain R7 and straight lines in the

sense of G-spaces.

Consider any two geodesies ®, § of the form ® : 77=a£, §: 77 =/S£, 0 <77<1,

0 <a <ß. Call qi and ri the sub-rays 0 <n ^ 1/2 of ® and §, and q2, r2 the op-

posite rays. Then qi and ri are co-rays to each other with origins g= (a/2, 1/2),

r=iß/2, 1/2). Let g, = (£i„ 771,), r,= (£2„ 772,) and gg,—>oo, rr,—><x>. Then £1,—*0,

£2,—>0, and g,r,= |£n,1 —£2",1|+| (cü£i,)_1 —(|S£2,)_1|+e„ €,—>0. The right side

can be bounded only if |£r,1_£¿1 is bounded, but then the last term is not

bounded because a<ß. Hence q,r,—>oo and cr«,(qi, Xi) = °o.

Neither of the rays q2, r2 is a co-ray to the other. Butg,= (tjo;-1, 77) G q2 and

r„=ivß-\ v)Cx2íor 1/2^77<1 and

W, =  (a"1 - ß-'h + (ß~ a)*?"1 < (a-1 - ß~>) + 2(ß- a),

which shows that q2 and r2 satisfy (11.15).

The condition (11.15) has therefore in general P-spaces or G-spaces no

bearing on the ray co-ray relation. This is emphasized by the fact that two

rays q and r may satisfy the condition ö-M(q, r)=0 (and therefore be co-rays

to each other), without satisfying (11.15).

An example is furnished by the surface of revolution :

P8: £2 + 7,2 = r1 + expf-sin2f,        f > 0,

in the cartesian (£, 77, f)-space with the ordinary geodesic distance as distance.

The meridians of P8 are goedesics and straight lines in the sense of

G-spaces. Call ®i the meridian 77 = 0, £<0, and ®2 the meridian 77 = 0, £>0,

of P8, and r« the sub-ray f^l of ®„. The ray r< contains the points

2«,= (( — lMw)-1, 0, vir) with gi,g2,^Tr(w)-1 = v~l. Hence <rM(ri, r2)=0. But

r« also contains the points

P» = ((- 1)'I(« + t/2)-1 + exp (vtt + r/2)], 0, w + ir/2)

with ^>i,®2 = ^2,®i>exp vir, so that neither xr2 is bounded for xGri nor yri

for yGr2-

In the study of negative rays and their co-rays, the spheres K'ir, p) (de-

fined as the loci rx = rp) and the corresponding limit spheres 7/(r, p) play the
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role of K"(r, p) and L"(x, p). These sets coincide in G-spaces. Therefore

(11.5) may be strengthened as follows:

(11.16) If in a G-space a is an asymptote to the ray x and p is on a but not

the origin of a, then any point z of ais the unique foot of p on L"(x, z).

If z follows p on a the assertion is contained in (11.5). If z precedes p,

let t be any point on a that follows p, and z* a foot of p on L"(r, z) (such a

foot z* exists because L"(x, z) is a closed set). Then by (11.2) and (10.4)

zt = a(z, x) - a(t, x) = a(z*, r) - a(t, x) ^ Z*t g Z*p + pt S zp + pt = zt

(z*piZzp because z* is a foot of p on L(x, z) and pz*=z*p, pz = zp). Hence

(z*pt) and z*p = zp; by (4.1), z* coincides with z.

It is easily seen that in euclidean geometry positive sub-rays q and r of

oppositely oriented parallel straight lines satisfy the relation:

(11.17) a(x, x) + a(x, q)     is constant.

This leads to the question whether (11.17) is in general G-spaces connected

with the existence of parallels. Observe first that (11.17) implies a(x, x)

= a(y, x) =a(y, q) — a(x, q) for all x, y and therefore L"(x, y) =L"(q, y) for a}l

y, and that the interior of L"(x, y) coincides with the exterior of 7/'(q, y) and

conversely. Moreover:

(11.18) If the relation (11.17) holds for two rays r, q of a G-space, then

each asymptote to one of the rays is a directed straight line whose opposite

orientation is an asymptote to the other ray.

For since the interiors of L"(x, p) and L"(q, p) are disjoint, co-rays pi

and p2 from p to r and q respectively have no common point but p. Any point

pi of pi has, by (11.16), p as foot on T/'(q, p), hence it follows from (11.2),

(11.4) that p lies on a co-ray from px to q and from (11.6) that p2 is a sub-ray

of this co-ray. Hence the union of the carriers of pi and p2 carries a straight

line ®, which, with the orientation for which p2 is a positive sub-ray, is an

asymptote to q. In the same way it is seen that the opposite orientation of ®

is an asymptote to r.

Now let ® be a straight line and X\, r2 two "opposite" sub-rays of ® (more

exactly, but less intuitively, we require that neither of the rays is a sub-ray

of the other). A straight line £> is called a parallel to @ if its two orientations

are asymptotes to ri and r2. (This definition is obviously independent of the

choice of the rays ti, r2 on ®.) (11.18) yields

(11.19) Theorem. 7ra a G-space let a(x, ri)+a(x, r2) be constant for the two-

opposite sub-rays Xi, x2 of the straight line ®; then each asymptote to Xi or x2

carries a parallel to @.

It is worth noticing that under differentiability assumptions usual in

Finsler spaces, the converse of this theorem holds. Namely if every asymptote

to ri or r2 is a parallel to ®, then these parallels are extremals transversal to
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the two families of hypersurfaces L"(Xi, x) and L"(x2, x). As soon as the

differential equations expressing this property of the L"(x, x) are such that

they have unique solutions, L"(Xi, x') must coincide with L"(x2,x) for every x,

whence it easily follows that (11.17) holds. In general G-spaces the converse

of (11.19) does not hold, for example, in a Minkowski space 7?2 in which K

is not everywhere differentiable.

IV. Covering spaces and the spaces of constant curvature

12. Extremals and segments in covering spaces. Some important geomet-

ric problems require, for an adequate formulation, the concept of a covering

space. Covering spaces for general spaces have been widely used by topolo-

gists. A theory of covering spaces for 72-spaces leads however, naturally, to

metric questions in addition to topological ones. The present section contains

a brief discussion of these problems. Applications will be found in §§14 and 16.

The space R is called a covering space of the 72-space R if it has the follow-

ing two properties:

(1) R satisfies Axioms A, B, C.

(2) T'Aère is a locally isometric mapping <£ of R on R.

The last requirement means more explicitly this: every point x of R has

a neighborhood S(x, a(x)) such that

(12.1) j>$z4> = yz    for    y, z £ S(ic, a(x)).

(12.1) implies that <3? is a continuous mapping of R on 2?. The mapping i>

is in general not unique; for instance, if ^ is a motion of R and X a motion

of R, then ^f'X is also a locally isometric mapping of R on R. The space R

together with the definite mapping <ï> will be denoted by R$.

The image A <£ of a set A in 2?$ will be called A, in particular x is the image

of *. When A = A <£ the set A is said to lie over A. The mapping of the sphere

S(x, ß) in R on the set S(x, ß)$ in R under $ will be denoted by $(x, ß).

If <S>(x,ß) is one-to-one then <£-1(*, ß) is defined and maps, by (12.1), S(x,/3)4?

topologically on S(x, ß). In particular i>-1(*. «(x)) is defined and maps

S(x, a(x)) isometricaljy on S(x, a(x)). Some simple properties of covering

spaces will now be discussed.

(12.2) A covering space of an E-space is an E-space.

Since R$ satisfies A, B, C, it has only to be shown that Axiom D holds.

Let S(x, a) satisfy (12.1). There is a ßtia such that S(x, ß) satisfies Axiom D

in R.
By (1.4) there is an 77>0 such that U,,(S'(y, 77) + S"(y, v))CS(x, ß) when

y traverses S(x, 0/2). Then S(x, ß/2) satisfies Axiom D in R. For if â, 5 in

S(x, ß/2) and e>0 are given, positive numbers 5«^min (e, 77), k=1, 2, can

be found such that unique points ai and b2 with (aiao), (abb2) and aia = 5i,

662 = 52 exist, ai and 62 lie in S(x, ß), since a and b lie in S(x, ß/2) and 5,^77.
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If äi = ai$~1ix, a), h2 = b2$~lix, a) then (âi<x5), (ä552) and äiä = 5i, oh2 = b2 be-

cause f>-1(x, a) is an isometry.

Because of (12.1) the continuous curve x(t) = x(t)"Ï> has Property I of §4

when x(t) has Property I. Therefore (5.4) yields

(12.3) If x(t) represents an extremal in 7?*, then x(t)"Í> = x(t) represents

an extremal in P.

If the extremals S$ in R$ and S in R have representations x(t) and x(t) for

which x(t)í> = x(t) then S* is said to lie over S.

(12.4) There is exactly one extremal S<¡> in P$ over a given extremal S in R

and through a given point x over a point x of S.

Proof. Let x(t) represent S and x(t0)=x, and let 5(x, a) satisfy (12.1).

For a suitable positive ß<a the arc x(t), |t —to| ^ß, represents a segment.

Hence x(t)<P_1(x, a) represents a segment in P^ for \r—t0| iSß. By (5.6) there

is an extremal Sj> in R¡, with a representation x(t) for which x(t) = x(t) <3?_1 (x, c*)

for |t— toI ^ß. By (12.3), S<j> lies over the extremal x(t)<Ï> in P. Since x(t)$>

= x(t) for |t —t0| g/3 it follows from (5.6) that x(t)<3?=x(t) for all t, so that

S* lies over S.

Let y(r) represent any extremal through x over S. Then y(r) $ represents

S, hence a number ß exists such that y(r)$ = x(T+/8) for all t (compare 5.7),

or 5*(t—(8)$=x(t). This yields for |t— to| ^a the relation x(t) =x(t)<í>_1(x, a)

= y(r— /8)$$-1(x, a) =yir—ß). Hence x(t) = y(r—ß), so that 3>(t) represents

also S*.

(12.5) The image yir) = yir)$ of a continuous curve y(r), ßi^r^ß2, has

the same length as y(r).

For there are values t\, • ■ • , t„, ßi^rt^ß2, such that the neighborhoods

5(y(T«), a(y(T,))) cover the curve y(r). If the values ßi = r{ <r2' < • • • <t„'

= ß2 are such that y(rx') and yW+i) belong to one SiyirK), aiyir,)) then

S y(n)y(n+i) = X) y(n)y(n+0
X X

hence the limits of these sums are equal.

(12.6) xy^xy for any x, y in R$.

For xy = inf X(z(t)) where zir) traverses all continuous curves in R from x

to y. Because of (12.5), xyginf X(z(t)$) =inf X(z(t)).

(12.7) If x(t), a^t^ß, is a continuous curve whose image x(t)<Ï> = x(t)

represents a segment then x(t) represents a segment and x(a)x(/3) = x(a)x(j8).

This follows from (12.5), (12.6) because x(a)x(/3) =X(x(t)) =X(x(t))

è*(a)*(j8)à*(a)*(A.
A consequence of (12.4), (12.7) is

(12.8) For a given segment êia, b) in R and a given point ä over a (i over b)

there is exactly one segment 8(5, 5) in R4, over da, b) and ab = âl.

It is now possible to make statements about the extent to which $ is a

topological mapping. Using the notations of (9.6) denote by D£ and Dp the
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complements of the sets Cp+ and Cp respectively. 7)p+ consists of p and those

points y for which a point z with (pyz) exists.

(12.9) For a given point p in R& there is exactly one set D(p)~}p such that

<i> maps D(p) topologically on D£. If pi and p2 are two different points over p,

then D(Pi)i\D(P2) = 0.

Note. The example of the elliptic plane with the sphere as covering space

shows (12.9) to be the best possible result in the sense that D(p) is in general

not a proper subset of a set F which <£ maps topologically on 7$.

By (12.1) and (9.8) there is a ß>0 such that S(p, 2ß)QD+ and $(p, 2/3)

is an isometry. If yCD^ — S(p, 2/3), the segment i(p, y) is unique; therefore

the point y^ with (py^y) and pyß = ß is unique.

The image y of y is defined as the end point of the, by (12.8) unique, seg-

ment &(p, y) over 8(p, y) which starts at p. By the definition of this term

z$>-i(£, ß) is the point of 8(£, y) over z when z(E.S(p, 2ß)r\S(p, y), in particu-

lar yß = yß$~~1(p, ß) lies over yß. The mapping y—*y is continuous. For if

y-->yo, pyot2ß, let (pyy.ßy,) and py,,ß=ß. Then y,,ß—>;yo,0 and (pyy,ßyy); hence

every accumulation point y of {y,} satisfies (pjo.ßy), so that y = }»o-

This shows that $ maps the set D(p) consisting of S(p, 2/3) and all the

points y defined above topologically on the set D+(p).

Let E be any set which contains p and which $ maps topologically on

D+(p). If y is any point of E then E contains a curve from p to y which lies

over the (unique) segment i(p, y) in D+(p), hence y coincides by (12.8) with

the point of D(p) over y, so that E = D(p).

If there were two different points pi and p2 over p such that D(pi)C\D(p2)

contains a point y, then (according to the construction of D(pK)) %(pi, y) and

8(^2, y) would be different segments over 8(p, y), which contradicts (12.8).

(12.10) D+(p) D S'(p, V2(p)),       D-(p) D S"(p, 772(f))

follows from (9.8). Hence $(p, v2(p)) is a topological mapping. $(p, r)2(p)/3)

is an isometry. This follows from (12.7) and the fact (compare (1.15)) that

a, 6£S(p, r\2(p)/3) implies 8(a, b)(ZS(p, r)2(p)). This leads to

(12.11) Theorem. Let R& be a covering space of the E-space R. If p$ = p,

then $ maps S(p, 772(7») topologically on S(p, r¡2(p)); in addition <ï> maps

S(p, r¡2(p)/3) isometrically on S(p, vÁP)/^)- U pi^fc and pi$ = p, then

S(pu rl2(p))r\S(p2, r,2(p))=0and

(12.12) <r*(pi, p2) > Vi(p)    (in G-spaces frf, ^ 2772(f)).

Regarding (12.12) observe that by (12.9), (12.10), S'(pi, y2(p))
r\S'(p2, 772(p)) = 0 so that both pip2>y2(p) and p2pi>VÁP), hence a*(pu p2)

>r¡2(p) (see (1.5)). For the remark about G-space compare (12.20).

The most important point in (12.11) is that r]2(p) depends only on p and

2?, and not on the covering space 2?$. The topological theory of covering

spaces requires only the existence of a function f (p), such that $(p, Ç(p)) is
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topological for all f over p and a fixed <ï> (compare Seifert-Threlfall [l, pp.

182, 183]). (12.15) will show that this difference is essential. For that result

some well known implications of the weaker property are needed.

(12.13) There is exactly one continuous curve x(j) in P* over a given con-

tinuous curve x(t), a ^t ^/3, in R with a given point x(a) over x(a).

Proof. Choose « = ti<t2< • • ■ <tm = /3 such that with f« = 772(x(T»)) the

sphere S(x(tk), f«) contains the subarc c«: t,|t|t<+1 of x(t). Put x(ri)=x(a)

and by induction x(t,) =x(t,)4>_1(x(t,_i), f,_i). Then Ci$-1(x(ti), fi)+ • • •

+ CM_i$_1(*(T«-i> fx-i)) is a continuous curve over x(r) which satisfies (12.13).

The uniqueness of x(t) follows the same pattern as previous arguments.

Two continuous curves Ä and 8 from a to b are homotopic, $~8, if $ can

be continuously deformed into 8 such that a and b remain fixed during the

process. The exact definition is found in Pontrjagin [l, §46]. (13.13) leads to

the following result, which is fundamental in any discussion of covering

spaces.

(12.14) If ®,i>~8* in Rt,, then $*<i>~8,i,<ï> in P. Conversely, if $~8 in

R and if the curves $$ and 8* over ß and 8 respectively start at the same

point ä, then they end at the same point h and ß<p~8<i, in P$.

The first part is obvious; the proof of the second part is found in Seifert-

Threlfall [l.pp. 186,187].
A known consequence of (12.14) is that there are equally many points

of P$ over every point of P. For if p and q are arbitrary in P, c any curve

from p to q, and pi, p2 different points over p, then the curves c«,# which begin

at pt and lie over c, k=1, 2, end at different points gi and g2, because gi = g2

and c_1~c-1 would imply c^¿~C2~i¿ so that the end points of c^ and c¿^¿

would by (12.14) coincide.

Now consider a locally isometric mapping $ of the P-space R on itself.

Then R may be considered as a covering space of itself. Let pi$ = p2$ = p,

pi9*p2. Since there are equally many points over every point of P, there are

points pK\, k, X= 1, 2, such that pt\$ = pK and pKi9*pK2- Moreover pu¿*p2\ be-

cause pi9*p2- Similarly there are points p«x«, k, X, p=l, 2, such that

p«x^<ï> = p«xand pK\i9*p*\2; again the 8 points pK\„ are all different. The mapping

f>3 is still locally isometric and pi\ll^i = p. Induction shows the existence of 2''

different points pl, ■ ■ ■ , p2" such that p'^" = p. Applying (12.11) to $", it

is seen that the neighborhoods S(p', r¡¡ip)) are all disjoint. Since p is arbitrary

it follows that R cannot be compact. Hence, if P is compact, $ must be one-

to-one, so that 4?-1 is also a locally isometric mapping of R on itself. (12.6)

yields that <I> preserves distances. This proves

(12.15) Theorem. A locally isometric mapping of a compact E-space on

itself is a motion.

This theorem has no topological counterpart, as the locally topological

mapping e'*—>e2'* of the unit circle of the complex plane on itself shows.

Nor does (12.15) hold for general unbounded P-spaces.
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A cylinder with a locally hyperbolic metric will furnish an example. Con-

sider a (£, 77)-plane and define as distance of two points pi, p2 the number

(12.16) Pip2 = inf J (de + exp (- 2$dv2)

where c traverses all curves of class D' from pi to p2. With this distance the

(£. 7?)-plane becomes hyperbolic. The curves 77 = const, are geodesies and the

curves £ = const, are limit circles with the positive £-axis as central ray (com-

pare for instance Liebmann [l, pp. 143, 163]). The transformation

(12.17) £' = £ + a,        V' = r,e» + ß

leaves (12.16) obviously invariant and is therefore a motion of the hyperbolic

plane.

Now divide the points of the (£, 77)-plane into classes putting two points

(£1» *7i) and (£2, Vi) in the same class if and only if £1 = £2 and 771 — 772 is an in-

teger. The space R9 is defined as the set of these classes with the distance

pip2 = n\in Pip2, where pi and p2 traverse independently the classes pi and p2.

For a = log v, where v is a positive integer, and /3 = 0 the mapping (12.17) be-

comes £' = £+log v, •<)' = vr\. This is a continuous p-to-1 mapping of the cyl-

inder R9 on itself, which is locally isometric because (12.17) leaves (12.16)

invariant.

If "Fis a locally isometric mapping of the 22-space R on the 72-space R,

and p$ = p, then two curves which begin and end at p are by (12.14) homo-

topic if and only if their images are homotopic. Hence <$ associates with a

class of homotopic curves beginning and ending at p a class of homotopic

curves which begin and end at p, and yields thus an isomorphic mapping of

the fundamental group of R in the fundamental group of 2? (compare Seifert-

Threlfall [l, p. 188]). If there are two different points of R over p, the funda-

mental group of R will be mapped on a proper sub-group of the fundamental

group of R. This proves

(12.18) A locally isometric mapping of an E-space R on an E-space R is

isometric in the large when the fundamental group of R is not isomorphic to a

proper subgroup of the fundamental group of R.

The last condition is trivially satisfied when-R is simply connected. The

following addition to (12.15) is a corollary of (12.18).

(12.19) If the fundamental group of R is not isomorphic to a proper subgroup

of itself, then every locally isometric mapping of R on itself is a motion.

The theory of covering spaces for G-spaces is contained in the preceding

discussion because (12.5), (12.6), (12.7) yield readily

(12.20) A covering space R of an 72-space 7? is symmetric if and only if 7?

is symmetric.

13. The universal covering space. The construction of the universal cover-

ing space for connected, locally connected, and locally simply connected topo-
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logical spaces is found in Pontrjagin [l, §46] (quoted as P). Only some metric

properties will be added here.

The existence of segments obviously makes an 22-space connected and

locally connected. The locally simple connectedness is contained in the follow-

ing more general statement (as the special case xO")=a for all t):

(13.1) 7/ $: x(t) and 8: y(r) are two continuous curves defined for a^T^ß

with x(a)=y(a), x(ß) = y(ß), and x(r)y(r)^r]2(x(T)), then 8~$. (This implies

that an 22-space with tjx(x) = °° is simply connected.)

For the segment &(x(t), y(r)) is unique for every t and depends there-

fore continuously on t. For every Ogtr^l define ya(r) as the point on

9>(x(t), y(r)) with y,(T)y(r)=cr-x(T)y(T). Then yo(T)=yO") and yi(T)=x(r),

hence y,(r) yields a continuous deformation of 8 into $.

(13.1) leads to the following important fact.

(13.2) Among all curves from a to b in an E-space which are homotopic to

a given curve Ê from a to b, there is at least one rectifiable shortest one. Each such

shortest curve is equivalent to an extremal arc from a tob, which degenerates into

a if and only if a = b and Ä-~0.
For the definition of equivalence see §1. If $ and it' are equivalent then

Ä'~$, hence ít~8 implies $'~8. To prove (13.2) observe first that (13.1)

implies the existence of polygons (that is, curves of the form ^8(a„ aI+i))

from a to 6 which are homotopic to $, hence 5 = inf X(Ä'), ít'~$, is finite.

If 5 = 0, then a = 6 and $~0 because of (13.1).

Let 5>0 and choose $„'~i? such that lim X(Ä»') = S. By (1.19) there is a

curve xi' (t), O^t^«, equivalent to $„' and such that xi' (t) tends uniformly

toa continuous curve $":x"(t) from ato 6. Since 77 = minT t7(x"(t)), O^t^cx,

is positive (compare (4.9)), the uniformity of the convergence and (14.1) yield

Ä.'~Ä" for large v, hence «"~Ä. Since X(Ä") Sum X(Ä/) = i (see (1.10)),

it follows from the definition of 5 and S"~Ä that X($") = 5.
(13.1) yields, moreover, that x"(t) must, locally, be a segment, and is

therefore equivalent to a subarc of an extremal. If finally a = 6 and S is not

homotopic to 0, it follows from (13.1) that this arc must contain a point out-

side of S(a, 77(a)) and has therefore at least length 77(a) (for X(x"(t)) ^ay+ya

>o(a,y)> 77(a)). This proves the "only if" part of the last statement in (13.2).

The universal covering space R of a given 22-space R may now be con-

structed as follows. Fix a point p in R. With every point x in R and every

class ($) of curves from p to x homotopic to a given curve $ we associate a

point xk of R. The distance of two points xk and y¿ is defined as

(13.3) xKyL = inf X(c),    where    c ~ Ä_18.

(13.2) shows that xkSl is always finite and that ^^¿ = 0 if and only if

x — y and $~8; moreover that an extremal arc C exists with

(13.4) X(c) = xKyL   and   c ~ t^S.
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Choose Ci~fi-18 and c2'—'8-19Jc such that X(ci) = xKyL and X(c2) = yx.2M.

Then CiC2~JÎ-188-iaK~t-19}î, hence xKZMß\(ci)+M^)=xKyL + yLZM.

(13.4) implies that Axiom C holds in R. Namely, let xK9*yh and let, with

the notation of (13.4), z be any point on c different from x and y. Designate

by Ci and c2 subarcs of c from x to z and from z to y respectively with CiC2= C

and X(ci)+X(c2)=X(c) (compare (1.9)). Put $Ci = 2tt. Then c1~^-130iî and

c2~Ci-1c~5D?-1S^-18 = a«-18, hence X(c) =X(c,)+X(c2) ^xKZM+zMyL^xKyL

=X(c), so that ixKZMyh).

To see that R is finitely compact, let x, be a point of R which belongs

to x, and the homotopy class (c) and for which p0x,<ß. Because of (13.4),

c, may be assumed to be an extremal arc with \ic) = p0x,. Call rf the half

extremal with x+ip0x,) = C Then {if} is bounded because of (9.1) and

px,^\ic) = p0x,<ß. Hence {%f} contains a subsequence {if} which tends

to a half extremal r+ with origin p and for which lim X(c„)=X exists. Then

xß~xfipoX,)—>x+(\)=x. Call 8„ the segment from x to x„. By (9.2), x/(t)

tends uniformly to x+(r) in every interval O^Tgct. Hence it follows from

(13.1) that ci,8,r1'~r+(X) = c, or 8M~c~1c(1, so that xcx„i£X(5„)—>0.

Finally it has to be shown that the mapping $ of R on R which associates

x with xk satisfies (12.1), that is, that for every q~M in R an ct>0 exists such

that xKJh=xy for oixK, qia) <a and &iyl, qia) <a.

There is an a > 0 such that

(13.5) S'iq, 3a) U S"iq, 3a) C S(q, V(g)).

If x, yG5(g, a), then 8(x, y)C5(g, 3a) (see (1.15)). Any curve c from x to y

in 5(g, 77(g)) is by (13.1) homotopic to 8(x, y) since 8(x, y)c_1~0. Hence if c'

is not homotopic to 8(x, y) it contains a point z outside of 5(g, 77(g)). Since x, y

he in 5(g, a)=S'(q, a)nS"(q, a) it follows from (13.5) that

(13.6) X(c') ïï xz + zy ^ qz — qx + zq — yq 2: 3a — a + 3a — a = 4a.

Now let o(q~M, xk) <a and o(q~M, y¿) <a. By (13.4) there is a curve

c-~^_1S such that \(c) = XicyL<2a. Because of (13.6), c~8(x, y), hence

8(x, y)'^M:~12 and xxyL^X(8(x, y))=xy. But (13.3) implies xKyL^xy, which

proves xxyz.=xy,

This completes the proof that R is a covering space of P. The space R is

simply connected (see P, Theorem 59). This property is characteristic for R,

as are various others, which all go back to

(13.7) If P$ is a simply connected and R% any covering space of R, and

pu pi points of P* and Rx respectively which lie over the same point p of R, then

a locally isometric mapping ^ of P<j, on Px exists with pi^f? = p2 and ST/X = i>.

Proof. Consider any point Xi of P$. A curve ^^ from pi to Xi lies over a

curve ® from p to x. By (12.13) there is exactly one continuous curve Îî2x

over S in Px which starts at p2. Define i2 = *i1Iras the end point of ^2x- This
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definition does not depend on the choice of Si*. For if 81* is any other curve

from pi to xi then 8i<p~Si<j> because 2?$ is simply connected, hence 8i~Äi

by the first part of (12.14). Since 82l and $2x start at the same point p2 it

follows from the second part of (12.14) that they end at the same point x2.

It is easily seen that 'F maps 7?<i> on all of 2?x. Finally it follows from (12.11)

that SF maps S(xi, ri2(x)/3) isometrically on S(x2, r)2(x)/3). The relation

^X = <£ expresses merely that xi and xi'F lie over the same point x of R,

which follows from the construction.

If 2?x is ajso simply connected, it follows from (12.18) that ty is an isome-

try. This yields the following important fact:

(13.8) Theorem. A given E-space has a simply connected covering space.

This space is unique up to isometries.

This uniqueness in the metric sense justifies the term "the universal cover-

ing space."

7Ae motion ^q of the covering space 2?$ of R is said to lie over the motion

ty of R if tyQ $ = «fc^F. (This means geometrically that xty^ lies always over x'F,

for then í1F4,í> = x'F = íí>"F for all xG-Rq-) Two motions "Fl4>, ty2Q of 2?$ lie

over the same motion ty of R if and only if tyÏQ1ty2Q lies over the identity E

of R, because ,Fl4><i>= <FF = ^2* $ implies <Ï>E= $ = ^^^2^ and conversely.

In general there is neither a motion ^F* over a given motion ty of R, nor

a motion ^F of R over which a given motion ty$ of 2?$ lies. However

(13.9) If Rq is the universal covering space of R, then at least one motion of

Rq lies over a given motion ty of R.

For a proof we go back to the construction of Rq and the mapping <F

A point xk of R corresponded to a point x of R and a class (S) of curves

from p to x homotopic to $. Under ^ the class (fí) is transformed into a set

of curves from pty to x^, which is the homotopy class (®ty) because ^ is a

motion. Define the mapping 'F* of Rq on itself by xk^q = x*k<¡> where

x*=x<E> and (later) y*=y$. The definition (13.3) yields xk^qXl^q =

x*K<j,y*L4» = inf X(c) with c-~(í?í>)_184>. Since 3> is a motion, c«i)""1~S_18 and

X(c$_1) =X(c) which shows that xk^qVl^q = xxy l- Hence "F is a motion of 2£;

moreover SFj, lies obviously over ty.

For the further discussion the following lemma will prove useful.

(13.10) If the motion ty of the 22-space R leaves all points of a neighbor-

hood S(p, p), p>0, of p fixed, then ty is the identity.

It is to be shown that x'F = x for every x with a(p, x) èp. A segment 9>(p,x)

contains (by (1.4)) a point y with (pyx) and a(p, y) <p. Then (ptyytyxty) and

ytyxty = yx because ^ is a motion; and pty = p, yty = y because p, y£.S(p, p),

hence (pyxty) and yxty = yx. Now (4.1) yields xty — x.

It is now easy to prove

(13.11) 7Ae motions of the universal covering space Rq of the E-space R which

lie over the identity of R form a group H*. 7Ae group H<¡, is discrete, simply
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transitive on the points x which lie over a given point x of R, and isomorphic to

the fundamental group of R.

It is obvious that the motions of P* over E form a group 11$. Let xi and

x2 be two points of P$ over x. By (13.7) there is a locally isometric mapping

of P* on itself which carries pi into p2; this mapping is by (12.19) a motion.

Hence the orbit r(H<¡„ x) (defined in §3) consists of all points of P<¡, over x.

If the motions V^ and %<¡, oí H^, both carry Xi into x2, then ^ü^a* leaves,

according to (12.11), every point of S(x2, n2(x)/3) fixed. (13.10) shows that

^¡♦^2* is tne identity so that H$ is simply transitive on T(H^, x).

The discreteness of H* refers to the topology (3.3) for the motions of R*,

and is an immediate consequence of (12.12). The usual argument (compare

Seifert-Threlfall [l, p. 197]) shows that H* is isomorphic to the fundamental

group of P.
(13.12) Let T* be a group of motions of R. The motions of P* which lie over

motions of T* form a group T*, and r£/H,j,~r*. If T* is closed, transitive, or

simptly transitive, then T| has the same property.

Proof. Let ¥,* lie over ^„ k= 1, 2. Then 1îri*^r2*i> = ^'li>'î>^2= «Ê^^ and

¥r*1* = ¥rt**i^r1 = *r*1*i*$*r1=*,4T1 which shows that T% is a group

and that V*®—*¥, is a homomorphism. Its kernel consists of the motions which

lie over the identity of R, hence r*/H*~r*.

Let the motion SP,*, v = i, 2, • ■ • , of P$ lie over the motion 4î» of P

and let pP(^^>, ^*)->0. Then (see (3.12)) x^->x^ for every xC-R*, hence

x-$rt.$ = x$<&, = xy,—tx^Q. Putting x1lv4,í> = x1ir, it follows from (3.12) that

^ is a motion of R and that ppO^,, V)—>0. Moreover ^ lies over ^ since

xy = x<t>V. If T* is closed, then ^Gr*, hence ^GT* so that T£ is closed.

Let T* be transitive and x and y any two points of 7?*. There is a motion

^ in T* which carries x into y. Any motion ¥# over SF carries x into a point

f over y. By (13.11) an element S in H* exists which carries y' into y; then

*¥*E = $ and St^ECT* because H^CT*. so that T% is transitive.

If ^ is the only motion in T* which carries x into y then any two motions

^i*. ^2* °f P* which carry x into y must lie over ¥, or ^¡i1^* must lie over

the identity. This means ¥¡«¥3« = S GH* and y = y^i*1^* = y E. Since H* is

simply transitive on P(H<i„ y) it follows that S is the identity or >iri* = 1ïr2*.

H* is a normal subgroup of the group T* of all motions of P<¡, which lie over

motions of P, or S^IL^H^* for every ^GT*. If Si, S», • • • are the mo-

tions of H*, this means the existence of relations

(13.13) E«^* = ^*Sxc«)    and   ^*S« = S„M^^, k = 1, 2, ■ • - .

It will be shown that these relations are also sufficient for a motion ^ of P*

to lie over a motion ^ of R. Define a mapping ^ of R on itself as follows:

for a given point p oí R choose any point p over p (that is, p$ = p) and define

the image pSF of p as the point p^r^,^. The point pSF does not depend on the

choice of p over p. For if j5i is another point over p, then a motion S«GH*
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exists with pa, = pi. Then by (13.13),PityQ^=plSKtyQ^=-ptyQaM^=ptyQ^=pty.

The definition p<Fj> 3> = pty = p$ty implies tyQ= $ty, hence it remains only

to be shown that ty is a motion, or that pq = ptyqty for all p, q.

By (12.8), p and g over p and g exist such that pq = pq. Then (12.6) yields

pq = Pq = ptyQqtyQ>ptyQ$qtyQ$=ptyqty. Next choose by (12.8) a point rover

g'F such that ptyQf = ptyqty. Since f and gSF¡, lie over qty, there is a 2«£H,¡,

with qtyQ'Z^f. Then by (13.13), ptyqty = pty9f = ^cpg^f4.H« = ^4.gEi<w1F*

= pqa^^pq- This proves

(13.14) TTze motion tyQ of the universal covering space Rq of R lies over a

motion of R if and only if SF¡>H,1, = H<p'F,¡).

Any 72-space 7? whose fundamental group is not abelian furnishes examples

which show that in general a motion \Fp in Yq will not commute with every

element of H$. Killing observed in the case of Riemann spaces that a motion

tyQ of r*, which belongs to a one-parameter subgroup of motions over 7?,

commutes with every element of H* (compare Cartan [l, p. 88]). That this

is also true for 72-spaces will follow from the following lemma.

(13.15) Let tyQ, X^r*. If motions ty^, over ty, with ty^Q = tyt, ty^—^EQ

and tyyX = Xty, exist then 1F4,X4>= X^SFj,.

Since the mapping of r* on Y which associates a motion of Rq with the

motion of R over which it lies is a homomorphism, SF^X* and X*^^ lie over

the same motion tyyX — Xty,. By (13.13) there is a motion 2v in H$ with

EytyyQXQ^XQtyyQ. Then it follows f r o m (3.6), (3.7), (3.8), if pP is simply de-
noted by p, that

p(E<i,, 'S.,) = p(SF„pX<p, E^-pX*) = p(ty,oX.Q, XQtyyo)

g pO^X*, X*) + p(Xq, XQtyyo) = p(ty,Q, E*) + pq(EQ, ̂ *)

¿ p(tyyQ, E<t>)(l + exp c(p, PXq),   where    q — pXQ.

The right side tends to 0 because ty&—>Eq, hence p(E,j,, 2,)—>0. Since H<p is

discrete (compare (13.11)), S« = E* for large v, hence pOF^Xcj,, X^M^) = 0

for large v, so that also ty%XQ = X^SI^ or SFpXcj. = X*^.

The assumption tyyX = Xty, is trivially satisfied when X = E or X<j,£H<p.

When tyQ belongs to a one-parameter subgroup of r<j>, the other assumptions

are satisfied, so that Killing's theorem is contained in the following corollary

of (13.15).

(13.16) If tyQ^YQ and if a sequence of motions "F^£rí, ex¿5¿5 which tends

to the identity and such that ty\% = tyQ then tyQ 2« = S.'F* for every 2« £11*.

The existence of the universal covering space yields the existence of other

covering spaces by means of

(13.17) Theorem. 7/A is a discrete group of motions without fixed points

of the E-space R, then the orbits x* = T(A, x) form with the metric x*y*

— T(A, x)T(A, y) an E-space R*, and x—»x* ¿J a locally isometric mapping

ty of Ron R* (so that R is the covering space R% of R*).
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Proof. As a discrete group A is closed. By (3.23), P* is finitely compact

and convex.

For a given point x there is a p>0 such that o*(z, z$)>p for f>^E in A

and zG5(x, 1). Otherwise sequences of points z,G5(x, 1) and of motions

<!>,7¿E in A would exist such that a*(z,, z,<!>,)—>0. Then <r*(x, x$,) ¿o(x, z,)

+o*(z„ z,i>,) would show that o(x, xf>,) and pP(E, <£,) are bounded (compare

(1.17) and (3.9)), hence { i>,} would contain a converging subsequence {<!>,,}

(see (3.13)), whose limit $> lies in A. Since A is discrete, E9* <&„= $ for large p.

On the other hand $ would leave any accumulation point of {zM} fixed.

Now let 7) = min (1, p/5) and y, zCS(x, 77). The relation yz'^zz'—zy

^<r*(z, z')-2tj holds for any z'GP(A, z). If zVz, that is, z' = z$, *GA, then

o*(z, z')>p and yz'>3p/5>yz. Hence if z' is such that yz' =y*z*^yz (com-

pare the proof of (3.23)) then z' =z. This shows that x—»x* maps 5(x, 77) iso-

metrically in S(x*, tj). Conversely, if y*G5(x*, 77) is given then y'GP(A, y)

with xy' =x*y* exists and it follows as before that y'CS(x, 77), so that x—»x*

maps S(x, 77) ore 5(x*, 77).

The proof of (12.2) shows that R* satisfies Axiom D at x*, hence R* is an

P-space and R — R% a covering space of R*.

This leads to the following fact, whose topological analogue is well known:

(13.18) The fundamental group A of any covering space Px of an £-space

P is isomorphic to a subgroup of the fundamental group H of P. For a given

subgroup A of H there is a covering space Rx of R with A as fundamental group.

The first part is contained in the proof of (12.18).

Any subgroup A of H satisfies the assumptions of (13.17) (because of

(13.11)). The mapping M' which associates the point x* = P(A, x) of R* with

the point x in the universal covering space P<j> of P is locally isometric, so

that R$ = R%, being simply connected, is the universal covering space of R*

and A is the fundamental group of P*. Moreover 3> is the mapping

P(H, x)—>x of R4, on P, whence it easily follows that P(A, x)—>P(H, x) is

a locally isometric mapping X of R*( = Rx) on R and that ^X= <£.

14. Some applications. By (8.8) the only one-dimensional G-spaces are the

straight line and the great circle. The former is the universal covering space

of the latter.

A two-dimensional G-space is always a manifold (see B [l, chapter I, §4,

Theorem 4]) hence its universal covering space is homeomorphic either to

the two-sphere or to the £2.

The three simplest types of higher dimensional G-spaces may be charac-

terized as follows:

(1) All geodesies are straight lines (or t72(x) =00). Menger [l] called these

spaces straight line spaces (Geradenräume).

(2) All geodesies are great circles of the same length and two different

geodesies intersect at most once. These spaces will be said to be of the elliptic

type.
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(3) Spherelike spaces, as defined at the end of §9.

Types (2) and (3) are not essentially different. In the one-dimensional case

they are identical. If the dimension is greater than one, the mapping of a

spherelike space 72 on itself which associates with every point p its antipodal

point p' is a motion ty (compare §9). ty forms together with the identity a

group A which satisfies (13.17). Hence identification of antipodal points in 7?

yields a G-space which is easily seen to be of the elliptic type (see B [l, Theo-

rem l]).

Conversely a space of the elliptic type and dimension not less than 2 has

a spherelike space as universal covering space. The straight line spaces and

the spaces of the elliptic type are the only G-spaces in which the geodesic

through two points is unique. The proof of these facts in B [2] rests on the

following lemma:

(14.1) If in a G-space R the geodesic connecting two points is unique, and R

contains a great circle, then R is not simply connected.

In the case of a general G-space the direct construction of a covering space

as in B [2] seems to be the simplest way to establish (14.1). We observed

after (8.8) that the geodesies of R are all great circles or straight lines. It is

worth noting that this fact makes (14.1) trivial for a v-dimensional Finsler

space 2? in the usual sense. For R can then be mapped topologically in the

p-dimensional elliptic space R* in such a way that each geodesic through a

fixed point p is mapped in an elliptic straight line (great circle) through the

image p* of p. A great circle ® through p will be mapped on an elliptic line

®* through p*. Since ® cannot be contracted to a point in 2?*, it cannot be

contracted in the subset of R* which is the image of R, hence ® cannot be

contracted in R.

If (14.1) is granted the above mentioned results will follow from (14.2)

(which is independent of (14.1)).

(14.2) If all geodesies of a G-space R are straight and if R is not simply con-

nected and has dimension not less than 2, then R is of the elliptic type and has a

spherelike space as two-sheeted universal covering space.

Consider the universal covering space Rq of R. Since the geodesies of R

are straight, their carriers are closed point sets, hence it follows easily by

(12.1), (12.3) that geodesies in Rq are carried by closed sets.

The geodesies of Rq are straight. For if the geodesic ®$ of 7?$ over ® in

7? were not straight it would contain two points p and g such that &q con-

tains no segment t(p, q). Since the carrier of ®<¡, is closed, the segments

contained in &q form a closed subset among all segments. Therefore f may

be chosen on ®$ close to g such that ®$ contains no segment t(p, f) and r is

neither identical with nor conjugate to p on ®.

Then a segment t(p, f) belongs to a geodesic ®1(t, which lies over a geodesic

®i?í ® in 7?. The geodesies ®i and ® would be straight and intersect at points

p and q which are not conjugate on ®. This contradicts the following fact:
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(14.3) Two different straight geodesies ®i and ®2 of a G-space have not

more than two common points. If they have the two common points p and g,

then ®i and ®2 are great circles of the same length and p and q are conjugate

to each other on both geodesies.

For if ®i and ®2 have p and q in common, then both ®i and ®2 contain

segments t(p, q) since they are straight, and it follows from (9.6), (9.7) that

p and q are conjugate to each other on ®i as well as ®2. Hence ®i and ®2 are

great circles of the same length 2pg. Moreover ®i and ®2 cannot have a third

common point r because (prq) for r9*p, q on ®« and the segment t(p, r) is

therefore unique.

There is only one geodesic of P$ over a given geodesic ® of P. For if

both ©x* and ®2<J> lie over ®, choose pi and p2 on ® such that p2 is neither

identical with nor conjugate to pi. Let p"«G®«<i> He over pK, k= 1, 2, and con-

sider a geodesic §$ in P$ through pi and p2. Because both ® and § contain

pi and p2 and p2 is not conjugate to pi on ® it follows from (14.3) that ® = §.

Since §<j, and ®^j, lie both over ® and have the common point p„ (12.4) yields

®«* = í>* and ®j* = ®2i>.

Since there is only one geodesic ®<¡, over a given geodesic ® of P, it fol-

lows from (12.4) that ®<j, must contain all points which are over a given point

p oí ®. Therefore two different geodesies through p have all points over p

in common. There are at least two such points since R is not simply con-

nected, and at most two by (14.3), which shows also that the geodesies of P$

are all great circles. Hence P$ is spherelike.

Finally the geodesic of P$ through two points p and q which do not lie

over the same point p of R is, by (14.3), unique, since each geodesic through

p and g contains also the other points over p and g. Therefore the geodesic ®

through p and qj*p in P is unique. Obviously the geodesies of R have half the

length of those in P<¡,.

(14.1) and (14.2) yield

(14.4) Theorem. A G-space is of the elliptic type if and only if its geodesies

are straight and the space is not simply connected.

(14.5) Theorem. If the geodesic through two points of a G-space is unique

then the space is either a straight line space or of the elliptic type.

(14.4) leads to the problem of determining the simply connected G-spaces

with straight geodesies. In two dimensions, (1) and (3) are the only types

(see B [2, Theorem 6]).

The following theorem, which characterizes the E-spaces which admit a

transitive abelian group of motions, is of prime importance for the transition

from £-spaces to Finsler spaces in the usual sense (compare B [l, chapter II ]).

(14.6) Theorem. If the Espace R admits a transitive abelian group A of

motions, then R is homeomorphic to the product of a finite number v of circles

and straight lines, and the universal covering space P<¡, of R is Minkowskian.
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(A and its universal covering group Aq are homeomorphic to 7? and Rq re-

spectively ; Aq is isomorphic to the group of translations of the 72'.)

The main part of this theorem, that is, the structure of A and Aq, is an im-

mediate consequence of Theorem 43 in Pontrjagin [l]. But the importance

of (14.6) for metric geometry makes a separate proof desirable. The follow-

ing proof is a compromise. While using Pontrjagin's result, it gives enough

metric details to provide the tools for a direct approach (compare a similar

proof in B [l, chapter IV, §8]).

If A is metrized by (3.3), it follows from (3.24) that for any point a of 7?

the correspondence ty—*aty maps A isometrically on 7? with the metric a, so

that A and 7? are homeomorphic. The extremals of 7? are one-parameter sub-

groups of A. This follows immediately from

( 14.7) If a& = be = ac/2 and a^F = 6 then a^2 = c.

First let there be only one point y with ay = yc = ac/2. Denote by X the

motion of A which carries 6 into c. Then aXty = atyX = c; hence aXc = aXa^FX

= aaty = ac/2. Moreover by (3.24), aaX = bbX = bc = bc/2. Because of the

uniqueness of y, the point aX must coincide with b = aty. Then X = ty, be-

cause A is simply transitive (see (3.24)).

If 6 is not the only point y with ay = ye = ac/2, let ad — db = ab/2. The

point d is by (4.1) unique. Let aü = d. The first part of this proof yields

afi2 = 6, hence ti2 = ty and aty2 = aW = c because (aatlaQ2) implies (afiafl2aQ3).

Consider the universal covering space Rq of 7? and the group Aq of motions

of 7?<j> which lie over elements of A. By (3.24) and (13.12), A^, is closed and

simply transitive. It then follows easily from (12.3), (12.4) and (14.5) that

the extremals of R are one-parameter subgroups of A*.

A* is also abelian. For since the extremals are one-parameter subgroups,

every motion ty$ of Aq belongs to such a subgroup, so that motions ty^, in A*

with ty^Q = tyQ and ty^—>Eq exist. If X<¡, is any motion of Aq, then tyyX = Xty,

because A is abelian, hence it follows from (13.15) that >FpX,j> = X,¡/F<p. Since

Aq is abelian tyQ—»aSFp maps A* isometrically on Rq with the metric a (see

(3.24)).
By Pontrjagin [l, Theorem 43] both A and A* are direct products of a

finite number of groups isomorphic to the additive group of real numbers

(straight lines) and an at most countable number of groups isomorphic with

the additive group of real numbers mod 1 (circles). Since A* is simply con-

nected, it is isomorphic to the product of some finite number v of groups of the

first type, or A* is isomorphic to the group of translations of the E*.

Therefore A, being covered by A<p, is isomorphic to the product of p,

Oiip^v, groups of the first type and v — p groups of the second type.

The metric of Rq is now easily determined. Choose coordinates £i, • • • , £,

in E" such that the motions of Aq are given by the translations £«' =£«+a«.

Then the distance xy of two points x = (£«) and y = (77,) has the form p(£« —77«).

Let (a—>6) denote the motion which carries a into 6. If T«= (l/2)(£«+7j,) and
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(f«)=z, then (x—>z) is the only translation whose square equals (x—>y). If c

is a center of x and z it follows from (14.7) that (x—»c)2= (x—>y), so that c is

unique and coincides with z. This implies p(«£) = Kp(£) for k>0.

To obtain the notation of the example P2 in §2 put £/p(£) = *?(£) when

%9*(0, • • • , 0). Then xy will be Minkowskian when p(£) = 1 is a strictly con-

vex surface K of the E".

It is well known that the triangle inequality (1.3) in conjunction with the

uniqueness of the center c of x and y is equivalent to the strict convexity of K

(compare Minkowski [l, §§17, 18] or B [l, pp. 34-36]).

15. Characterization of the spaces which are locally euclidean, hyperbolic

or spherical. Spaces with constant curvature will be the last subject of the

present paper. They will be characterized first by properties of their bisectors.

The bisector B(a, a') of two distinct points a, a' (the notation B(a, a') will

henceforth imply that 09*a') in the G-space P is the locus of those points x

in R for which xa = xa'. Notice that the bisector B(a, a') has this property:

(15.1) aB(a, a')=a'B(a, a')—aa'/2; hence the feet of a (or a') on B(a, a')

are the centers of a and a'.

For, every center c of a and a' belongs to B(a, a') and any point x of

B(a, a') satisfies the inequality 2ax=ax+xo jgao = 2ac, so that c is a foot of

a on B(a, a'). If x is any foot of a, then 2ax — ab = 2ac and ax=xb, so that x

is a center of a and 0.

S(p, pip)) is briefly said to have linear bisectors, if the following holds.

i*)For any two distinct points a, a' in Sip, pip)) the bisector B(a, a') con-

tains with any two points x, y at least one segment t(x, y).

The main result, from which the various characterizations of spaces with

constant curvature will follow, is this:

(15.2) If S(w, p), 0<p^r¡(w), has linear bisectors, then S(w, p) is congruent

to the interior of a sphere of a finite dimensional euclidean, spherical, or hyper-

bolic space.

The special case of a G-space with n2(p) = 00 (that is, all geodesies are

straight lines) and p = 00 (that is, the bisectors are linear in the large) is the

subject of B [l, chapter IV, §8]. The central point of the proof is that a cer-

tain topological mapping Q,(B) (compare (15.16)) is a motion. In the special

case, the existence of the mapping tl(B) offers no difficulty, but in the present

case it requires some involved local considerations. After the existence and

certain topological facts have been established, the procedure of B [l] may

be followed.

(15.2) is trivial for one-dimensional G-spaces, because they are by (8.8)

great circles or straight lines. Therefore it may be assumed that the space,

and then by (4.12) every 5(x, ß), ß>0, has at least dimension 2.

Observe first that with S(w, p) any sphere S(p, <r) which is contained in

S(w, p) has linear bisectors, in particular every S(p, p(p)) with pCS(w, p) and
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p(p) — p — wP- The relations (4.9) and p(w) =p^y(w) imply p(p) ^r)(p); more-

over |pOp) — p(g)| =\wq—wp\ ^pq. For convenience put

(15.3) 6P(p) = p'(p) = p(p)/7,    so that    | P(p) - P(q) \ < pq/40.

The whole discussion rests on two lemmas which will be proved next:

(15.4) 7/x, y£73(6, b'), where x, y, b, b' lie in S(p, p'(p)), then a segment

i(x'< y') (with (xyy')) of length 6p'(p) exists which contains t(x, y) as co-central

subsegment and t(x', y')(ZB(b, b').

Proof. t(x', y') exists because p'(p) <n(p) ^Vs(p)- Assume for an indirect

proof that some point z of t(x', y') does not belong to 73(6, 6').  Because
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S(p, pip)) has linear bisectors z cannot belong to t(x, y). Without loss of gen-

erality let (xyz) and b'z<bz. The segment t(ô, y) lies in S(p, 2p'(p)) (compare

(1.15)). Therefore any point u of t(ô, y) satisfies the inequality

(15.5) xu + yz-ub/yb ^ xu + yz ^ xp + pu + y y1 < 6p'(p).

There is a segment t(x", u') (with (xuu1)) which contains t(x, u) as co-

central subsegment and has length 67j6(p). Thentt'x>x"w/2 = 3776(p)>6p'(p),

so that t(x", u') contains by (15.5) a point v with xv = xu+yzub/yb.

The point v depends continuously on u. Now b'v<bv for u = b because

then v = z; and b'v>bv for u = b because then v = b. Therefore t(o, y) contains

a point Mo such that for the corresponding point vo the relation b'vo = bv0 or

voGB(b, b') holds. xn0<6p'(p) and xp<p'(p) show that pv0<7p'(p) = pip)

^n(P)- Hence t(x, v0) is unique and lies on B(b, b') because S(p, pip)) has

linear bisectors. In particular UoGB(b, b') so that b'uo = buo = by — yuo = b'y

—yuo- But then (4.1) would yield b' = b.

The second lemma is a consequence of the first:

(15.6) Let c be the center of b and b'9*b, where b, b'CS(p, p'(p)/2). If
C9*xCB(b, b')nS(p, p'(p)) and x'c = cx = xx'/2, then t(x, x')CB(b, b ),

t(b, b')CB(x, x'), andxb = x'b = xb' =x'b'.

Proof. The end point c' of the segment t(x", c') with ixcc') which contains

t(x, c) as co-central subsegment and has length 6p'(p) has from o distance

c'6^c'x-xôè3p'(p)-3p'(p)/2>xo, and, by (15.1), xb>cb. Hence t(x", c')

contains a point x* with (xcx*) and bx* = bx. By (15.4), t(x", c') lies on

Bib, b'), in particular x*b' = x*b = xb = xb'. Since Sip, pip)) has linear bisec-

tors, t(x, x*)C7?(o, b') and t(o, o')CP(x, x*). The second relation implies

cx = cx* = xx*/2. Therefore x* = x' which proves (15.6).

This result yields

(15.7) A point p of Siw, p) has exactly one foot on any segment t that con-

tains points of Sip, p'ip)/2).

For, any foot of p on t lies in Sip, p'(p)/2). If p had two different feet

/i and/2 on t, then pfi = pf2, hence pCBifi, f2). If c is the center of/i and/2

and p'c = cp = p'p/2 it follows from (15.6) that tifi,f2) C Bip, p'). By (15.1),
c would be the only foot of p on Bip, p'), hence also on t(/i,/2).

A corollary of (15.7) and (7.11) is

(15.8) The spheres Kip, a) with pG5(w, p) and 0<a<3pip) are strictly

convex.

Now consider a definite point p in 5(w, p); let 0<a^p(p) and put

S = Sip,a).

(15.9) Let 7?(g, g'), where q, q'GSip, 40p(p)), contain points of 5. Then

any point xCS has exactly one foot on 73(g, g').

For if yGP(g, q.[)nS then xy^xp+py<2p(p)<3(p(p)-xp/40)<3p(x).

If x had two different feet/i, /2 on 7?(g, g') they would lie in 5(x, 3pix)) and
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would be feet of x on t(/i,/2) because t(/i,/2) lies in B(q, q') (this follows from

40p(p)<p(p)).
Any segment t(a', 6') whose end points lie on K(p, a) lies by (15.8), ex-

cept for a' and 6', in S. The open segment t(a', b')C\S will be denoted as a

line g in S, and the center of t(a', 6') as the center of g. Any two distinct

points a, 6 of S lie on exactly one line g(a, 6). The symbol 23p(g, g') will be used

for the intersection 23(g, g')r^\S when it is not empty and at least one of the

points g, g' lies in S. It follows from (15.1) that gg' = 2g23(g, g') <4a.

The line g is perpendicular to the set D at the point/, if/£gf\7> and every

point of g has/as foot on D. Obviously/= gH7> and, by (7.9),/ is the unique

foot of any point x£g on D.

By (15.4), 73p(g, g') contains with any two points a, 6 the line g(a, 6)

and by (15.9), every point x of S has exactly one foot on 23(g, g'). If /£S

then g(x, /) is perpendicular to 23(g, g') and 2ïp(g, g'), and to all lines in

Bp(q, q') through /.

(15.10) Let/and q^f, «£■»!, 2, be points of g, and g«'/=/g« = g«'g«/2. Then

Bp(qu ql)=Bp(q2, q2).

For if /j¿x£23p(gi, gí") and x'/=/x = x'x/2, then by (15.6), t(fi, ql)
CB(x, x'), by (15.4), t(g2, g2')C23(x, x'), and again by (15.6), t(x, x')

C23(g2, g2 ), so that x£.Bp(q2, qi) and 23p(gi, q{)CBp(q2, ql), q.e.d.

If 23p(g, g') contains the center/ of g and g', it depends by the last result

only on / and the line g through q and q'. It may therefore be denoted by

BP(f, g). Now the following two important facts may be established.

(15.11) The line g through the point/ of B = Bp(a, a') is a perpendicular

to B if g contains any point g* ¿¿f whose foot on B is/

(15.12) 7Ae line g is perpendicular to Bp(a, a') at f if and only if there is a

pair of points (q, q') on g with center f such that Bp(q, q')=Bp(a, a').

First let the assumption of (15.11) be satisfied (which is trivially the case

when g is already perpendicular to 73) and choose g, g' on g with center /

such that (q*qf). By (7.9),/is the unique foot of g on 73. Let/^y£73. Since/

is also the unique foot of g on g(/, y), this line contains points d, d' with (dfd')

and qd = qd'. Let c be the center of d and d' and q"c = cq = q"q/2. Then

t(q, q")CB(d, d") and t(a\ a")Cg(f, y) = g(d, d')CBP(q, g"). By (15.3), c is
the foot of g on g(a\ a"), hence / = c and q' = q", so that y£23p(g, g') and

BCBp(q, q'). Similarly 23p(g, g')C23.
It has been shown that under the assumption of (15.11) points g, g' on g

with center/exist such that Bp(q, q') = B. This establishes the necessity part

of (15.12). Moreover, if y is any point of g and yf=fy'=yy'/2 then, by

(15.10), 73p(y, y')=23p(g, g') so that/ is the foot of y on 73 (see (15.1)); this

proves (15.11) and the sufficiency part of (15.12).

Notice the following corollary of (15.12) and (15.6).

(15.13) If g is perpendicular to b, then b is perpendicular to g. Bv(f, g)

is the locus of all lines through / and perpendicular to g.
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(15.14) 7Aere is exactly one perpendicular g(/) to B = Bp(a, a') at a given

point f of B, and g(/) depends continuously onf.

Proof. For an indirect proof of the uniqueness let there be two perpendicu-

lars g and b through/. Let q and q' be points of g with center/. If x tends on b

to/, then the line g(g, x) tends to g, and contains therefore a point y of 73.

Letx/=/x' = xx'/2 and y/=/y'=yy'/2. By (15.12), 73?(g, g')=73p(x, x')=73,
hence by (15.6) both g and x would lie in B(y, y'), but then y£g(g, x)

QB(y, y') which is impossible.

It will be proved next: If fyÇ.B and /,.—>/£73 and the perpendiculars

g(/„) exist, then g(/) exists and g(/»)—>g(/). The relation S(f, a — pf)(ZS shows

that g(/„) contains for large v a point q, with qyfv=(a — pf)/2 and g„a>g„a'.

Since/, is a foot of g, on 73, every accumulation point g of {g„} has/ as foot

on 73. By (15.11), g(g, /) is perpendicular to 73 at/, by the first part of this

proof there is only one perpendicular g(/) hence g„—»g and g(/y)—>g0/)-

It remains to be shown that there is at least one perpendicular g(/). Let

q,a>q,a' and g„—*•/. Then the foot/, of q, on 73 tends to/. By (15.11), g(g„/,.)

is perpendicular to 73, and tends by the second part of this proof to g(/).

(15.15) If B = Bp(a, a') contains p, then S = S(p, a) is the union of all per-

pendiculars to 73. 7Ae center of a perpendicular is its intersection with B.

Proof. Let f^B and /^x£g(f). If x/=/x'=xx'/2, it follows from
pC.B — Bp(x, x') that a>px = px', hence x'£g. This shows that/ is the

center of g.

To see that every point y of S lies on a perpendicular to B, let/* be the

foot of y on 23(a, a') and y'f*—f*y = y'y/2. Then yf* <a, pf* <2a and

py'<2a<p'(p)/2. Since/* is the foot of y, points d, a" with (pdf*), (df*d')

and pd' <p'(p)/2 exist such that yd = yd'. As in the proof of (15.12) it follows

that /* is the center of á and d' and that pG.B(y, y'), which shows that

y'p = yp<a. Since K(p, a) is convex, /£/(y, y') must lie inS, so that y£g(/*).

With every set B = Bp(a, a') that contains p, an involutoric topological

mapping Q(B) of S(p, a)=S on itself may now be associated as follows:

xQ(B)=x for xÇzB. If x£S —73, the point x'=xß(73) is determined by

x'f=fx = x'x/2, where / is the foot of x-on 73. Because of (15.14), (15.15),

£2(73) is a topological mapping of S on itself. The main point is that according

to (15.10), (15.12), x' may also be defined as the point for which 73„(x, x') =73;

for it yields

(15.16) ß(73) maps a line g that intersects B at some point s isometrically

on a line g' through s.

If a, 6£g and (a56), then a and 6 are on different sides of B, hence their

images are on different sides of 73, so that t(a', 6') intersects 73 at some point 5'.

The relation 73=73p(a, a')=Bp(b, b') yields aè^a5'+5'6=a'5'+5'6' =a'ô'

^a'5+56'=a5+56=a6, whence ab = a'b' and s=s'. If c is any point of g

different from a, b, s, then either (a5c) or (c56). In the first case it is seen as

before that (a's'c') and ac—a'c', hence also bc = b'c' which proves (15.16).
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This fact makes it likely that under Í2(P) not only distances on lines which

intersect B are preserved, but that Í2(P) is a motion. A proof is obtained by

repeated application of (15.16) and from the following topological fact:

(15.17) Sip, a) is homeomorphic to a euclidean space of some finite dimen-

sion v.

For a proof the following notation will be useful: a set A in Sip, a) = S

is said to be linear if, with any two distinct points a, b, it also contains the

whole line g(a, o). ThesetsPp(a,a') are linear. The intersection of any number

of linear sets is empty or linear.

Consider a line gi through p and put Bi = Bvip, gi). If Pi does not consist

of p alone it contains a line g2 through p. Put B2~B\nBPip, g2). If B29*p it

contains, as a linear set, a line g3 through p; put B3 = B2nBPip, g3) and con-

tinue. There is a finite subscript v such that B, — p. For let qK, q! be points

of g« with center p and g»g«' =a. By construction g„GPP(g«, ql)=BPip, g«)

forp>K hence, by (15.1), gKg^>g«g«'/2=a/2 = g«p. This relation and the finite

compactness of the space imply that the g« are finite in number. If g,_i is the

last g« then B, — p.

By (15.15), Sip, a) is the topological product of Pi and an open segment.

B2 is the locus of those points in Pi which have equal distance from g2 and g2.

Then (15.14) applied to Pi as space shows that Pi is the product of B2 and an

open segment, generally BK is the product of 73,-1 and an open segment. Now

B,-i is the line g,_i, hence B,-2 is homeomorphic to P2, generally B,^„ is home-

omorphic to Ep, and finally 5(p, a) to E".

Let, generally, 7> denote a linear set in S = Sip, a) of dimension p. The

argument of the last proof yields that any 7> through p is homeomorphic

to £". A set BPip, g) either contains an 7>, p i£ v — 1, through p or decomposes

it, so that dim 73p(p, g)nL"^p—l (compare Hurewicz-Wallman [l, p. 48,

Theorem IV, 4]).

Consider v distinct points p, gi, • • • , g,_i in 5and put BK = BPip, g(p, g»)),

k=1,2, ■ • ■ , v — 1. The preceding remark yields generally dim B%n ■ ■ ■ nBp

^v — p, in particular dim Bin • • ■ P\P,_i2:l, so that this intersection con-

tains a line g. By (15.13), g is perpendicular to all lines g(p, qK), and BPip, g)

contains these lines, hence also the points p, gi, • • • , g,_i.

Next let v — i distinct points p, qi, • • ■ , q,-2 be given in 5. Choose any

point q' different from these points. Then a set PP(p, g') exists which contains

the given points and q'. Let q','-i be any point of 5 not in Bvip, g'). Then a set

BpiP, ö") through the given v — i points and q" exists and intersects Bp(p, g')

in an L"~2. This procedure yields generally that p points p, qi, • • • , g^-i lie

in an 7>_1.

Let a= pip)/3 and xCSip, a) ; then 5(x, p(x))D5(p, p(x) — xp)35(p, pip)

—xp/40— xp)D5(p, a). Hence, if p', q%, ■ • • , gp_i are given points in Sip, a),

they lie also in Sip', pip')). By the last result the given points lie in a (p —1)-

dimensional linear set L of Sip', pip')). Then LnSip, a) is an L"~l in 5(p, a)
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which contains the given points. Thus any p^v points of S(p, p(p)/3) lie in

anL"~1oîS(p,p(p)/3).

This reduces the problem (to prove that ß(73) is a motion) to two dimensions,

and the procedure of B [l, pp. 171-173] may be carried over to the neighbor-

hood S(p, p(p)/\2) because generally

(15.18) S(p, X) D S(q, X/2) D S(j, X/4)    for   q £ S(p, X/4).

At this point it becomes important that the mapping £2(73,(g, g)) correspond-

ing to a set 73,(g, g) in S(q, a),a^p(q), maps by (15.15) all oí S(q,a) on itself.

Thus the following result is obtained: Let L be an L2 through p in

S = S(p, p(p)/\2) and g any line in L through p. The mapping Q(Bp(p, g))

of S on itself maps L isometrically on itself.

BP(p, c,)i^L is a line b in L, and the mapping Q of L on itself is, in the usual

terminology, a reflection of L in b. Successive reflections of L in two lines

through p yield a rotation of L about p. Hence the full group rotations of L

about p exists.

Consider two points pi and p2 on b in S(p, p(p)/iS) and the two-dimen-

sional sets LK = LÍ~\S(pK, p(p)/2i), k=í, 2. Let b« be the perpendicular to

$r\Lt in L,. The estimate (15.18) shows that the reflection of 7,i in bi followed

by the reflection of 7.2 in b2 yields a translation of the subset ¿i of L along b.

Hence all three elementary types of motions exist in L in the small.

Classical arguments show now that the metric of L is euclidean, hyper-

bolic, or spherical(10). It follows that the neighborhood S(p, p(p)/i8) of a

given point p is congruent to the interior of a sphere with radius p(p)/48 of

a v-dimensional euclidean, hyperbolic, or spherical space (the same for differ-

ent points p).

This yields finally (15.2).
If every point of a G-space 7? has a neighborhood S(p, p) with linear bi-

sectors, it follows from (15.2) that the space is locally euclidean, hyperbolic,

or elliptic.

Spaces with this property are studied extensively in Cartan [l]. His re-

sults will be used. Notice first that by the definition (15.3) of p(p) and (12.11)

the neighborhood S(p, p(p)/48) of any point p over p of the universal cover-

ing space Rq of R is congruent to S(p, p(p)/48), so that Rq is also locally

euclidean, hyperbolic, or spherical. By Cartan [l, pp. 71 and 169, 170] the

euclidean, hyperbolic, or spherical spaces (the spherical space of dimension 1

is an exception) are the only simply connected spaces with this property,

hence 2?$ must be one of these spaces. This yields:

First characterization of the spaces with constant curvature.

The universal covering space of a G-space R is a finite dimensional euclidean,

hyperbolic, or spherical space, if and only if, locally, the bisectors are linear (more

(") The quickest way seems to be the method of De Tilly [1,2] which leads directly to

certain functional equations yielding the three types of trigonometries.
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precisely if and only if every point p of R has a neighborhood Sip, pip)), which

satisfies (*)).

16. The Helmholtz-Lie problem. The first characterization of the spaces

with constant curvature leads to a second one by the "axiome de libre mobilité"

oí Cartan ; or by the property that every point p of the space has a neighbor-

hood S(p, p) (p is an arbitrary positive function of p) which permits rotation

in the following sense:

(16.1) If a, b, a', b' are points in S(p, p) with pa — pa', pb = pb' and

ab = a'b', then a motion of 5(p, p) exists which carries p, a, b into p, a', b'

respectively.

The hypothesis that every point of the space has a neighborhood which

satisfies (16.1) can be considerably reduced. While this question will not be

discussed here, the following statements will give some indications about it.

(16.2) If S(p, p(p)) and 5(g, p(g)) permit rotation and pqi = pq<p(p), then

5(gi, min (p(g), p(p)—pq)) permits rotation.

Let qlai = qia( <<r = min (p(g), pip)—pq), qibi = qib{ <a and aibi = a{bi.

There is a motion $ of S(p, pip)) which carries gi into g. The points

gi, ai, a{, bi, b{ lie in Sip, pip)). Therefore <!> carries them into points

g, a, a', b, b' with qa = qa' <o, qb = qb' <o, and ab = a'b'. Since Siq, p(g))

permits rotation, 5(g, o") does too. Hence a motion "& of 5(g, er) exists which

carries g, a, b into q, a', b'. Then «pSI/cê-1 is an isometric mapping of 5(g, cr)

on itself which carries gi, ai, bi into gi, ai, b{.

(16.3) Under the assumptions of (16.2) letpg<77(p). If X = min (p(g), pip)

— pq, pq) and xG5(g, X) then 5(x, X —gx) permits rotation.

Proof. Since pq<niP)^VoiP), there is a point p' with p'p = pq = p'q/2.

Denote by h and t2 the centers of t(p', p) and t(p, g) respectively, and let t

be any point distinct from h and t2 with distance pt = pq/2 from p.'it exists

only if the space has at least dimension 2. This may be assumed because the

one-dimensional case is trivial.) The segments t(/„ /) lie by (1.15) in 5(p, pq).

For any point u of t(h, /)+t(/, t2) there exists therefore a point v with ipuv)

and pv = pq. As u traverses t(<i, í)+t(í, t2) the point v traverses a Jordan arc S

from p' to g which lies entirely on the sphere Kip, q).

This arc S intersects every sphere 7£"(g, t) with t^X at some point yr be-

cause p'g = 2pg>X. By (16.2), 5(g, min (p(g), pip)—pq)) permits rotation,

hence 5(g\ X) does too. If xG5(g, X), then xG7iT(g, t) for some t<X. Now

(16.2) applied to g, yr and x instead of p, g and gi shows that 5(x, X —gx) per-

mits rotation.

The following fact yields the reduction of the present problem to the re-

sults of the last section.

(16.4) If Sip, pip)) and Siq, piq)) permit rotation, pq<min ivip), pip)),

then Siq, X/3) has linear bisectors (X is defined as in (16.3)).

Observe that the assumptions of (16.3) hold. When xG5(g, X/3), then

2X/3<X —gx, hence 5(x, 2X/3) permits, by (16.3), rotation. Let a, a', x, y
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be points of S(g, X/3) such that a^a' and x and y lie on 73(a, a'). Then

xa = xa'<2X/3, xy=xy<2X/3, and ay = a'y. Hence a motion <£ of S(x, 2X/3)

exists which carries x, a, y into x, a', y respectively. If (xwy) then (xu$y)

and xu — xu^. Since t(x, y) is unique, «$ = «, and au = a'u$ = a'u. This shows

that w£73(a, a'), hence t(x, y)C73(a, a'), q.e.d.

Now it is easy to obtain the basic result of the present discussion.

(16.5) Let S(p, p), 0<p<77(£), permit rotation; and let every sphere K(p, t),

0<t<p, contain a point gr, 5WcA that S(q, p(qT)) permits rotation for some

p(gT) >0. 7Aera S(p, p) is congruent to the interior of a sphere of a finite dimen-

sional euclidean, hyperbolic or spherical space.

Note. It evidently suffices to require that S(p, p) permits rotation and that

points g«, k=1, 2, ■ • • , and numbers p(g«)>0 exist, such that K(qK, p(g«))

permits rotation and the intervals pqK — p(qK) <t <pqK+p(qK) of the real axis

cover the interval 0<T<p. This remark contains a well known theorem of

F. Schur, compare B [l, pp. 191, 192].

To see (16.5) observe that (16.4) and (15.2) imply that every point xy^p of

S(p, p) has a neighborhood S(x, a) which is congruent to a sphere of a v-ài-

mensional euclidean, hyperbolic, or spherical space (the same for different x).

By (4.12), S(p, p) is homeomorphic to E", and the metric xy has in S(p, y(p))

the convexity and continuity properties of a G-space. A familiar argument on

removable singularities shows that the metric is also euclidean, hyperbolic, or

spherical at p. This leads to the

Second characterization of the spaces with constant curvature.

7Ae universal covering space of a G-space R is a finite dimensional euclidean,

hyperbolic, or spherical space if and only if every point p of R has a neighborhood

S(p, p(p)), p(p)>0, with the following property: When pa = pa'<p(p),

pb = pb' <p(p), and ab = a'b' then a motion of S(p, p(p)) exists which carries

p, a, b into p, a', 6' respectively.

The two characterizations of the spaces with constant curvature suggest

the problems to determine the spaces in which either every sphere S(p, p)

has linear bisectors or every sphere S(p, p) permits rotation. Both problems

are well known in slightly different formulations and the pertaining literature

is prodigious. The first question is answered in

(16.6) Theorem. If (and only if) each bisector B(a, a') of a g-space R con-

tains with any two points x, y at least one segment t(x, y), then R is either a

straight line, or a euclidean, hyperbolic, or spherical space of a finite dimension

vl%2.

Note. The hypothesis of (16.6) holds when every bisector B(a, a') of R is a

G-space(u).

(u) In the terminology of Hadamard and Cartan, B(a, a') is required to be totally geodesic

(totalement géodésique). For the literature on (16.6) compare Zacharias [l] and Enriques [l].
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Proof. By a procedure similar to the proof of (15.4) it will first be shown

that P(a, a') is a G-space. Bia, a') is closed, therefore finitely compact, more-

over convex, because it contains with x and y a segment t(x, y) ; that is,

B satisfies Axioms A, B, C. To see Axiom D, it suffices to show that P(a, a')

contains with any segment t(x, y) of length at most rj(y) also the segment

t(x, y') where xy = yy'=xy'/2.

If the point z of t(x, y') did not lie on P(a, a') then az<a'z, say. Choose b

with iyba') and yo<7j(y). Then ba>ba'. For ba^ay—yb = a'y — yb = ba'. The

equality sign would imply iyba), which, together with iyba'), ya = ya', and

(4.1), would yield a'=a.

For «Gt(y, 6) let v be defined by ivux) and vu'.zy = bu:by iv exists because

vu í£ zy< 77 (y), xu<2r]iy) and 77(y) ̂ 776(y)). Now v = z and av<a'v when u = y;

but v — b and av>a'v when m = 0. Hence a point w0 with (ywoo) exists such that

the corresponding point Vo lies on P(a, a'). Since í(tjo, x) is unique, it lies by

hypothesis on P(a, a'). But Mo does not lie on P(a, a'), by the argument that

proved ba>ba'.

It is now not hard to establish (16.6) with the help of (15.2) by direct

geometric arguments, similar to those used in §15. But (16.6) may be reduced

to two rather simple facts on two-dimensional spaces with constant curva-

ture. By §15 the universal covering space P$ of P is a »'-dimensional (p^2 is

assumed) euclidean, hyperbolic, or spherical space. Consider the neighbor-

hood Sip, dp)) of an arbitrary point p oí R and any T,2 in Sip, dp)) through

p. The geodesies which contain lines (compare §15) in the T,2 through p

form a two-dimensional G-space M2i12). Let g be any geodesic through a line

Ii in the T,2 through p, and í2 the line in the L2 perpendicular to U at p. If

a, a' are points of I2 with center p, then B2=>Bia, a')nM2 contains g, but may

conceivably contain other geodesies. (Bisectors in the elliptic plane consist,

for instance, of two geodesies.) B2 cannot contain two line elements I' and I"

with the same origin x, because both M2 and P(a, a') would then contain the

whole L2 in 5(x, ?7(x)) which is determined by I' and I"; and it would follow

that Bia, a')DM2Da. This yields

(1) Every geodesic in R is simple (see §8).

(2) ^4rey two geodesies in Bia, a')nM2 are disjoint.

First let P$ be a spherical space. If M2 is any two-dimensional G-space

in R, its images in P<¡, are disjoint two-dimensional spheres, each of which is

a covering space of M2. Unless M2 is a sphere, it is the elliptic plane (see

Cartan [l, p. 174]). If P(a, a') is defined similarly as before, Bia, a')nM2

is the bisector of a and a' in M2, and would consist of two geodesies. These

would intersect, which contradicts (2). Hence every two-dimensional G-space

in R is spherical, whence it easily follows that R itself is spherical.

Now let P* be euclidean or hyperbolic, and M2 a given two-dimensional

(u) This and some of the following facts are simple properties of totally geodesic manifolds,

compare Cartan [l, pp. 119 ff].
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G-space in 7?. If M2 were a surface of constant curvature not greater than 0

but not a euclidean or hyperbolic plane, it would contain points p, q with

0<pq<r](p) such that the geodesic b which contains t(p, q) is not cIosed(n).

Let M2 be the plane over M2 through the point p over p in Rq. If M2 were not

simply connected M2 would contain a point g"i over g different from the point

g over g in S(p, y(p)). Then <i> maps the geodesic ®(t(p, q~i)) on a geodesic b'

which contains an arc c from p to q different from t(p, q), and b^b'. For, the

line elements of b and b' are different at either p or q because b is not closed,

and b has by (1) no multiple point.

Choose b and b' in S(p, y(p)) with center p such that ®(t(p, q~i)) is the bisec-

tor of 5 and 5' in M2. If 6= 5$, 6'= 6'f», then A'£73(6, 6')nj72. On the other
hand t(£, g) is unique and lies therefore in 23(6, b')C\M2. Therefore b and b'

would lie in 73(6, b')i^M2, which contradicts (2).

This completes the proof of (16.6).

Call two ordered triples of points a, 6, c and a', 6', c' congruent if ab = a'b',

bc = b'c', ca = c'a'. With this notation the second problem mentioned above is

answered by

(16.7) Theorem. If (and only if) for any two congruent triples a, 6, c and

a', 6, c of the G-space R a motion of R exists which carries a, 6, c into a', 6, c,

then 7? is a finite dimensional euclidean, hyperbolic, or spherical space(li).

Proof. If p, a, 6 and p, a', 6' are congruent triples, then a motion $ of 22

exists which carries p, p, a into p, p, a'. Let 6$ = 6*. Then pb*=pb = pb' and

a'6* = a6 = a'6'. Therefore a motion ty of R exists which carries p, a', 6* into

p, a', b'. The motion <FF carries p, a, b into p, a', b'. This shows that every

sphere S(p, p) permits rotation. Hence 2? is a space of constant curvature.

Let g, a, 6 and g', a', V be congruent triples and p a center of q and q'.

A motion S2i of 2? exists which carries p, p, q into p, p, q'. If afíi = a*, 6Qi = 6*,

then q, a, 6 is congruent to q', a*, 6*, hence q', a', b' is also congruent to

q', a*, 6*. There is a motion 02 that carries q', a*, 6* into q', a', 6'. Hence

£2 = fiifi2 carries q, a, 6 into q', a', 6'. If the segment t(g, a) is unique then

t(g', a') is unique and £2 maps t(g, a) on t(g', a') and ®(t(g, a)) on ®(t(g', a')).

Hence any two geodesies of 7? are congruent.

On no surface of a constant curvature kí£0 are all goedesics congruent,

except in the euclidean or hyperbolic planes. Therefore every geodesic of 7?

is a straight line, when 72 is locally euclidean or hyperbolic. This shows that 72

is either a euclidean or a hyperbolic space.

Besides the sphere, the elliptic plane is the only G-space of constant posi-

(13) The surfaces with constant curvature 0 are enumerated in Cartan [l, chapter III,

§VIl]. For surfaces of negative curvature the reader may be referred to Hadamard [l]. How-

ever, the statement admits of a very simple direct proof.

(u) The one-dimensional case is no exception. The theorem is stated without proof in

B [l, p. 134]. A related result is found in Birkhoff [l].
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tive curvature (Cartan [1, p. 174]), and all its geodesies are congruent. There-

fore another argument is necessary to show that every two-dimensional G-

space in P is a sphere.

On a sphere A with longitude and latitude as coordinates consider the

points a = (0, 0), 6= (tt/3, 0), c = (2w/3, 0), and a' = (ir/2, a), where 0 <a <ir/2

and cos a = 3~112. If d=(ir/2, 0), then bd = cd= S-tt/6 (5 is a factor of propor-

tionality), cos (a'o/5)=cos (a'c/5)=cos (bd/h) cos a = 2~l, hence a'b = a'c

= S-7t/3. In the elliptic space A' obtained from A by identification of anti-

podal points, a'b = a'c = S • tt/3. Therefore a,b,c and a',b,c are in A ' congruent

triples. But there is evidently no motion of R which carries a, b, c into a', b, c

because t(a, b) + t(b, c)+t(c, a) is a geodesic and t(a', o) + t(o, c) + t(c, a') is not.

This shows that R cannot contain an elliptic plane, and completes the

proof of (16.7).

This theorem answers the well known Helmholtz-Lie problem(n) in the

large, after the second characterization of the spaces with constant curvature

had answered it in the small. As far as I am aware, no theorem to this effect

is known in classical differential geometry. The assumptions of Helmholtz,

Lie, and Weyl [l], which contains the most complete treatment along these

lines, amount in the present notation to requiring that in a »-dimensional

Finsler space congruent ordered (i' + l)-tuples of points can be carried into

each other by a motion of the space. It seems therefore worthwhile to indicate

how the present result may be obtained by the classical methods, when the

necessary differentiability conditions are granted.

(16.8) If in a symmetric Fiyisler space R a motion of R exists which carries

a given direction bi with origin p into a given direction b2 with origin p, then R

is Riemannian at p.

Let the metric of R be determined by the integrand <p(£i, • • • , £,;

Vu • " • . Vf) where </>(£; 77) satisfies the usual conditions (positive, positively

homogeneous, regular). A motion of P which leaves p = (£1, •••,£,) fixed in-

duces an affine transformation of the 77-space (tangent space at p), which

leaves the origin 7)« = 0 fixed, and carries the indicatrix7ip:^(p; 771, • • -,77,) = 1

into itself. If every direction with origin p can be transformed into any other

by a motion of P, then Kp admits a transitive group of affine transformations

in itself. Since Kp is convex and has 0 as center it must be an ellipsoid with

center 0(16). This shows that P is Riemannian at 0.

Notice the corollary: A Finsler space R is a Riemann space if every point

p of R has a neighborhood S(p, p(p)) with this property: when pa = pa'<p(p),

then a motion of S(p, p(p)) exists which leaves p fixed and carries a into a'.

The hypothesis of this corollary holds when every point p of R has a

neighborhood S(p, p(p)) that permits rotation. But a Riemann space with

this property is known to have constant curvature.

(16) For the literature on the problem see Weyl [l] and Enriques [1, pp. 107 ff].

(") See Blaschke [l, §89].
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